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The world has arrived at an age of cheap complex devices of
great reliability; and sometlling is bound to come of it.
-VANNEVA R B us11

w

I first <ememb" was cite light.
It was November 1983, and after som e Byzantine negotiations, I was admitted to the inner sanctum-a lowslung building in C upertino, Cali fornia, containing the
most whispered-about secret since the Enigma, or at
lease since Who shot J.R.? Upon confirming my identity, the receptionist directed me to a small conference
room named after a French painter. A shore, energetic
woman in a suede jumpsuit entered carrying an awkward canvas bag. She sec che bag on che cable, unzipped
the cop and reached in, grabbing something by a recessed handle.
The shape is now a familiar component of our culture, as instantly recognizable as a Volkswagen or a Coke
boccle. Back chen, I had never seen anything like it. All I
knew was its name: Macintosh . And that it was supposed to change the world. It certainly looked different.
In about thirty seconds, the woman had everything
plugged in and connected. She reached behind it and
turned it on. The disk drive ground and whirred. And
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the small screen turned milky white. In the middle was a
sharp little machine self-portrait, with a blinking question mark inside on the screen inside the screen. Then
the disk drive whirred once more and the question mark
evaporated. In its place was a happy face. Macintosh was
happy.
I was witnessing a revolution.
Until that moment, when one said a computer screen
"lit up," some literary license was required. Unless the
display was something from a graphics program or a
game, rhe background on a monitor was invariably
black, providing a contrast to the phosphorescent green
(sometimes white) letters. Reading text off a computer
screen had the feel of scaring into the flat bottom part of
those ray fortune-telling Eight Balls, where you'd ask the
thing a question, turn it upside down, and a cryptic answer would dreamily drift into view. Everyone who used
computers considered this one of the standard discomforts: it did hurt your eyes if you scared coo long. Bue we
were so accustomed to it chat we hardly even thought co
conceive otherwise. We simply hadn't seen the light.
I saw it that day. I also saw many things I didn't know
a computer could do. By the end of the demonstration,
I began to understand that these were things a computer
should do. T here was a better way.
On chat day in November, I met the people who created that machine. They were groggy and almost giddy
from three years of creation. Their eyes blazed w ith Visine and fire. They told me that with M acintosh, they
were going co "put a dent in the Universe." Their leader,
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Steven P. Jo bs, told them so. T hey also told me how
Jobs referred to this new computer:
Insanely great.

Ten years later, I am boarding a Mecroliner at New York
City for quick overnight to Washington, D.C. In my
left hand is a seven-pound gray box several times more
powerful, bur a thousand dollars less expensive, than the
object I viewed in wonder chat day in November. le is a
PowerBook, the latest of my four Macintosh computers.
It is my typewriter, my communications center, my
Rolodex, my Filofax, my alarm clock, my fax machine,
my notebook, my database, my calculator, my file cabinet, and my opponent in chess and the slaughter of
space aliens. It runs on a battery as big as a pack of baseball cards, though I'm just as happy plugging it into a
wall socker. As the train pulls out of the station, I slip
the PowerBook out of its case and press the space bar on
its keyboard. A pleasant chime rings out, and the screen
goes from a dusky fog to a familiar still life of little pictures on a lightly dotted whitish background. I have
been using Macintosh for ten years now, and each time
I turn it on, I am reminded of the first light I saw in
C upertino, 1983. le is exhilarating, like the first glimpse
of green grass when entering a baseball stadium.
I have essentially accessed another world, the place
where my information lives. le is a world that one enters
without thinking of it . . . an ephemeral territory
perched on the lip of math and firmament. Using the
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keyboard and mouse, one can reach into a metaphoric
landscape, which has long become famili ar. Though few
know aJl the jargon identifying the peculiar Macintosh
furniture-menu bars, tide bars, elevators, close boxes,
pull-downs and pop-ups-they become as cozy as the
living room you grew up in. It's home. And in this
place, you find familiar things . T he paper you were
working on. The spreadsheet figures yo u entered yesterday. Two different layo uts yo u were considering for a
publication you are designing. Even the simulated F-16
fighter jet you were piloting into a hostile zone near the
Strait of H ormuz. This is a place with no physicaJ substance, but it is of course wrong to assume that w hat
happens there is in any way intangible. T he work you
perform d1ere is real.
Very few tools transform their cuJrure. Macintosh has
been one of them. In the decade since the Mac's debut
Apple has sold over twelve million Macintoshes-the
saJes rate of PowerBooks alone is over a million per annum. Extending the M acintosh style o f handling information even mo re broadly are many millions more
computers that run systems that owe just about everything to the Macintosh, notably Microsoft Windows.
The M acintosh has become a symbol of a sort of intellectual freedom, a signifier that someone has logged
into the digital age. O n television you see a M ac on
Jerry Seinfeld's desk. It peers at you in the background
of authors' photographs on book jackets. A newspaper
reports breathlessly of producers conducting rapturous
relationships with PowerBooks, of screenwriters sleeping
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with them. A magazine wrices of a movie mogul who
"grows rhapsodic" when he speaks of the device, and
credi ts it for a career change and possibly even resolucion of a mid-life crisis.
Ir took some rime for people to see the light, but now
it is everywhere, not only on personal computers but in
television commercials that ape the look of its screen,
and soon on cable television controllers and hand-held
"personal communicators." The ideas of Macintosh no
longer belong to the future: they dominate the present.
And they will shape the way we cope with the future.

This book is about how technology, serendipi ty, passion, and magic combined ro create what I believe is the
most important consumer product in the last half of the
twentieth century: the Macintosh computer. I will trace
how Macintosh came into being, why it is so important,
and how it already has set a process into motion that
will eventually change our thinking about computers,
our chinking about in formation, and even our thinking
about chinking. In terms of our relationship with informacion, Macintosh changed everything.
I will also cry co describe why, afrer a decade of using
Macintosh, I scill find ic exhilarating.
I certainly don't claim that Macintosh is perfect. (At
the time of its release ic in some ways wasn't even adequate.) Certainly, I acknowledge chat Macintosh is bur a
step in a path that was probably inevi cable, the trail
leading to a O igical Nirvana where all information, all
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music, all pictures, all voices, all cransaccio ns, and all
mental activity gees parsed into seething bits of o nes and
zeros.
I am saying, however, that Macintosh was che crucial
seep, the turning point. Before 1984 the concept of
ordinary human beings parcicipating in digital worlds
belonged co the arcane realm of data processing and science fiction. After M acintosh, these digi tal worlds began
to weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life.
Macintosh provided us with our fi rst glimpse of where
we fit into the future.
Though at che center of chis story is a personal computer, sold by computer dealers in various forms over
the las t ten years, Macintosh is actually a creative expression of dozens of people, beginning with an idea first expressed in 1945. Humans often anthropomorphize the
objects they use, especially when they become fond of
their interaction with chose objects. Almost everyone
who comes into contact wich Macintosh becomes enchanted by its personality. Bue by and large people seem
to regard the emergence of this personality as a sore
of random phenomenon, something thac just happens
once the computer leaves the factory and acclimates itself to its new surroundings .
Macintosh indeed has a distinctive demeanor, but chis
is a result of human effort and creativity-j ust as the
traits of a character in a novel or film seem fro m the
imagination of its author. Alan Kay, whose earlier breakthroughs in computer science and philosophy helped
make Macintosh possible, has wrinen:
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As with mosr media from which things are built,
whether rhe rhing is a cathedral, a bacterium, a sonnet,
a fugue or a wo rd processor, architecrure dominates
material. To understand clay is no t to understand the
pot. W hat a pot is all about can be appreciated better
by understandi ng the creators and users of the pot and
their need both to inform the material with their
meaning and to extract meaning from the form.
Macintosh's creators viewed rhemselves as artists. Those
who co nceive of that term in the traditional mannerpainters in smocks, poets in garrets, auteurs in film
school- have to stretch a bit to snare this concept. The
Mac creators are emblematic of a new kind of artist
spawned by the protean nature of the compmer.
M acintosh makes it clear that we are now witnessing
a first flowering of a new form of expression, where
architects of technology create interactive software that
embodies their own, sometimes radical, visions. By using th ese products, we (mosr often unconsciously) experience those visions. They color our own chinking. We
are transformed by chem. Though the gramm ars, aesthetics, and even the jargon of this rather ephemeral art
form have yer to be fixed, rhere is a quiet understanding
among those working in the front lines of sofrware design chat rhey are parriciparing in rhe most vital means
of expression in o ur rime.
During the Renaissance, a period frequently evoked
by those working on or developing products for the
Macintosh, painters undo ubted ly ago nized over the
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smallest deta ils of their paintings. Every brush stroke
cold a story. In the early 1980s in Silicon Valley, furious
disputes in aesthetics were waged over the likes of how
many times an item on a drop-dow n menu should blink
when a user dragged the cursor over it. (The Macintosh
artists decided on three, but to appease those insisting
on a lesser increment, they granted users the option to
adjust the number.)
Keeping that in mind, it makes sense that in the process of documenting how Macintosh made its mark on
the world, I should also explain how the creators of
Macintosh made their mark on it. As it turns out, these
artists were nor bashful in helping me do this. I got that
idea on the very first day I saw the machine, when I first
mer the M ac Team.

But first I should explain who I am, and how I wound
up in Cupertino, California, on a sunny day in November 1983, staring in wonder at a machine that would
change so many things.
My presence was anything but foredestined. For most
of my life I had been a stranger to science and an uneasy
companion to technology. If in the course of my education anyone had bothered to tell me about C. P. Snow's
rwo cultures-science and the humanities, Aopping
against each other like grunting sumo wrestlers- I
would have readily embraced tl1e concept, rooting for
the humanities all the way. Ir was nor that I didn't enjoy
science. I simply felt it had nothing to do with m e.
In eleventh grade-1966-1 listened compulsively to
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Bob D ylan and the Paul Butterfield Blues Band and
nearly flunked geometry. At Temple University, I played
bad guitar in coffeehouses, cook all che Shakespeare the
place had co offer, and utilized a strange loophole in the
academic rulebook co replace my rwo-semescer science
requirement w ith independent study in a topic of my
choosing. I selected rock music. Instead of learning
physics I wrote essays on the Rolling Scones and the
Band. My final was a comparative study of che jusrreleased Crosby, Stills, and Nash version of "Woodstock" and Joni Mitchell's original.
The computer science department was housed in
Spellman Hall, one of several stupendously banal new
buildings at Temple's North Philly campus. I think I
went in there once, for a drink of water. Standing on
the seeps outside, dozens of students with white shirrs
and, sometimes, ries-ties!-conversed in what might
have been Bantu, for all I knew. What I and my equally
smug friends felt we did know was chis: computers were
evil.
Computers, we believed, had turned us into numbers. During biannual pre-registration, a hellish period
where chousands of us jammed into a gym co secure
courses for che semester, we were issued DO NOT BEND,
SPINDLE OR MUTILATE cards, a handy symbol of the psychic slavery of arcending college on a large campus.
Computers tabulated our tuition increases, and mailed
us the bills. Mose damning of all, computers fueled the
War Machine, chat grinding, wheezing hunk of Kafka
that murdered little babies and cold us to report to 400
North Broad Street for a physical. Man, we hated chat
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War Machine. And it was so intertwined with those evil
digit-crunching UNIVACS and IBMs, that the two
were virtually synonymous.
Whatever went on in computer centers, it was bad,
bad mojo.
I continued to retain my prejudices through the entire decade of the 1970s. So ic was that when che biggest
story of our era was breaking-an explosion of digital
technology chat would transform our civilization-I was
elsewhere. I wrote stories about Bruce Springsteen, Doctor J, emergency ambulance squads, and denizens of cable television access channels, and cried not to chink
about che small but growing number of fellow writers
who were aba ndoning cheir electric cypewriters for
something called word processors. (What a fat target
that term presented!) T he last thi ng I wanted was to
have a television screen on my desk, with phosphorescent green letters shining in my eyes, making me b lind
and giving me cancer. I discussed this w ith my companion (now my bride), a fellow writer. We decided chat,
maybe, we would go as far as getting what certain trade
periodicals then considered a more attractive alcernacive,
an electronic cypewriter. Several pioneering journalists
had taken this step and then paid the bill by w ri ting
self-congratu lato ry accounts of their daring.
Were it not for a wild ly fortuitous p hone call in 1981,
I might have wound up in rheir ranks, and thereafter
consigned to a lifetime of technological cluelessness,
stumbling from one wrong tool to the next-Epson
QX-10, Osborne, Kaypro, Radio Shack TRS-80 .. . a
computational trail of tears. T here are people like this,
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doomed to buy these quickly orphaned husks of sand
and plastic-digital losers, never quire catching the slipstream of our age. I could have been one of them, and
probably would have been . .. had it nor been for that
telephone call in 1981 , from Jane Fonda.
Actually, the call was nor from Jane herself, but her
production company. Would I be interested in doing a
magazine story about a strange breed of human called
computer hackers, and then selling the rights to the
story back to chem, so they could make a movie from it?
Sure. I convinced Rolling Stone to assign the article to
me, and I flew off to California, figuring if there was
anything at all to chis story, I would find it there. I was
thirty years old and had never couched a computer.
Within hours after my arrival in the Golden Stace, I
was stewing in a hoc tub in the mountaintop retreat of
Jim Warren, a gregarious Silicon Valley gadabout who
was known for inventing the West Coast Computer
Faire, an annual Wirehead Woodstock. Also in che tub
were Tony Bove and Cheryl Rhodes, a pair of Graceful
Deadheads who were sort of Jim's elves, living on his
property while they edited a magazine about the possibilities of sending millions of pages of data by radio to
people with personal computers. Maybe it was the temperature contrast-it was a soggy fifty degrees in the
Bay Area though the cub was, well, hoc-but more
likely the conversation chat made me violently vertiginous. Though I had tried to read up before my virginal
exposure to the computer culture, I was quickly
swamped by the discussion, which ranged from Trojan
horses to something called CP/M. I had expected to be
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lost in jargon. What I did not expect was the excitement, and wonderment, with which all this jargon was
voiced.
Slowly, I came to understand that a powerful, transforming force had been unleashed upon the world. So
began my quest. Much as I immersed myself into Jim
Warren's hot rub I took a thorough soak in the community of technoids. T hough some of their character traits
bordered on Dickensian, the most interesting thing
about them was their vision: their goal was not p rimarily to mal<e money (though a startling number of them
were newly minced multimillionaires); they mostly did
what they did because they loved doing it. But almost
all of them beUeved chat rhe fruits of their labors would
empower ordinary people and perhaps even, in some
subversive way, nudge the collective thought process, the
group mind, toward the keystones of their philosophy,
which were embodied in technology. These principles
were decentralization, sharing, and the belief chat
knowledge was a good in and of i rself. Amazingly, as
personal computer technology was filtering into the
Weitanschauung, their vision was actually filtering into
the mainstream.
By late 1982, What the Nerds Had Wrought was imploding into the national mindset. It was at the end of
that year that Time magazine would actually feature a
machine, a personal computer, as the Man of the Year.
Times cover was but the latest domino to fall in an
avalanche of indicators that computers were the hottest
thing going. No one was sure yet what the theme of the
eighties would be, bur it was quire clear that the Thing
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of the Eighties would be the personal computer, and
that these objects would be with us for decades thereafter. As a journalist, I was at the epicenter of a historic
tectonic shift.
I had stumbled onto T he Big Story: rhe geeks were
changing the world.

By late 1983 I was purring the fin ishing touch es on a
book called Hackers. Of course, I used a computer to
wrire it, an Apple II. My first machine, ir was a continual revelation, but in many ways it was frustrating to
use. While the Apple II was a valuable cool, it bore in
many ways its hobbyist roots. Not surprising since the
industry itself was still in swaddling clothes. Word processing with a personal computer in the very early
1980s was like listening to a crystal set in the early days
of radio-you could make out the broadcasts, but only
by tinkering with the wires.
T hat era, however, was allegedly on the brink of extinction. The computer world was abuzz with rumors of
two potentially earth-shattering computers. One was
code-nam ed Peanut, made by IBM, whose role in the industry was something like that of the Empire in the Star
\%rs series-dominant, invincible, and (to those who
understood the Force) unspeakably vile. In 1981, IBM
had belatedly entered the personal computer market
with its PC, encountering as little resistance as Cones
h ad upon entering the Aztec capital. Though not particularly advanced in its technology, the IBM PC quickly
became the standard. Now word had it that IBM had di-
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rected an army of programmers, in keeping with its
"Human Wave" strategy of product development, to create a computer that would dazzle the legions of potential
users who would devour the technology, if only they
didn't fear and loathe it so much. I attended the introduction of this wunderkind, officially called the PC/Jr,
and could not believe my eyes. It was a singularly bland
morsel of technology, an intentionally crippled version
ofIBM's very successful PC. The Human Wave had generated barely a ripple.
Nowadays, the PC/Jr is a distant memory. Macintosh
was another story. All over the Valley, people were whispering about how a small group of geniuses was devising something along che lines of Apple's impressive
but prohibitively expensive Lisa computer. Introduced
in January 1983, Lisa had been acclaimed as offering
breakthrough technology, but few could afford it. Hopes
abounded, however, that this new computer would break
through to the masses, single-han dedly launching the
computer age into the stratosphere. T hose depressed by
the ease with which IBM had rocketed ahead of Apple
looked to this new machine as the magic bullet that
could stop Big Blue in its tracks. Very little in the way of
specifics h ad leaked out of Apple, but it was comm on
knowledge that the shipping dare had slipped more than
once. Were we in for another blizzard of groundless
hype?
I confess that I hoped not. As an Apple II user, my
heart was already w ith the Cupertino crowd. I had
begged my editors at Rolling Stone to let me do a featu re
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on this supposedly groundbreaking new machine and
the young iconoclasts who had produced it. Since rhis
would offer Apple advertising that one simply can not
purchase, I expected the Silicon Valley version of a red
carpet. To my surprise, my contact at Apple's PR firm,
Regis McKenna (we journalists called these you ng
women Regettes) informed me that access would not be
forthcoming- unless Rolling Stone put the Macintosh
teain on its cover.
The odds of Jann Wen ner agreeing to displace Sti ng
in favor of a bunch of compurer nerds were approximately one to googolplex.
Only o ne person in all of corporate America would
have made such an absurd demand. T his of course was
Apple's chairma n and the impresario of Macintosh,
Steven Paul Jobs. His was a lifetime spent on the borderline between chutzpah and hubris. At niventy-eight
years old, he was cofou nder of a company that had
quickly found itself in the Fortune 100. He was widely
recognized as the symbol of American innovation and
entrepreneu rial cunning. Quite an achievement fo r a
young man who only a decade previous was stumbling
around India with a backpack, a spiritual hitchhiker
without portfolio. H is most noticeable trait was his
charm, which he could seemingly turn on at will. Conversely, he was also legendary in his tactlessness, a character rrait for which he had as yet not paid a price. He
had over seven million shares in Apple stock (worrh
around a quarter of a billion dollars) to prove that he
could get away wirh such behavior.
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In this case, however, he backed down. Publicity was
essential to nurture this tender enterprise in its first exposure to the marketplace, and the mosc saleable angle
was the energetic team of Macintosh wizards. The only
hitch was th is: Macintosh still wasn't finished. After several deadlines set and unmet, January 24, less than eight
weeks away, was the ultimate deadline, cast in granite.
That was the annual stockholders meeting, at wh ich the
computer would not only be publicly introduced, but
officially shipped. On January 25, when the frenzied
hordes stormed the Apple dealerships, they would find
Macintosh for sale. Bue only if the wizards finished it.
In light of this, my Regette begged me not to take advantage of the natural gregariousness of the Mac team.
Though the ironclad policy was that every interview had
to be chaperoned by a Regette, she knew that public relations people were held in disregard by the Mac team.
If they decided that the Rolling Stone guy passed music,
they'd even slip him their phone numbers for off-therecord conversations, no matter what their PR people
said.
This is pretty much what happened. But Apple need
not have worried. By the time sympathetic Mac Team
members had, by some C upertino equivalent of the Underground Railroad, helped me to lose my escorc for
hours of uncensored conversation, I was already a convert to Macintosh. This was partially due to a propagandizing routine that Apple had perfected to a T. Bue
mostly, it was due to Macintosh.
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Everyone called che building Bandley 3, signifying rhe
chird suucrure Apple had raised on Bandley Drive. This
building was smack in che middle of che Apple "campus," which looked like and was a boring office parkprefab structures surrounded by asphalt. Parked on the
lots were the best cars Japan had to offer. While the faux
adobe facade of Bandley 3 was as exciting as Wonder
Bread, a surprise awaited chose who goc beyond the reception area. A spacious lobby, complete wich expensive
mock skylights, awaited chem. It held, among other
things, a Bosendorfer grand piano, an arcade-version
video game machine (Defender), a BMW motorcycle
positioned like a heavy-metal work of arc, and a PingPong cable. In a kitchen off che lobby was a refrigerator
loaded wich juices, soda, and various Calistoga waters. A
compact disk player, rare for its day, fed Chopin and the
Rolling Stones into fi erce-looking, six-foot MartinLogan spealm·s.
I hardly noted chese wonderful toys before I was directed to the Matisse room. (Another conference room
was called Picasso.) Ac chis juncture, Barbara Koalkin,
an Apple marketing manager, arrived, bearing the first
Macintosh I would ever see. Enclosed in plastic casing
of muddy beige, it was slightly bigger chan a shoebox on
end, about fourteen inches high. A small television
screen covered ics upper half.
After she turned the machine on, and I had sufficiently marveled ac che quality of its display, she opened
che file for che MacWrice word processor, and motioned
for me to type a few words. I did. Then she did something unexpected. Using che mouse, she swiped the
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blinking line ac che end of the sentence back over the
words, which immediately turned white against a black
background. Then, in one swoop of the mouse and a
click, she did something char changed the words I had
jusc typed. The sentence I had jusc written in a staid
serif typeface suddenly was pushed leeward. Jc had become perfect italic.
I instantly recognized rhac every computer user was
now potentiaJly a publisher. I moved in co play wich che
machine some more, crying out things in MacWrice,
and then a marvelous program called MacPaint. If I had
nor been somewhat familiar with the process of using
personal computers, I would have rhoughc I was seeing
merely pleasant visual events and stunts. Bue for several
years I had been struggling with the torture of mastering
even simple tasks on the humble machine that was supposedly che masc fucurisric thing I owned. This did nor
seem like corrure. Ir seemed like the future itself.
Poor Barbara Koalkin had to pry me away from the
machine in order co give her canned spiel, which was
sort of an overture before che opera, introducing themes
I would hear developed with greac intensity lacer on in
che performance. I don't recall a word of ic, really, bur
my notebook shows char I was dutifully jotting down
key phrases, like "designed to be low-cost personal computer," "personal producciviry cool for knowledge workers," and "we want everybody in rhe world using Mac
software."
Anyway, I was dazzled, a feeling that would only accelerate as the day went on. Each person I met was a
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young wizard bubbling with enthusiasm-I co uld almost feel eleccricicy crackJing as they cold me their stories. Jerry Manock, the industrial designer who had
literally molded the Apple II and now the Macintosh.
Mac would change the world, he said. M ike Boich,
whose job title, formalized by his business card, was
"Evangelist." Ir was his job co co nvince software developers co write programs fo r Macintosh. Mac, he co nfirmed, was going to change the world . C h ris Espinosa,
an original Ap ple employee, was now in charge of Macintosh publicatio ns. T his computer, he insisted, will
change the wo rld.
Then I was off ro ano ther cubicle co see Joan na Hoffman, the first marketi ng person o n the Macintosh team.
Joanna cocaJly threw me for a loop. After earning a
physics degree at MIT, she had shifred co the humanities, an ending grad uate school at the U niversicy of
C hicago, specializing in an obscure corner of Near Eastern archaeology. The overth row of the Shah of Iran had
closed off all the relevant digs; she was faced with a
cho ice of focusing on another area or changi ng careers.
Ir triggered a deep reevaluation of who she was, who she
wanted to be. "I decided I'd been living in the past so
long that I felt I now wanted co be in the future," she
said. So naturally she went co California and wound up
acApple.
Joanna talked, in a voluptuous eastern European accent, abour how Macintosh would be a global phenom enon, designed from the gee-go co accommoda te
the quirks of other languages and cultures, from kanji co
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Cyrillic. What I remember most abo ut that encounter
was that as Joanna spoke, her Macintosh was sitting on
her desk, and she could not keep her hands off it. Every
second sentence or so she would go back to it, caress it,
stroke it, as if it were some rare breed of cat. Ir was eerie.
I finally pointed out what she was do ing, and she smiled
sheepishly. "l t's such a cute little beast," she said.
T hen she told an anecdote that would turn out to
have prophetic resonance. She was showing the program
co some Italian businessmen. At first they were skeptical,
bur then Joanna cranked up MacPaint and they went
crazy. "We couldn't get chem our of rhe room," she said.
Then she suddenly got very serious.
"You know, it's hard co cell people rhac something elegant and airy is powerful," sbe said. "I cried co stress the
applications, emphasize chat chis can be a very serious
machine. They wanted to paint. True, there's no need to
make a computer burdensome. It ca n be delightful-yet
very powerful and useful. "
Before I could chew on that, I was led into d1e inner
sanctum, the room where the engineers were actually
trying to get the Macintosh out the door. I was to have
lunch with "Bill and Andy," neither of whom I had met.
Bue my curiosity had been whetted-almost every person I had interviewed said, "Wair rill yo u meet Bill and
Andy," as if chis would certify che special nature of the
Macintosh experience.
I met Bill Atkinson first. A call fellow with unruly
hair, a Pancho Villa mustache, and blazing blue eyes, he
had the unnerving intensity of Bruce D ern in one of his
turns as an unhinged Vietnam vet. Like everyone else in
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the room, he wore jeans and a T-shirt. "Do you wane to
see a bug?" he asked me. He pulled me in his cubicle
and pointed to his Macintosh. Filling the screen was an
incredibl y derailed drawing of an insect. It was beautiful, something thar you might see on an expensive
worksrarion in a research lab, but no r o n a personal
computer. Atkinson laughed ar his joke, then gor very
serious, ralking in an intense near-whisper rhar gave his
words a reverential weight.
"The barrier between words and picrures is broken,"
he said. "Until now, the world of arr has been a sacred
club. Like fin e china. Now, ir's for daily use. We're going
to make ir so easy to be creative that people w ill have no
excuse nor to confront their own artistic ability."
We were met for lunch by Andy H errzfelcl: late twenties, compact, elfish, bespectacled, and overflowing with
energy. His business card read "Software Wizard." His
words rumbled our with the mile-a-minute cadence of a
small boy describing a demolition derby.
"There are two barriers that keep one hundred fifty
million people from using che computer," he said, as
soon as we settled into a booth at a suburban saloon.
"First, it's too expensive. Second it's too hard to use. You
have co gee immersed in chis muck of ho rri ble stuff.
C omputers are great, bur they don't do any good if it
doesn't reach the common man. Bue we're bringing
computers co the people for the first rime. W hen we designed Macintosh, we aimed at ourselves -people. Like
when I got my first stereo, I knew I wanted it in my life.
We want the man on the street to ger Mac and feel that
incredible potential . .. when every person has a com-
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purer he or she can relate to , it's going to change the
wo rld!"
Our food had arrived , but no one h ad to uched it.
"We're all maniacs," Andy said. "People want to be
computer scientists, b ur we are also hackers, trying to
make Macintosh incredibly small and right and fast.
T he thing rhac cums me on is making this great computer." Then he stared the obvious. "I get emotional
about my wo rk. "
Atkinson nodded. "You're doing rh is because that's
the dream," he said . "Don't mess with my dream, and
I'll like you."
By that rime, all I could chink of was the moment in
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid when the protagonists looked ar each o ther and asked, of their superhuman pursuers, W ho are these guys?

And then there was Steve Jobs. le was lace in the day,
and I was talking to some people in the Bandley 3
lobby. He appeared out of nowhere, tri m and handsome
in a navy swearer (no shire) and jeans. In lieu of a traditional greeting, his first words to me were, "I think
you're making a big mistake by not putting the Mac on
che cover." His c::yes bore <lown on me out of a somewhat hawklike face, and I immediately became flustered.
This was my first exposure co what Jobs's subordinates
would call "che reality distortion field." Though I was in
no danger of accepting his premise, che effect of his
tirade was impressive. The people standing around us
looked embarrassed. Then, just as suddenly, Jo bs took
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off, headed to douse some unidentified conflagration. Ir
was understood that we'd have dinner that night.
Sometime after the appointed hour, we got into h is
car and headed for a nea1·by pizza house. He immediately picked up the thread of his previous complaint,
lobbying me for a cover shot. (As if I could do something about ir.) Ir was Jobs's contention rhar Rolling
Stone was on th e ropes, running crummy articles, looking desperately for new topics and new audiences. The
Mac could be its salvation!
1 asked him if he'd even read the magazine lately,
challenging him to cite any of these crummy articles.
Well, yes, he replied. Just rhe other day o n the airplane
he'd read a copy of the Stone, and tho ught that rhe cover
story, the o ne abo ut MTV, was real ly awfu l. A nd began
to tell me what a piece of shit that was.
I raid him I was rhe author of rhar particular article.
To his credit, he d idn't fl inch, or attemp t ro mitigate h is
comments. He did, however, curtail his withering critiq ue. We downshifred the conversation ro small talk.
When we got to rhe restaurant, there was an awkward silence as I roo k our my rape recorder. Though Jobs knew
the Macinrosh required an unprecedented amount of
publicity, he had a deep mistrust of the press. A year before, he had been traumatized by a stoty in Time that he
considered a cruel personal arrack by a reporter he once
trusted. "I know what it's li ke to have your private life
pai nted in the worst possible light in fro nt of a lot of
people," he said. "Ir was a hatcher job." W hen I told h im
I d idn't chink that article was that devastating, he resisted , noting rhar the point was nor how others viewed
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the arricle, but how he did. Ever since that perceived betrayal, he had been leery of my ilk.
Yet o nce I switched on my recorder, Jobs became enthusiastic and candid. "Co mputers and society are our
on a first dare in this decade and for some crazy reason
we're just in the right place at the right time to make
chat romance blossom," he said . And then he told me
about Macintosh.
"I look at most of the people I ger to work with as
artists. I look at myself as an artist if anything."
"Really?"
"Sort of a trapeze artist," he joked.
"With or without a net?"
"Without." Then he turned serious again. "Ir's a way
of expressing feelings. Wanting to put something back
into the wo rld ." He pondered his own words for a moment. Then, with great animation, he said, "You know,
we don't grow most of rhe food we eat. We wear clothes
ocher people make. We speak a language char ocher people developed. We use a mathematics that other people
evolved ... I mean, we're constan tly taking th ings. Ir's a
wonderful, ecstatic feeling to create something that puts
it back in the pool of human experience and knowledge.
I think actually one can influence things as much or
more from the private sector than the public sector. I'm
one of those people who think that T homas Edison and
the light bulb changed rhe world a lot more than Karl
Marx ever did. And we have th is in credible chance to do
that in the next five years.
"I don't want to sound arrogant but I know this thing
is going to be the next great milestone in th is industry.
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If ir's not, I'll jusr go back ro T iber or something. Retire
from this material life. Every bone in my body says ir's
going to be great. And people are jusr going ro realize
thar and buy ir."
Larer he modifi ed rhe superlari ve, using rhe phrase he
had been hammering upo n the Macintosh gro up for
over a year- not just great, he said, but insane61great.

I
n 1945 Vannevac Bush, a focme< vke pcesidem of
M IT and then the director of the country's Office of
Scientific Resea rch and D evelopment, wro te an essay in
the Atlantic entitled "As We May T hink." It was the end
of Wo rld War JI. Bush had been instrumental in channeling the efforts of thousands of scientists to prod uce
techniques and devices of massive destruction and coldblooded mayhem. T hankfully, this sort o f thing was
over, he thought. Now the question was, as he posed it,
"What are the scientists to do next?"
H is answer sparked a chain reaction chat led, al most
forty years afrer the article was published, co the M acintosh computer. Bush contended that the maj or scientific
and engineering effort in postwar America should be
the transfo rmation of rhe way we process, retain, and retrieve information.
Obviously, he was thinking about the electronic computer, a monstrous number-crunch ing mechanism just
being developed at the ti me he wrote. Bush underscood,
as did very few in those days, that the underlying tech-
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nologies of chis new cool were nor limired ro a more efficient duplicarion of the labors of roomsful of human
calcularors. H e envisioned these machines as processing symbols as well. Bush called fo r the developmenr of
a new son of language, one capable of sucking in many
kinds of input- mathematical, rexrual, vocal, and visual. T hese could later be d isplayed by devices like
cathode-ray tubes, "dry phorography" (essenrially, the
technology we use in copying and fax machines), and
new, highly compressed forms that he called "m icrophorography. " "T he Encyclopaedia Britannica cou ld be reduced to the size of a marchbox," he predicted. One
could gather the entire written output of the human
race and load it inro a single movi ng van.
T his same lin gua franca- which we now readily
know as digiral format- would be put to use in creating
original d ocuments, Vannevar Bush said in L945. And
then he d escribed what wo uld later be known as word
processing.
If this were nor remarkable enough, Bush went on to
give the design specs for his dream machine, one he
called the memex. T his "so re of mechanized privare file
and library" wou ld pur to use rhe vase knowledge sruffed
inro rh e afo rementioned movin g va n- allowing the
memex user to produce a new d ocument that seamlessly
integrated the vast sprawl of the human legacy into a
book, letter, aud io recording, or causal notario n.
W hat d oes a memex look like? Bush explained:
lt consists of a desk, and while it can presumably be

operated from a distance, it is primarily the piece of
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furniture ar which [rhe user] works. On the top are
slanting translucent screens, on which materiaJ can be
projected for convenient reading. T here is a keyboard,
and sets of buttons and levers. Otherwise it looks like
an ordinary desk.
Stored withi n this desk is information, tons of it.
"Books of all sorrs, pictures, current periodicals, newspapers ... " So vast is the storage space that Bush estimated that even if the user jammed five thousa nd pages
of materiaJ daily into the desk, he or she would never
live long enough to fill rhe data bucket. Bush had the
right idea here-access to reams o f information- bur he
didn't grasp how much easier it wou ld become to store
all materials, the whole moving van of human history,
in a central location, available to the memex user by a
wire umbilical. Where Bush's visio n turned dead ly accurate was whe n he outlined how the memex user wou ld
find and retrieve what he o r she wanted. Besides a scand ard keyboard, the memex wo u ld have rows of buttons
a nd levers. By pushing the buttons and pulling on the
levers, a memex jockey wo uld navigate through th e informatio n, calling up files, sh uffling it to one of the
screens, stepping through rhe text like a frenzied Evelyn
Wood studen t, ul timately locating the d esired penetrating though t or facro id. Bush was inventing wh at we
now call "information surfing," w here one rides the
crest of a concept and , Aicki ng rhe board in a perfect
360, catches a new concept. Sitti ng in the cockpit of the
me mex like a fighter jockey, Bush's text pilo t cruises
through a realm chat Bush obvio usly envisio ned quite
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clearly, bur would no r be named for cwo huma n generatio ns: cyberspace. T he cools for navigating this terrain at
the speed of imagination would be the butcons and
levers of the memex machine.
"Presumably," wrote the nacion's ch ief scientisc,
"man's spiric sho uld be elevated if he can better review
his shady pasc and analyze mo re completely and objectively his p resent problems." T he ability co manipulate
info rmation, he implied, could be our very salvation.
T he issue o f the A tlantic with Bush's essay evencually
fo und its way to a bamboo structure on st ilts in the
Phili ppine island o f Leyce, a hut converted to a library
for naval personnel by the Red C ross. Hiroshima an d
Nagasaki were in dead ly smoke. And a twen ty-year-o ld
naval radar technician named Douglas C. E ngel bart was
id ly waiting for a boar ro take hi m home. O ne day he
went co the lib rary and read "As We May Think." It
would nor be too much of an exaggeratio n to say char
o n thac d ay in 194 5, che seed was planced that would
one day bloom into Macintosh.
T he germination, however, was slow. E ngelhart didn't
think m uch about Bush's vision for five years, when he
had become a fledging engineer for the agency that was
destined to becom e NASA. H e was d oing research with
wind tunnels; this, in 1950, was a ho t job. H e had just
proposed m arriage to a woman he had met at work, and
he felt his life screech out before him. As lives go, it
looked pretty good. Yet there was something, he felt,
terribly Jacking. "Suddenly," he would later recall , "it all
seemed m uch too flat to accept. "
Do uglas C. E ngelbarr was consricmionally a dreamer.
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And for the next few weeks, he atrempted to dream of a
new career for himself, something-this sounds so idealistic that it's almost wacky-that could actually help
shape th e future of humanity. He decided that instead of
solvi ng a particular problem, he would influence the
very act of solving problems. H e would give the world a
tool to improve its abilities to wrestle problems into submission. So mething to augment human powers. T hat
was the word he used , augment. The other word he
would come to use was crusade. Engelbart was embarking on a crusade to augment human capabilities by app lying new technologies and developi ng ways co interact
with that technology. H e ultimately would realize, and
even surpass, what Vannevar Bush had wrirten in his terribly important yet unappreciated essay in the Atlantic.
C rusades are not completed in a day, even in a year.
Engelbart quit his job, moved co Berkeley with his new
bride, and earned a Ph.D. in the budding field of computer science. H e was hired by a think rank called the
Stanford Research Institute (SRI), and he set up a group
that he called the Augmentation Research Center. H e
cajoled a small grant from the government, and set out
to change the way the world worked .
And did.

I once went co visit Doug Engelbart. His employer in
1983, the inheritor of what was left of the Augmentation Research Center, was a phone networking company
called Tymshare. Amazingly, the bu ilding that housed
Engelbarc was in C upertino, a quick turn off Bandley
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Drive. Unbeknownst to either of us as we spoke, less
than two blocks away, Apple Computer's Mac Team was
working feverishly to realize some of Engelbarr's d reams
(though they were hardly aware of the man himself).
T he Tymshare building was stand ard-issue Silicon
Valley architecrure-featureless, clean, and low to the
ground. Just another chip on the dense circuit board of
Santa C lara County. Meeting me in the receptio n area
was a trim , avuncular man w ith gray hair and a welltrimmed beard. He was in shirtsleeves. His greeti ng was
warm yet understated. Douglas C. E ngelbart led me ro
his office, a cubicle in one corner of a sprawling room
filled with file cabinets and similar warrens. T he Moses
of computers did not even rate an enclosed office.
I later read in Howard Rheingold's book Tools for
Thought what a friend had written of Engelbare: "When
he smiles, his face is wistful and boyish, bur once rhe energy of his forward motion is halted and he stops co
ponder, his pale blue eyes seem to express sadness and
loneliness."
Indeed, there was something sad about our visit. I got
the impression that Engelbart didn't have all that many
visirors. Jn recent years, partially as a result of the revolution that the Macintosh has spurred, Engelbarr has finally won considerable recognition, if not riches. Bue
when I visited him, Douglas C. Engelbart was still a
name that would draw a blank stare, even in the rechnogossip hotbox of Silicon Valley.
Unjusrified obscuri ty was something that E ngelbarr
had learned, though not happily, co live w irh. In 1962,
writing to his virtual men to r Vannevar Bush for penn is-
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sion to reprint some of the Atlantic article, he complained, "I had ... almost nothi ng but negat ive reactio n
from people [before wo rking at SRJ] and fo r several
years here, coo." H e had hoped things would change
in the early 1960s when he began co publish; he cold
Bush that he was preparing "mo re than just a report to a
government agency. To me it is th e public debut of a
dream, and the overd ue birth attests co my emotional involvement. " In 1963, thirteen yea rs after fi rst adopti ng
Vannevar Bush's visio n as his launching pad for the
modernization o f man, Engelbart pu blished a paper
called "A Co nceprua1 Framework for the Augmentation
o f M an's Intellect. " Like Bush befo re him, Engelhart
complained that the accumulated knowledge of humani ty had exceeded our ability to ha nd le it. O nly by
"augmenting man's intellect" could we remedy this situatio n-resul t ing in better comp rehensio n of problems,
quicker so lutions to chose pro blems, and the conquest of
previously insoluble p roblems. And here was the news:
The tools to p erform this task were at hand. H ere is how we
will work in the future.
And then D oug Engelbarr pred icted systems in which
individuals would have personal computer wo rkstatio ns,
networked to each other, and wo uld even co m pose documents in which "trial d rafts can be ra pidly co mposed
from rearranged excerpts of old drafts .. . yo u can integrate yo ur new ideas more eas ily and thus harness yo ur
creativity more continuo usly."
Yes. ln 1963, when compu ters cost hund reds of
tho usands o f dollars, and when those few people who
worked with co mputers generally d id so by su bmi tting
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stacks of punched cards ro authorized renders, here was
a man who for years had envisioned word processing
and networking. (Almost parenthecicaJly, E ngelbarc explained how on-line diccionaries could be part of che
wricing process.) Bur char was only part of his vision,
which involved a unified scheme to manipulace information and enhance creacivicy, a syscem char could
dwarf "che combined effects of the printing press and
the industrial revolution ."
"Thar paper was the firsc rime or place I came our
with chose thoughts," Engelbart cold me twenty years
lacer. "There was a lot of risk chere."
And the response?
H e looked at me, his blue eyes unAinching. "There
was one little review someplace that said, 'H ere's a description of a lirrle documentation system .' "
Yer he pressed o n-chis was a crusade, after all-and
his group, working our of World War 11-vincage barrackslike h ues on che SRI campus, pushed what was
rhen the limits of computing. It was there chat Engelbarr invented windows.
Windows. For many of us, the Macintosh was a fi rst
exposure co windows, char technique of purring multiple
views on rhe same computer screen. Ir's instantly clear
how the mecaphor applies: the screen is Aexibly partitioned into any number of rectangles, each of which
could be considered a window into a separate monicor,
showing a display of a separate file, or even several rearrangements of rhe information in a single file. It was a
way to realize a feature of Vannevar Bush's m emexchose multiple cathode-ray rubes built into the d esk-
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sized srrucrure. In sread of sirring in fronr of several
monirors, like renr-a-cops ar a condominium security
conrrol room, we wo uld require bur a single screen. To
be sure, what was most impressive about that first exposure was the si mple fact that more than one file could be
displayed simultaneously-quite an advance from the
one-at-a-time regimen mosr of us were used to, preMacintosh.
W indows are really quire profound. Usi ng them implicitly reshapes our relarionship ro information itself.
Info rmat ion is what we see when we look through those
windows-a digital peep show where we flick open the
shurrers ro information.
As H oward Rheingold wou ld note, "The terrirory
you see through the augmented window in yo ur new
vehicle is nor the normal landscape of plains and trees
and oceans, but an infonnationscape in which the features are words, numbers, graphs, images, concepts,
paragraphs, argumenrs, relationshi ps, form ulas, diagrams, proofs, bodies of li terature and schools of criticism." We now have a term for this informationscape:
cyberspace.
We received the term courresy of William Gibson, a
science ficti on wri ter. ln his Neuromance1; the high riders
of computer networks "jacked into" it. .. . a "consensual
illusion." But there is a weird provenance here-unli ke
other prescienr sci-fi wri ters who give us terms for things
that haven't been invented yet, Gi bson's winn ing phrase,
putatively used by rhose living in a near-futu re dystopia,
actually applies to Engelbarr's in formationscape and its
current descendants. ln the age of computers, the best
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science fiction writers are no longer specularive prophers,
bm interpreters of a newly synthesized reality, constructed of mathemarics and informarion.
Thus ir appears char instead of inventing cyberspace,
Gibso n identified ir. Jr had been rhere, we now understand, for years. Cyberspace, says essayisr and lyricist
John Perry Barlow, is where conversatio ns a re conducted
when rwo people ralk on the telephone. Bue most often
ir is associated wirh ~ landscape of dara. Or as Michael
Benedikt, an a rchireccu re professor, described C-space,
"The tablet become a page become a screen become a
world, a virtual world. £rs depths increase with every image and word or number, with every addition, every
contribution, of fact o r thoughr. lrs corridors form
wherever eleccriciry runs \.Vith intelligence. Jrs chambers
bloom wherever data gathe rs and is scored ... . "
Ir was Engelbarr w ho devised rhe first rools ro propel
one through cyberspace. Best known is the mo use. An
odd companion ro a keyboard- because irs purpose was
someth ing cha t could no r possibly have been envisio ned
unril Engel bare constructed his system- ir would be
used ro reach into and man ipulare a wo rld construc ted
only of information. The requirement was char this rask
had to be so smoothly integrated into the overall sysrem
char people would nor even realize chat rhey had
jammed their hand into the Phanto m Zone. Ir had ro
feel like rhe mouse-handlers were actually working on
real paper.
Before Engclbarr's group serried on the mouse, it ran
through all sores of weird-science accouterme nts: joysticks, track balls, light pens, and a device char Irwin
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Corey would have loved-a sort of steering wheel controlled by one's knee. (Ar one point, Engelbart arrempred to test rhe worst imaginable means of manual
input, and published a paper on the matter entitled
"Experimental Resu lts of Tying a Brick to a Pencil to
D e-Augment rhe Individual. ") E ngelbart u ltimately described the traits of the mouse that elevated it over these
alternatives:
[It is] palm-filling size, has a flexible cord, and is operated by moving it over a suitable hard surface that has
no other function than to generate the proper mixture
of roll ing and sliding motions . ...
That the mouse beat out its competitors . . .
seemed co be based on small faccors: it stays put when
your hand leaves it co do something else (type or move
a paper) and reaccessing proves quick and free from
fumbling. Also, it allows yo u to shifr your posture easily, which is important during lo ng work sessions .. .
And it doesn't require a special and hard-to-move
work surface ... A practiced, intently involved worker
can be observed using his mouse effectively when its
movement area is littered with an amazing assortment
of paper, pens, aJ1d coffee cups, somehow running
right over some of it and working around the rest.

(I can attest, from great experi ence, to the latter claim.)
The first prototypes of the mouse were carved from
wood, rou nded blocks with little tracking wheels (potentiometers) underneath. They had three buttons, and
if o ne looked at them a certain way, the buttons seem ed
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analogous co a mousy nose and two tiny mouse ears.
T his, and rhe raillike cord trailing ou t of the device's
rear, earned it the nickname that, q uire by inertia, became its permanent appellation.
T he name m ight have been arrived at whi msically,
but nothing else about the mouse was an accident. Bill
English , who at the time was one of Engelbarr's uncaped
crusaders, once explained how the mo use was crafted for
comfo rt and control. "You want it fairly low, without
your wrist on the rable. Ideally, you'd li ke to use the
same muscles you use ro con trol a pencil."
In 1968, Engelbart unveiled his entire system to an
astonished fall Jo int Computer Conference in San Francisco's C ivic Center. W ith his keyboard, his keypad , and
his mouse, Engelban embarked on a jo urney through
information itself. fu w indows open and shut, and their
contents reshufAed , the audience stared into the maw
o f cyberspace. E ngelbarr, with a no-hands mike, talked
them thro ugh, a calming voice from M ission Control as
the truly final frontier whizzed before thei r eyes.
Ir was the m other of all demos. Engelbarr's support
staff was as elaborate as one would fi nd at a modern
G rateful D ead concert. The viewers saw a projection of
Doug Engelbarr's face, with the text of the screen superimposed o n ir. At one point, control of the system was
passed off, like some digital footbal l, to the Augmentation team at SRI, forty miles down the peninsula.
Amazingly, nothing went w ro ng. Not only was the futu re explained, it was there, as Engelhart pi loted through
cyberspace at hyperspeed. Now, so many people claim to
have been ar the demonstration that it's sort of a mod-
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em version of Babe Rurh's cal led home run. At the time,
though, word of the perform ance did not spread to the
world at large, to whom rhe revolurion was directed.
Engelbarr's project had a single major patron: the Advanced Research Project Agency of the United States
Department of Defense. Unbeknownst to Timothy
Leary when he attempted to levitate the evil Pentagon
in 1967, this li ttle-known branch of Defense was quietly
kick-starting the computer revolution that would result
in the Macintosh. I do n't wanr to pretty this up too
much now: the inreresr of the Defense Department was
of course cl1e development of systems that could toast
the flesh of opposing soldiers and noisome bystanders.
But from rhe srarr, ARPA's leadership was enlightened: the very first person in charge of the Information
Processing Techniques Office was J. C. R. Licklider,
whose dreams and desires ran parallel to Engelbart's: to
overthrow the status quo where computers were accessed
only indirectly, by way of submitring punched cards and
waiting, sometimes for d ays, for the results. Licklider
was an early advocate of computer inceracriviry. In 1960,
he was writing papers proposing a man-computer symbiosis in which "human brains and computing machines
will be coupled together very tightly, and ... the resulting partnership wiU think as no human being has ever
thought and process data in a way nor approached by
the information-handling machines we know today."
When he went to rhe Penrago n in 1962, Licklider, and
later his like-minded successors, set up a system that allowed chem to toss millions of dollars at resea rch centers
trying to realize this goal. For eight years the money
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flowed- modestly by defense standards, topping out at
about $25 million a year-until some persnickety senato rs forced the agency co limit its spending only co projects with specific mi litary applications.
Yet during its golden run in the 1960s, ARPA was
probably the greatest government investment since che
Louisiana Purchase. Compare it to its contemporary, the
space program. T he latter focused on a single mindblowing goal, a moon landing, which was successfu lly
met. And then the enterprise fizzled, becoming decreasingly relevant to the general public. T he main benefits
of the whole enterprise seem co have been Teflon, Tang,
and a scack of very cool photographs. ARPA- by using
its relatively meager bankroll (millions, not billions) to
seed an entire culture devoted to transforming computers into instruments of communications and mental
augmen tation-boorscrapped a revolution chat wo uld
change the way all of us worked, created, and thought.
Contemplate the actual products: Word processing.
Personal computing. D esk.cop publishing. Spreadsheets.
Nor chat Doug E ngelbart wo uld personally reap the
fruits of this transformation. Even as rhe trajeccory of
his tho ught kept rising in the early seventies, rhe clock
was ticking o n his pet project. In 1973, enchanted by
the ideas of economise Perer Drucker, he coauthored a
paper called "The Augmented Knowledge Workshop/'
which was based on the idea, formu lated by Drucker,
that information was destined to be the fulcrum of the
economy. "By 1960," wrote Engelbart, "the largest single grou p [of Americans] was professional, managerial,
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and technical-that is knowledge workers. By 19751980 this group will embrace the majority of Americans." Ir was these knowledge workers w ho would sit
in the cybercockpits of the Engelbarr augmentation
scheme: as he termed it, "the office of the fu ture."
Knowledge workers. T he office of the futu re. These
two catch phrases would later be appropriated by the
marketers charged with selling the Macintosh. But Engelbart's bosses at SRI weren't concerned with marketing
his producL T hey tolerated him, as long as h e was
fu nded. And then he lost his funding.
In retrospect, it seems hard to fathom. Ir's as if someone, the biggest idiot in the annals of technology, had
handed Edison his walking papers. Lock up the lab, Tom!
Take this junk with you! Some peopl e amibuted the
problem to w hat was increasingly becoming a mismatch
benveen the conservative SRI and the iconoclastic Augmentation group. Others claimed that Engelbarr's vision
was too rigorous, that it demanded too much from the
poor knowledge workers. (Hey, the futu re isn't easy.) In
th.e earl y 1970s some key members of his ream Aed to a
Hedging computer research center set up by the Xerox
Corporation. And in 197 5, after a less-extravagant
ARPA pulled its golden plug, the Augmentation Research ream broke up fo r good. SRI sold the system to
Tymshare. By then the "ream" consisted of one: Douglas
C. Engelhart, once again a solitary dreamer.
Engelba.rt's voice was brittle when he explained the
move. "There was a slightly less than universal perception of our val ue at SRI." Not that Tymshare, his cur-
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rent employer, had a deep appreciation for what they
had purchased. "Ir was a cheap way to take a chance,"
said Engelbarr, not both ering ro cloak his bitterness.
By the time I wound up in Engelbarr's pathetic cubicle in 1983, his creation, now dubbed ''Augment, " was
one of several office-auromation systems Tymshare offered. There was little fanfare. Yer to Engelbarr it was
still his baby. He talked as if his system, not the evolutions of it like the Lisa and the upcoming Macintosh,
was going tO rake over the world. It was logical tO him
that it should. Here, he seemed to say, just watch.
I saw there slack-jawed as he demonstrated . The m ost
memorable portion of his system, perhaps because of its
unfamiliarity, was the litcle one-handed "keyset" that
could be ch orded like an electronic piano. Using that in
one hand, and a mouse in the other, h e could make lines
of text appear on the screen without once touching the
standard keyboard. Seeing this, I had to admit that anyone who learned how to play this thing wo uld have a
huge advantage over the laggards wed to o ur current antique. But to get this pare of his system in cl1e mainstream, Engelbarr wo uld have had tO overthrow a
technology entrenched more doggedly than the Maginot
Line-the QWERTY typewriter keyboard.
Everyone lmows what a dog that interface is. If it
seems like the QWERTY keyboard was laid out deliberately to slow down speed typists, that's because it was. If
people typed too fas t, they would overwhelm the machine-the keys would jam. So inefficiency was built in.
A good idea for the nineteenth century, when text was
produced by pounding a lever to make an impact on a
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piece of pape r, but not so good a hu ndred years later,
when hitting a key sends electrical impulses to a silicon
chi p.
Yet we stick wi th the interface; there's too much invested in the standard to abandon it. M y ow n high
school instruction in ryping was nightmarish ; so fumble
fingered was I that after my mistal(eS were deducted
fro m m y wo rd totals, my sco res on the speed drills were
usually gauged in negative numbers. Yet I knew, since
my hand wri t ing was universally regarded as illegible,
that in o rder to make my thoughts known in the wo rld,
I had to learn the keyboard, and eventually I internalized the skills. This abiliry is so hard-won that I canno t
imagine ane mpting something as elaborate as a cho rding handset.
Engelbart's system could take you farther, faster, than
anything that came before it and arguably has not been
eclipsed to this d ay. Bur ir required several weeks of intensive training to master it. T h is is no r a lot to as k
of rocket scientists, brain surgeons, and plumbers but, for k nowledge workers this was and is an insurmo untable barrier. Better to go slow every day for rhe
next decade th an to lose a few weeks learning to move at
hyperspeed.
Still, Engelbarc got fa rther than anyone had reason ro
expect by posmlat ing an additio n ro the keyboard- the
mouse- and seeing it accepted in his lifetime. To boot,
he was the fi rst ro implement windows in com puter
screens, transform ing a single video monito r to the m ultiscreened hyd ra envisioned by Bush with his memex
machine. Since gathering the wealth of C roesus was not
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E ngelbart's goal, one might reasonably assu me rhat his
achievem enrs broughr him sarisfacrion.
When I suggested as much, E ngelbart cu rrly gesrured
to his sysrem, a full-fledged wonder wirh nor only
mo use and windows, bur the chording handser, the nerworking, and the implied connecrion ro the world's
knowledge via rhe porrals of cyberspace. He wanred this
sysrem, his sysrem, everywhere. Bur he had no control
over the furure. His vision was at the mercy of those he
inspired.

Te

next leap toward Macintosh would originate
only a few miles from Engelbart's lab-a research and
development arm of the Xerox Corporation called the
Palo Alto Research Center, but known to computerheads everywhere as PARC. It would become famous,
but not quite in th e way its parent company intended.
PARC's establishment in 1970 came as a consequence
of the Xerox Corporation's extraordinary success. Xerox
was literally synonymous with copying machines; the
revenues piled in and the profits piled up. But the company's future was far from assured. Making copies of
documents was but one component in managing information. The emergence of advanced computing cools
would create new components, possibly some much
more significant than even the most advanced copiers.
Xerox had gorten into che computer field by buying a
California company called Scientific Data Systems, but
Xerox's CEO, Peter McColough, realized that th e "office
of the future," co use Engelbart's term, was yec co be in-
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vented. H e decided to spend some of Xerox's profits to
invent it. T hus PARC was born.
T hough the head of rhe research center was a respected scientist named George Pake, the key figure at
PARC was a nonengineer, Bob Taylor. Straight out of
ARPA, where he had succeeded J. C. R. Licklider as
head of the Info rmation Processing desk, Taylor ran his
domain as if it were somehow a continuation of the
ARPA effort to push computation in to the realm of the
intimate. As surely as an ACC basketball coach is familiar w ith che count ry's cop high school prospects, Taylor
had kept crack of che nation's bright young computer
scien tists, particularly the freewheel ing wizards who
aimed to hack up miracles. And he landed che best.
le did nor require much wooing. Wo rd was out that
something special was afoot in PARC's faux Aztec complex, bujlc into a mo und of rugged terrain on Coyote
Hill Road near Ro ute 280. T he ARPA A-ream gladly
Aed their universities and artificial intell igence labs to
make a bit of history. (The pay wasn't bad , either.)
"This is really a frightening group of people, by far
the best I know of as far as talent and creativity," said
Alan Kay, one of the center's principal scientists, in
1972, smack in che middle of PARC's Golden Days.
"The people here all have crack records and are used to
dealing lighrning with both hands. " Kay, himself a
frighten ingly talented person, also once claimed that
"out of the one hundred besr com purer scientists in rhe
country, seven ty-six of them were at PARC." (O ne of his
former colleagues, upon hearing chis, remarked d ryly
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that Kay's estimate was suspect, "for the very primitive
reason chat we didn't even have seventy-six scientists.")
Yee PARC's brainpower was truly impressive, and
is now safely ensconced in legend. There still is a Xerox
Palo Alto Research Center, in the very same building on
Coyote Hill Road, but when people talk of PARC they
generally refer to the collection of computer science
magi who populated the center in the 1970s. Nerds
now chink of it as Camelot. While che nation discoed,
PARC redefined computing. Its scientists sac on beanbag chairs (stacked to the ceiling in meeting rooms-at
conferences people would file in, grab one, and flop
down on the floor) and rethought the symbiosis between man and machine. And then they created a marvel. It was unique for its time, but now would be
identified as sort of looking something like a Macintosh. But not as good as a Mac.

I missed visiting PARC during its Camelot era, but if I'd
gone, surely the first person I would have sought out
would have been Alan Kay. His intelligence is well documented: a radio quiz kid at age ten, a restless, unchallenged student through high school; a passionate
musician distinguished at the pipe organ; and, as he discovered during his seine with the United Scates Air
Force, a virtuoso computer programmer. He used his
coding skills co finance his undergraduate education at
the University of Colorado, and somehow came to the
attention of Dave Evans, the head of computer science
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at the University of Utah . In 1966, Kay was admitted co
Utah's graduate program.
Though these days rhe University of Utah is best
known for its attempt to solve the world's energy problems through the magic of cold fusion, in the midI 960s ir was a hotbed of computer innovation. The
hidden hand in bringing this about was, of course,
ARPA. It had given Evans, a former Berkeley computer
scientist, a five-million-dollar grant, which allowed him
to go wild with computer interactivity and graphics.
Evans pried a lot of talent from vaunted computer
palaces such as MIT, bur the biggest prize of all was Ivan
Sutherland.
Sutherland had achieved canonical status in the field
by devising a computer program cal led Sketchpad. H e
had concocted this as his MIT doctoral thesis in the
early sixties, working on the TX-2, one of the first computers with a visual display, albeit an extremely crude
one. "It filled a room," Sutherland later recalled. "It was
about a twentieth the power of a Macintosh II, but it
was at that rime a very big machine." The TX-2 had a
remarkable feature: using a flasblighclike wand called a
light pen, one could input shapes into it. Sutherland
had, since childhood, harbored a fascination for geometry and mechanical drawing (his father was a civil engineer). So, as he later explained, "it seemed like the most
natural ch~ing co make drawings with it."
Natural for Sutherland, perhaps. Bue few had imagined chat this rough beast of a calculating engine could
be transmogrified into a sophisticated system to create
shapes, pictures, and blueprints. And when you created
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your shapes you could copy rhem, alrer them, or score
rhem. In 1977, Ted Nelson (whom we will meer when
our story rums to HyperCard) gushed abour Sutherla nd's wonder-"The Mose Imporranr Compurer Program Ever Wrircen," he called ir- in his book The
Home ComptJter Revolution.
. . . working on a screen you could cry our things you
couldn't try our as a draftsman on paper. You were
concerning yourself with an absrracred version of the
drafting problem; yo u didn't have to sharpen an y pencils, or prepaie a sheet to draw on, or use a T-square or
an eraser. All these fu ncrions were built inro the program in ways that yo u could use through rhe Aick of a
switch or the pointing of the light pen. And the drawing itself existed in an abstracted version, that could be
freely changed around with no loss of derail.
Sketchpad was not o nly the first drawing program,
but was arguably the best, absurdly al1ead of its time. Ir's
as if the d esigner o f rhe very firsc automobile h ad created a J967 Corvette. Sketchpad was also, for many
yea rs, the thing rhar mosr clearly anricipared Macintosh.
Sketchpad did not feel like a compurer program, ar
least none that had ever been rhought of as such. Ir felt
like . .. picrures. Like geomerry. Like cyberspace. Sudde nly, we could see the picrures of purely menral rerrain
rhar entranced Plaro when he talked abour mathemarics. And we could play in ir, wander through it together,
point ro th ings. Sketchpad was never desrined fo r general d istriburion- it ran only on the TX-2, a com puter
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with a production run of one, and was never pa n ed
anywhere else- and it never affected the culture nearly
as much as less significant but flashier advances in computer science (like, say, chess-playing programs).
Still, when presented to a receptive mind, Sketchpad
could twist that mind into a pretzel. Using the saurian
machines of the fifties and sixties, it was all too easy to
think of computers as simply crunchers of numbers, of
shufflers of ones and zeros. Very few people, even
among the new cognoscenti of computer scientists, had
the imagination to see how versatile ones and zeros
could become: they could be pictures, sounds, characters, the cells of new creatures, the building blocks of
new worlds. Sketchpad changed all this; the program
profoundly affected those who spent time with it.
Among those was Alan Kay.
When Kay arrived at Utah, Dave Evans immediately
dumped Sutherland's Sketchpad thesis on him. Kay understood its significance very quickly: Sketchpad made
the computer an extension of a single person's mental
terrain-made it personal. For the next two years Alan
Kay attempted to design a new kind of hardware, something that most people though t a wretched excess: a personal computer.
H e called it the FLEX. It was groundbreaking (or
would have been, had it been built), becau se it wove
the lessons of Engelbart and Sutherland into a compact package. "It had a tablet as a pointing device, a
high -resolution display fo r text and animated graphics
and multiple windows," Kay later described it. But its
Achilles' heel was the interface, which its creator admit-
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red in rerrospect was "repellent" to users. O ne thing he
gor right was the use of little pictures, lacer called icons,
which people could point to in the course of recalling
previous work. Bur generally FLEX was a mishmash.
"The combination of ingredients didn't gel. Ir was like
trying to bake a pie from random ingredients in a
kitchen: balo ney instead of apples, ground-u p Cheerios
instead of flour, ere," wrote Kay.
This failu re led Kay to an examinarion of wh at a
"user interface" meant. The rerm commonly referred to
a set of screen promprs and commands rhac allows a
person to communicare his or her w ishes to the computer. "The practice of user interface design has been
around ac leasr since humans invented tools," Kay later
noted. Yet very lirtle chinking had been devoted to promoting friendly, intuirive computer interfaces.
Could an interface be designed so thar ordinary people could use it? This was an unconventional question
in chose days, when ir was rarely assu med that ordinary
people would ever have reason to belly up to a computer
keyboard. But Kay already was pondering ideas like people relating to a computer intimately. H e found himself
reading M arshall McLuhan's Understanding Media and
pondering its seminal koan, "The medium is the message." T hen he had his flash of enlightenment, "a shock
that reverberates even now," he wrore over tv,renry years
later in The Art ofHuman-Computer Interaction:
The computer is a medium! I had always thought of it
as a tool, perhaps a vehicle-a much weaker conception. Whar McLuhan was saying is that if the personal
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computer is truly a new medium then the very use of
it would actually change the thought patterns of an
enrire civilization.
Kay was further influenced by a visit co MIT, when
he sat in o n some of Seymour Papert's experiments with
children and computers. Paperc, a student of Piaget, had
developed LOGO, a computer language specifical ly designed for children. Eventually, Kay came co the conclusion that the only computers worrh designing were
those simple enough co be used by children. "If the
computer is only a vehicle, perhaps yo u can \1vair unril
high school to give 'driver's ed' on it-but if it's a
medium, then it must be extended all the way into the
world of the child," he wrote.
To satisfy this rather revolutionary standard, the software in the computer would have co present itself co the
user in a cotally intuitive manner, enough co entice even
the most naive operacor inco a close collaboration, one in
which the user is welcome co mani pulate the microworld
inside the machine. Whereas previous systems-from
the punched cards and batch processing systems of IBM
co the dense code words of UNIX- racked o n an interface as an afterthought, Kay understood that future systems would have co be built around a genial software
physiognomy. "What is presen ted co o ne's senses is one's
computer," he exclaimed. H e and the other PARC people would call it the "user illusion." In other words, the
"consensual hallucination" that W illiam Gibson named
cyberspace.
To do what Kay wanted, the very language of the
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computer would have to be convivial, in a way that no
previous computer language was. In fact all previous
computer languages, even the supposedly easy ones like
BASIC, were a nasty thicket of thorny syntax, geared to
the needs of the machine rather than to the habits of
human beings. Kay wanted more of the flexibility and
creativity of a natural language. He understood how
languages shaped the thought processes of the people
who used them, and believed that computer languages
could do the same. Yet natural languages emerged
through an evolutionary process, and thus were somewhat shaped, implicirly yet with unerring sense, according ro the needs and desires of its speakers. A computer
language had no such advantage: it was thrust upon
users in one chunk. Only a very wise designer could
come up with something that was intuitively grasped,
flexible enough to support complex operations, organized enough to promote new efficiencies, open enough
to permit creativity, and fun enough for kids to enjoy.
H e'd call it "Smalltalk."
At the very least, it was fun for Kay ro design·. For a
better understanding of intui.tive learning, he immersed
himself in the works of Piaget and Jerome Bruner, examined the philosophies of Montessori and Suzuki Violin , and even become a disciple of tennis guru T imothy
Gallwey, key apostle of the Inner Game of Tennis. (For
years Kay's appearances on the lecture circuit featured
an amateurish-looking video of elderly women using
Gallwey's system to learn an astonishing amount of tennis in an afternoon.) Kay claimed that these lessons
could be applied ro computer design-it showed that
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the best interfaces were those free of interference and
capable of focusing attention on what was really important-the task at hand.

One thing in particular about the interfaces of that period got the goat of PARC's wizards. This was the practice, almost universal in computerdom at the time, of
using "modes." A mode is a current status, a condition.
Software designers used them all the time. Most word
processors had an input mode; when you were in that
mode, you could type in new text. But to change the
text, you had to exit that mode, using a specific command, and enter edit mode. You constantly had to remember which mode you were in at any time, because
something you typed while in one mode triggered an
entirely different event in another mode.
Compare this anal retentiveness to a piece of paper,
the world's greatest interface. No mode whatsoever. You
write text, you doodle, you cross things out ... quite literally a tabula rasa. But just try to gee a computer co be
as flexible as a piece of paper, and very quicldy you understand that thousands of dollars' worth of silicon and
design genius gees lapped very quicldy by one sheet of
twenty-pound bond.
In his own interface design, Kay strived for the clarity
and breadth of a piece of paper. He finally cracked the
problem by a sleight of hand called overlapping windows. While Engelbart and his Augmentation workers
had pioneered the window, the partitions they had in
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mind each staked ouc its own portion of che monitor.
Noc only was it difficult co keep m aighc which window
one was working in, bur che windows wound up competing fo r che extremely limited real estate on che
screen. Kay's solution co chis was co regard che screen as
a desk, and each project, or piece of a project, as paper
on the desk. le was the original "desktop metaphor. " As
if working with real paper, che one you were working on
at a given moment was on top of che pile. You could
write happily in chat window, or draw, or read a letter.
Perhaps you could see corners or edges of those windows previously created. To move co the other w indows,
yo u used the mouse co move the cursor our of the window and over the representation of one of the windows
"underneath." That window wo uld immediately fill out,
giving the illusion chat it was "on top."
As Kay lacer wrote, "This interaction was modeless in
a special sense of che word. T he active window constituted a mode, co be sure-one window might hold a
painting kic, ano ther might hold cexc-buc one could
gee co the next window co do something in without any
special termination. This is what modeless came co
mean for me-che user could always gee co the next
thing desired wichouc any backing o ut. "
In ocher words, as far as the computer was concerned ,
ic was in a mode-but the user felt the freedo m of
modelessness. Switching wi11dows was natural. If you
view things a certain way, we're always switching modes,
in everything we do- it's a mode, mode world. Bue in
non-computer life, we don't have co stop and recite a se-
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cret word every time we change activities-look down
from rhe television to the newspaper, watch the baseball
and swing the bar-we just do ir, and thus don't worry
about what mode we're in. Kay understood that our
computers should allow us that freedom, too. And
Smalltalk did.
Later, PARC's scientists developed word processing
features that extended these ideas. Instead of having ro
switch between "input" and "editing" and "deleting"
mode wh ile editing, the user would make the text selection first-by pressing a button on the mouse and dragging the cursor over the words in question. (This in
itself was a huge improvement over mouseless word processors, which required you pai nstakingly to mark the
cursor positions at the beginning and end of rhe passage
you wanted to cut or move.) The text in question would
be "highlighted" in reverse video, like a photo negative.
Only then would you inform the computer what you
wanted to do with the text-and this would be done
not by a command, but by pressing a button on the
mouse that triggered a little "pop-up" window to appear
near the selected text. This new window was in the form
of a menu-a stack of single words that represented
commands-like copy, cut, paste, and undo. Moving
the mouse over the comm and and releasing the button
caused the action to occur. The sequence of actions is
much easier to perform than describe-it takes only a
few hours of working with rhe system to become adept.
And the modes were gone. A major barrier between human beings and digitally stored information had been
lifted.
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Bur fo r m ost people chis sryle of interaction would
remain unknown until ir became part of Macintosh
computing.
Kay's team worked on Smalltalk through most of
the 1970s. The o riginal idea was to use it as the o perating system of Kay's d ream computer, the O ynabook. ''A
dynamic media for creative tho ught," Kay called it.
"Imagine having your own self-contai ned knowledge
manipul ator in a po rtable package rhe size and shape
of an o rdinary notebook. Suppose it had enough power
to outrace yo ur senses of sight and hearin g, enough
capaciry to store for later retrieval thousands of pageequivalents of reference materials, poems, letters, recipes, records, drawings, animations, musical scores,
waveforms, dynamic simulations, and anything else you
would li ke to remem ber and chan ge."
But it wasn't too long before Kay ran up against the
impossibiliry of producing a D ynabook until close co
the millennium , if then. The state o f technology in
197 1, as it wo uld be twenty years later, was insufficiently advanced to implement Kay's ideas. Instead of
sulking about chis un pleasant reality, Kay kept talking
abo ut the D ynabook, and wo rd about it spread so
widely that it is probably one of the most influential
computers in history, though it has never been built.
The Dynabook turned out to become less a real object
than a vision for an objecc. Everyone in the ind ustry
knows what a Dynabook is, and regards it as a sore
of technological bull's-eye to ai m for. Indeed, Macintosh
itself was explici dy designed as something that would
evolve into t he Dynabook. (Steve Jobs once fed a slo-
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gan co his ream: Mac in a Book in five yea1'S. It cook
eight.)
The Alan Kay style of virtual designing, w hich he
continued long after visualizing the Oynabook, consists
of creating imaginative abstractions of what can be, going through the motions of gathering a ream to build
the thing, and discovering important new techniques
and innovations in the process. T he real produce is the
body of ideas that circulate from the vision. Kay himself
has conceded chat technological wizards generally fall
into two categories: the Michelangelo types who dream
of Sistine Chapels and then actually spend years building them, and the da Vincis, who have a million ideas
but seldom finish anything themselves. In this bifurcation, of course, Kay was the ultimate da Vinci.

T here were Michelangelos ar PARC. In a shockingly
brief time, they managed to produce a working computer that ran Smalltalk, sort of an interim Dynabook.
This was the Alco. Butler Lampson, a Harvard-trained
physicist-turned-computer-scientist shared Kay's vision
of transforming computers from the exotic co the personal. Though he knew that Kay's design specifications
for the Dynabook were entirely too demanding, he also
understood that recent advances in technology would
enable relatively tiny machines to do heavy-duty computation that, paradoxically, wo uld make them simpler
to use. Lampson wanted the Alco to be as powerful as a
minicomputer, but less expensive, devoted to a single
user, and, above all, radically more intuitive than any
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machine chat preceded it. It would have some of Engelbarr's innovations, bur a m uch less imposing learning
curve. Like Kay, Lam pson got misty-eyed at the possibilities, which included swarms of Joe Sixpacks transmogrified into computer programmers:
Millions of people will wri te non-trivial programs, and
hundreds of thousands will try to sell chem. Of course
rhe marker will be much larger and very much more
diverse than it is now, just as paper is more widespread
and is used in many more ways than are adding machines. Almost everyone who used a pencil will use a
computer and although most people will not do any
serious programming, almost everyone will be a potential customer for serious programs of some kind.
W ithin about four monchs of incense work in late 1972
and early 1973, Lampson, with PARC hardware wizard
C huck Thacker and other engineers, produced prototype Altos. Almost to underline che difference from its
straitlaced predecessors, the first image co appear on an
Alco screen was Cookie Monster, the voracio us biscuit
biter from PBS's "Sesame Street." (Alan Kay's group had
used che image as a rest pattern.) Here was a truly powerful computer, and its first offering was something personai-whimsical, even. It was a gau ntlet tossed down
to tl1e concept that computer time was so precious that
nor a momenc should be wasted. The Alco was differenc, geared to forgive the meanderings and peccadilloes
of an individual user. What excited the PARC-aids was
thac, unlike the rime-sharing machines chey were used
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ro, the Alto ran just as fast during the day as it did at
night. (Experienced programmers had grown accusromed to lare-nighr computing binges, when fewer
people would compete for the cycles of time-sharing
computers.)
It's an empry exercise to compare the Alto ro other
computers using machines with statistics like randomaccess memory and millions-of-instrucrions-per-second
executed by the processor. The important rhing to know
is where rhe power and rh e memory of the machine was
directed: ro making a complex graphic display on the
screen, and a1lowing an ul rrafasr response when the user
keyboarded a command, or moved the mouse.
These two abilities are worthy of separate attention.
The Alro graphics were its most striking characteristic. C omputer screens in those days, and for many
years thereafter, were what was called calligraphic, or
character-based. W hen the user ryped a letter on the
keyboard, an action much in the spirit of a rypewriter
occurred-a code was triggered inside the computer
memory to generate the letter on the screen, and rhar
information triggered phosphors on the screen to paint
that letter. C alligraphic screens generated drawings in
the same fashion. This was efficient-it took very little
code to display a complicated graphic-but because the
eleccron beams were subject to flicker, the display never
looked very good. le looked, well, like a computer, a
standard of qualiry endlessly inferio r co chat of a printed
piece of paper in the cheapest book or newspaper.
T he Alco left all that behind, aiming for the inrensiry
of paper and in k. It used bit-mapping. Every single pixel
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o n its screen-a spacious landscape about the size of a
legal document-was "map ped" co a single bit of the
computer's m emory. Depending upo n whether that bit
was flipped on or off, the pixel on the screen would be
dark or light.
Bir-m apping requi red a huge amount of computer
memory-the Alco screen consisted of half a million
picture elements. T har amount required about $7,000
worth of computer memory in every machine. (T hacker
understood, however, char this was a temporary expense,
and if m emory coses fell at the expected rare, that sum
would be well under $ 100 in a decade.) Still, bitmapping was worth ir. It was pare and parcel of making
computation an experience as intimate as using paper
and pencil- and inestimably more powerful. O nce you
bi t-mapped , the com pu rer regarded everything on the
screen as a graphic, whether it was an alphanumeric
character, a bar chart, or a richly shaded portrait of a
human face. For th e first ri me, it was possible-it was
assumed- char the display on the screen would be a
precise analog of what th e eventual output would be
when generated on a high-quality printer. Ir is now
common practice co call this feature Wh at You See Is
W hat You Ger, voiced as the acronym WYSIWYG and
pronounced WHIZ-EE-WIG. (Nor particularly mellifluous, bur the pronunciation h as caught on.)
T he other notable feature of the Alco was the full integration of the mouse, which had made its way co
PARC along with some refugees from Engelbarr's lab.
Xerox had done a lot of resting on the mouse. Bill En glish, one of several SRI workers who left Doug Engel-
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bare to pursue the bir-mapped dream at Xerox PARC,
later explained that experiments conducted wirh people
with blood flowing in their veins (as opposed to computer scientists, who bled binary) resolved any doubt
remaining abouc the superiority of the mouse as a
pointing device. Fewer than one in ren users had difficulty mastering the rudiments of mo use control. (Why?
Basically, using a mouse is like pointing a finger ar
something.) The befuddled te n percent were presented
with a little exercise called Fly. The logic of Fly was
simple: there is a fly on the screen that is bothersome
and should be exterminated. T he mouse controls a fly
swatter. Use it to kill flies. Go. "After ten minutes," said
Bill English of those who used this remedial training
program, "they would be perfectly at home with the
,,
mouse.
This easily acquired point-and-dick skill could be put
to use insrandy on an Alco, enabling people to select
text and invoke menu commands at will.
W ith bit-mapping, pointing, and windows, the Alto
delivered a welcome alternative to all previous computers. Instead of being challenged by that infuriating command line, all yo ur vital information, your working files,
were spread before you like a sylvan vista from a mountaintop cabin. Gerting co your work was now as easy
as sitting on the porch and pointing . .. to that tree ...
there!
As refreshing as a verdant countryside might be to a
deskbound knowledge worker, this was obviously nor
rhe ideal metaphor for a screen display. T he key to an
intuitive system in a so-called "graphical user interface"
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was familiarity. And the way ro accomplish this was by a
suitable metaphor.
Metaphor, it rums out, is rhe key to making computers comprehensible. It was not until the late 1970s
when two Harvard Business School students named
Dan Bricklin and Bob frankscon used a metaphor easily
accessible co people who wo rked with money-accountants, economises, bookkeepers, and anyone who ever
wrote a business plan- that personal computers crossed
the line from a hobbyist obsession to a compelling tool.
The metaphor was chat of a spreadsheet-the grid of
rows and columns of figures by which one calculated
profit and loss. Their electronic spreadsheet was called
VisiC alc, and it had many advantages over its paper
counterpart, not the lease of which was chat it liberated
users from tediously having ro recalculate the entire
spreadsheet to reflect changes caused by changing a single number. This freedom allowed people to experim ent
without penalty, and actually changed the perception of
a spreadsheet from a document of hard costs into a
modeling tool by which one reseed business scenarios.
T he software metaphor was not only superior co the real
thing ... it became the real thing. Now, w hen people
speak of spreadsheets, they do no t refer co the green
graph paper where spreadsheets used co live-those are
useless now. Spreadsheets are tools on a computer.
Some years after the development of Smalltalk, the
scientists at PARC came up with a brilliant metaphor
for computer screens. Like all great software advances,
in retrospect it was o bvious: the very desktop to which
the knowledge wo rker was bound. It was a considerable
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extension of Kay's idea that overlapping windows were
like papers on a desk-in the final Xerox implementation, on a computer called the Star, there were icons representing file cabinets, printers, in- and out-boxes, file
folders, and of course, paper. Instead of choosing a file
from a directory, you would actually see the file. Instead
of invoking a command to print, you could actually
move the cursor to the printer.
The office metaphor was indisputably one of Xerox
PARC's greatest leaps. (Though Alan Kay's original desktop metaphor involved only the concept of using overlapping windows to represent papers on a desk, the term
"desktop metaphor" quickly came to stand for this
broader concept including tools throughout the office.)
Like many other brilliant ideas, once introduced it is unimaginable to conceive of working without it. Smalltalk
could potentially offer an infinite number of scenarios,
each of them a new world with windows opening into
the informationscape. What better way to emulate the
sort of work that most of us do with computersdeskwork-than by making a virtual desk, wirh virtual
drawers, virtual file folders, virtual paper?

Though rhe Alto was one of rhe uuly revolutionary information processing products of the century, the lords
of Xerox were never quire sure what to do with it. As
documented in Fumbling the Future, a book about
Xerox by Douglas K. Smith and Robert C. Alexander,
the re were plenry of (lame) reasons for this fail ure, from
corporate politics, to timidity, to outright misunder-
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standing the marketplace. Certainly every time che Alco
was exposed ro the world outside the sleek monastery
near Route 280, the response was terrific. Xerox placed
a few Altos in the Carter White House, but did not
publicize che enthusiastic reaction. And when Xerox
conducted an experiment whereby a group of secretaries
used Altos equipped with a word processor named
Gypsy chat exploited the computer's friendly virtues, the
result was astonishing. Within a few ho urs they were
working productively o n it. Scill, Xerox surrendered the
word-processing market without firing a shoe, allowing
companies like Wang to dominate with systems char
were clunky, overpriced, and hideously arcane.
Xerox eventually did make an attempt to sell PARC's
concepts in a real produce, che aforementioned Scar.
Adopting che paradigms of Smalltalk and the Alco, and
drawing from the experience of users exposed to che
thousand or so prototypes of chat machine, the Star's
designers considered their creation a potential worldchanger. ''These paradigms change the very way you
think," they wrote in an article in Byte magazine, "They
lead co new habits and models of behavior chat are more
powerful and productive. They can lead co a humanmachine synergism." (The emphasis is theirs, apparently
a case where the writers yielded to the ease with which
one could generate italics with the Scar.)
In retrospect chese wild claims are well in line with reality. Yee it was not the Scar chat presented these
paradigms co the masses; it was che Macintosh and, later,
its imitators. Xerox blew it again. It had no idea how to
sell the Star, wh ich at $ 18,000 for a basic model and
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much more for a fully loaded serup, was an awbvard buy
for a corporate manager. As a Xerox executive put it succinctly to the authors of Fumbling the Future: "[The Scar]
was a technological tour de force-but it was too expensive, no one understood it, and no one wanted it."
Though che PARC researchers were understandably
frustrated by Xerox's inability to introduce their advances into the marketplace, they weren't exaccly despondent. By and large, they viewed themselves as pure
researchers. A prototype, a paper, an article in Scientific
American ... chose were their products. They had liccle
faith that the hoi polloi would very soon be using computers. In contrast, a smali group called che Homebrew
Computer Club met twice a month ac the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center-not more than an Aerobie toss
from PARC itself-discussing and implementing the beginnings of a personal computer industry. One of the
Homebrew members was Stephen Wozniak; he designed
the first Apple computer to impress his fellow clubscers.
When PARC sciencisc Larry Tesler attended a Homebrew meeting in 1976, his disdain was indicative of his
peers' attitude: "I watched guys carrying around boxes
of w ires and showing programs chat generated flashing
lights. My neighbor said, 'This is the future!' ... I told
him, 'Forget it.' "
C ompared to the sophisticated digital wonders at
Coyote Hill Road, the Homebrew hackers were playing
with arrowheads and sticks. What the PARC people
did not understand, however, was chat people accusromed to performing tasks with their bare hands would
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consider even primitive tools like arrowheads and sticks
miracu lous.
Tesler would soon change his mind both about personal computers, and his priorities: he came ro realize
that actually sh ipping a product was as important as
conceiving it, and thus the concept of making idea reality moved up several notches in his cerebral scack. But
others at PARC never really came around. I fi nd the
purest exp ression of PARC's elitism in this co mme nt
by PARC hero Butler Lampson, when interviewed by
Susan Lammers for her Programmers at Work:
Were we aware of rhe ourside world? Yes, we knew
chat it existed. Did we understand that whole situation
entirely? Probably not. Were we surprised when Xerox
was unable to sell Scars? No, not really ...
The purpose of PARC was co learn. You owe something co rhe company thar's paying you co learn, and
we felt we should do what we could, within reaso nable
bounds, to benefit Xerox. Bue it wasn't critical that
Xerox develop those ideas. Their failure was not really
su rprisi ng . . . Some th ings went wrong in marketing ... Thar sore of thing is annoying, bur the main
produce of a research laboratory is ideas.
The scientists ac Xerox PARC proceeded as if they
were working with ARPA grants, not corporate fu nds.
They were satisfied to learn, co come up w ith new ideas,
and to nudge the fiel.d forward. And if, as Lampson explained, it could be done "with in reasonable bounds"
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they would actually do a little somerl1ing for rl1e company paying their salaries.
This was stark contrast to rhe scrappy engineers ar
Apple Computer, w hose job ir was to create new products that would both change the world and bring in
some cash. The ethic was more practical: if it didn't hit
the streets, ir wasn't wo rth doing. Ideas were useless if
they didn't get our there. For rhe Macintosh, the most
important design consideration was getting ir on people's desks.
As for new ideas, yes, the Apple fo lks cooked up a
thick stew of them. But the best ones were borrowed.
These were, of course, the ideas concocted and nurtured
by the computer science Illuminati at the Xerox Palo
Alto Research Center.

y

can have youc Lufthansa H eist, your Great
Train Robbery, your C rown H eighrs Caper, and your
Brinks Job. For m y money, the slickesc cri.ck of all was
Apple's daylighr raid on the Xerox Palo Alco Research
Cenrer.
It was D ecember of 1979 when the princes of PARC
received a group of visitors working o n a new computer
for Apple, co be called Lisa. The unusual excursion was
the culminat ion of some high-level negotiations between Steve Jobs and che people ar Xerox D evelopment
Corporatio n, a branch of the copying gianr specializing in ventu re capital . Apple was in rhe midst of soliciring new investments ro sustain irs meteoric growth, and
Xerox's investment arm was inreresred. H ere was rhe
eventual deal: in exchange fo r allowing th e D evelo pment Corpo ration co buy l 00,000 Apple shares fo r
$ I millio n, Xerox would host a concingenr of Apple
engineers for a peek at PARC's wonders. T he number
crunchers at Xerox considered chis a fairly innocuous
concession- they were getting a tangible stock deal in
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exchange for allowing Apple a brief exposure to technology that in their minds belonged more to science fiction
than to future revenues.
Even the PARC people didn't think much about the
impending visit. Demos to outsiders, if not an everyday
occurrence, were nor unusual. One person designated to
show Smalltalk and the Alto to the outsiders was Larry
Tesler, chosen largely because be was one of the few engineers w ho thought that personal computers were anything other than a joke. (A grudging change from his
first visit to the Homebrew club three years previous.)
Tesler had actually purchased a few early PCs. Seit!, ac
the time he regarded those working in the field as belonging to a lower class of technologists than he and his
peers. "These were a bunch of hackers, and chey really
didn't understand computer science," he cold one journalise. "They really wouldn't understand what we were
doing and just see pretty d ancing things on the screen."
T he eight representatives of Apple were ushered into
a demo room. T here were Steve Jobs, Bill Atkinson, Apple's president M ike Scott, and various executives and
engineers on the Lisa project. Tesler Ricked on the Alto.
The paradigm of augmenracion came alive-windows,
bit-mapping, icons, pop-up menus, mouse. The Apple
people might not have been trained as computer scientists, but they had an instinctual sense of what was good
technology. This was very good technology. T hey
wanted to know everything about it, how it was done,
w hat were the limits. Science fiction w ri ter William
G ibson's oft-noted aphorism applies here, sort of: ''The
Street fi nds irs own uses for things-uses the manufac-
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curers never imagined." Already, the junkyard m entality
of Apple engineers was hard ac work, imagini ng whac
could be done with the concepcs before chem.
Often ac PARC demos, newcomers failed to comprehend che m arvels before chem. T hey would rave for
twen ty minuces abo uc (he mouse, and cocally igno re che
significance of bit-mapping. T he scariesc response came
once when, afcer a vircuoso demo into the fronriers of
computer science, che lucky recipient commenced, "You
really gee good reception here." But rhe Apple people
were incredibly sharp. Tes ler would later adm it chat in
the seven years he had been ar PARC, no body, whether
a casual visicor, Xerox executive, or computer scientist,
has queried him wich such insight. (H e later learned
chat they'd stud ied che Smalltalk liceracure before the
visit.) " le was almost li ke talking ro someone in che
Group," he lace r cold me. "Bue becrer, because chey
wanted to gee ic o ur into che world." Tesler was so impressed, in face, chat a few months lacer, despairing of
Xerox ever gecring ics ace cogecher, he lefr PARC co seek
employment in che personal compucer wo rld. Ar Apple,
of course.
Tesler recalled Bill Ackinso n sining wich his face almosc pressed against rhe screen. Meanwhile, Steve J obs
could hard ly comain himself with excitem ent. After he
watched Tesler manip ulate che screen display, open wi ndows, cl ick o n icons (che Apple people were not permitted to handle the goods), he nearly exploded. "Why
aren't yo u doing anything with (his?" he bellowed. "This
is che greacest thing! This is revolutionary!"
Steve Jobs, Bill Atkinson, and che others walked our
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that day w ith something much more valuable than diamonds, treasury bills, or even gold bullion. A paradigm .
By the time Xerox noticed they had the idea, it was already much too late. Apple had gone off to start the revolution without Xerox.
The Engelhart-PARC paradigm was the bedrock from
which Apple was to construct the future, fi rst with the
Lisa, then the Macintosh. The payout so far? As Carl
Sagan might say, billio ns and bilJions. Dollars aside, the
true significance of that day was that for the first time,
the wonders of augmentation, of informationscape, of
working in a world of metaphor, were demonstrated to
people who would do something about it. The drive back
ro C upertino was o nly fifteen minutes or so but before it
was over rhe Apple people were already discussing how
ro change the wo rld with the ideas co which they had
just been exposed.
How long do you thi nk it will rake? Steve Jobs asked
Bill Atkinson.
"About six months," Atkinson replied. H e was o nly
off by three years or so.

At the time of the Xerox visit, Apple Computer, Inc.,
had been incorporated for less than three years, buc was
already the world's leading perso nal computer company.
But it was much more than that. From its stare, Apple
was never a mere corporation- it was a symbol. D epending upon yo ur point of view, it could symbolize che
informatio n explosion, the entrepreneurial revolution ,
or che maturation of post-sixties baby boomers.
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Its roots were legendary. College dropout and former
engineer Steve Jobs had a savvy knowledge of technology and a bent toward promotion. And Steve Wozn iak,
aka Woz- Jobs's fri end from Homestead High School
in Cupertino, Cal ifornia-had a computer. Jobs, then
twenty-two years o ld , not only convinced Wozniak to
leave his job at H ewlett-Packard to form a company
with him, but the pair managed ro recruit some savvy
venture capital, as well as the support of the key public
relations firm in Silicon Valley.
Steve Jobs's garage was the company headquarters in
1976 when the two Steves, aided by a couple of high
school kids named C hris Espinosa and Randy Wigginron (both of whom would work on Maci nrosh), were
preparing the Apple II computer for its debut as a product early in 1977. (The Apple I had been a single circuit
board, sort of a prororype for the real thing.) The garage
was fun-a few hacke rs making an extremely neat machine. Wireheads and hackers were uniformly impressed
by Wozniak's virtuoso design. They regarded its motherboard, the main circuit board, as a beautiful work of art.
But the Apple II had broader appeal: it was the first
personal computer capable of being app reciated by a
wider aud ience than hobbyists. Ir could output colorful
graphics o n the screen, h ad a solid version of the BASIC
computer language built in , and was housed in a
friendly plastic casing. Those who spent time with rhe
machine also came ro see a special magic in it; somehow
the insouciance and verve of irs designer came through .
Most of all, it was a real computer, designed for use by
an individual, and priced nor at $ 100,000 (as most pea-
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pie assumed computers cosr) bur under $ 1,500. Ir was
rhe main force in compelling people ro consider the possibiliry of having something as exotic as a computer on
thei r own desktops and thus, it was destined to become
a landmark in the industry, selling millions, and making
rhe Apple name virtually synonymous with personal
computers (until IBM entered rhe field) . le was also ro
make both Steves very rich and famous.
"It was like inventing a new form of transportation,"
recalled C hris Espinosa. "A computer was something
rhat had been heretofore seen, bur only in a larger, more
expensive, more cumbersome form rhat was reserved fo r
the elire. [This was like] raini ng gold upon peasants.
There was a sense thar we were on the curring edge of
something new and imporram an<l rhat we could change
the wo rld with what we we re doing. Very few of us realized that changing the world had fi nancial implications."
As a conseq uence of the company's success, Apple
very quickly had to shi ft from a garage menraliry to the
mindset of a budding corporacion-one valued, ar rhe
time of the PARC visit, at over a bi ll ion dollars. It filled
several low-slung office build ings in C upertino, and had
hundreds of employees. Though rhe Apple II was wonderful for ics time, Apple's leaders realized that the company need ed new products ro remain competitive. They
began work o n the Apple Ill, a machi ne ro ughly as powerful as IBM's personal computer would be.
Bur Steve Jobs had an idea for something even more
special- Lisa, a computer that would leap frog Apple's
technology, surpassing no t only the Apple II, but Apple
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III as well. T his jump wo uld also vault Apple a generation or so past anything that its competitors were
preparing. Begun w hen Steve Wozniak, at Steve Jobs's
request, sketched its architecture on a napkin, Lisa had,
in less than a year, evolved to a computer based on the
powerful Motorola 68000 microprocessor chip, and was
engineered to handle more complicated applications,
even running several at the same rime, a trick called
"multitasking."
Named after an Apple engineer's daughter (and allegedly an additional tribute to Jobs's own daughter),
Lisa was also the fi rst Apple compu ter specifically directed at office professionals-from white-collar workers
to captains of industry. If you picture the Apple II as a
Volkswagen bug, whose speedometer stopped at 90, the
Lisa was a German sports car, with a needle chat to pped
out at 180.
To produce Lisa, Apple had hired away engineering
and management talent from a serious computer company, H ewlett-Packard. At the time of the Xerox visit,
Apple had a working prototyp e of a machine that
reeked of serious intent. The model they kept in mind
was the H ewlett-Packard 3000, a minicomputer that
had never cracked a smile in its li fe. Yet from its start
Lisa had been inherently interesting-the concept had
always been a thorough integration of text and graphics.
Lisa's most pro mising feature thus far was the work of
Bill Atkinso n-fast software routines for bit-mapped
graphic output.
Atkinson had also, over the objection of some of the
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hardware engineers o n the project, successfu lly lobbied
for Lisa to operate on a "paper" paradigm. That meant
that the background color of the screen would be white,
not the null void of almost every other computer (except the Alto). The hardware people hated this because a
white screen was prone to video flicker. To avoid the
problem , the computer would have to refresh the phosphors on the screen much more often. This process
would require Lisa to become more powerful, and therefore more expensive.
But the result would be worth the cost. Lisa would
presumably encourage office workers to produce documents blending text and graphics. If the screen background were black, the graphics wo uld resemble photo
negatives; people would be unable to visualize what they
really looked like until the document was printed. Also,
people were comforrable putting dark marks on white
paper, and a computer that provided them with that
comfort would be a welcome departure from the current,
vaguely hostile dark-background computer monitors.
In the excitement generated after the PARC visit, Jo bs
and o ne of his lieutenants, Trip Hawkins (who later
would found Electronic Ans, a software company that
devised some extremely slick computer games), wro te
up a new plan for the project, focused on implementing
the key Engelbarc-PARC innovations-w indows, icons,
mouse. Though the computer would still be marketed
to office professionals, this represented a differe nt phi losophical underpinning. Lisa was now destined to vivify
what personal computers could be. By elaborati ng on
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Xerox's paradigm, Apple wo uld have a compucer char
inscancly rendered every single one of Apple's compecicors an annq ue.
This proposed shifr in course was noc a given. Even
though Jobs, as cofounder and chief scockholder of Apple, had considerable power, ic was underscood chat his
youth and impetuousness relegaced him to a subordinate
role to Ap ple's chairman M ike Markkula and presidenc
Mike Scott. To the latter, the opinions of the former
Hewlett-Packard engineers on the Lisa ream were regarded at lease as highly as chose of Steve Jobs. And the
H-P people thought char, as impressive as the Alto was,
it was rather presumptuous, if not downright flaky, for
Apple to attempt to duplicate the feat in a low-cost personal computer.
Presumption, however, was Jobs's force. He and chose
sympacheric co his vision lobbied furiou sly. W ich Xerox's permission, they co mmissioned their own mouse
from Jack H awley, a Berkeleyire who had lefc PARC co
open a business called Mo use House (" Purveyors of
Fine Digical Mice to an Exclusive C liencele since
1975"). They dubbed ir the "clandescine mouse." Bill
Atkinson qu ickly hacked a driver program thac allowed
the mouse to move a cursor on the compucer screen.
Jobs and Hawkins proceeded to dazzle skeptics with the
power of the pointing device. T he mo use triumphed.
A to rch had been passed. T he nexus of t\'Venty years
and millions of d o llars of government and top-level corporace research was now in rhe hands of a company chat
only a few years before had operaced out of a garage.
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Apple's task was ro take this technology out of the lab
and into general circulation.
Bill Atkinson quickly learned how difficult chis would
be. His job on the project was to generace the routines
that would control che display-the software equivalent
of heavy lifting. (An intense, bearded engineer named
Rich Page was his hardware counterpart.) At rwentyeight, Atkinson had established himself as one of the true
wizards in the company. Before coming to Apple, he had
been a graduate student combining computer science
and neurobiochemistry at the University of Washington,
gaining distinction by concocting a graphics program
thac interpreted CAT scans of the human brain. The
stunning visuals produced by Atkinson's work allowed
people to see the brain from previously unimagined vistas. Ackinson had experienced a conversion experience
when he cam e across an Apple II in 1977. H e easily saw
past its limitations (it was much less powerful than
the machines h e worked with at school), instead appreciating the virtuosity of Steve Wozniak's digical design.
H e went to work for Apple in 1978-employee number 51 - writing applications that would help sell the
Apple II.
But w ith Lisa, Atkinson faced his biggest challenge.
His ninety-minute exposure to Smalltalk had been
somewhat deceiving. While the computer in some ways
seemed to have completely solved che challenge of allowing an unschooled worker easy access to che information
inside the computer-the furnicure of cyberspacewhen Atkinson sat down and tried to duplicace che cask,
he realized chat chere were gaps as yec unfilled. Specifi-
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cally, there was the question of what was known as clipping. Ir had ro do with rhe phenomenon of overlapping
windows. When yo u opened a window, resized a window, or moved one, what happened underneath? Did
the computer have to perform all the work of d rawing
the windows yo u did not see, or was there a way that it
could save energy by drawing only the part of the display
the viewer saw at a given moment?
During the PARC visir, Atkinson was impressed that
Smalltalk somehow "knew" how to show on ly the visually relevant information at any given millisecond . T he
irony is rhat A tkinson was mistaken-the Alto used a
much less elegant, and slower, method than clipping.
Bur buoyed by what he thought was Smal.ltalk's existence proof uf clipping, Atkinson kept ham mering at a
solution. H e wanted a system fo r Lisa whereby these
hidden "regio ns" would redraw so quickly that the user
would have the illusion that everything was really on the
screen ar once.
Atkinson worked at the problem fo r months-not
only in long hours at a desk, bur literally in his dreams.
Upon arising he wo uld record his somnambulant labors
in a noteboo k. Eventually wave after wave of Atkinson's
brainpower eroded rhe problem. H e had set out to reinvent the wheel; actually he wound up inventing it. His
solution dealt wi th a sophisticated use of algebra to calculate which "regions" of the window had to be drawn
and remembered .
For a time, Arkinson was the only person in the
world who understood the voodoo by which these regions could so quickly display overlappi ng windows.
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T his lack of redundancy was almost disastro us. On his
way to Apple o ne morning, Atkinson failed to notice
that the tractor-trailer ahead of him was parked. H e
drove his RX-7 straight underneath it, shearing off the
to p of the sports car, which wound up on the other side
of the huge truck. The subsequent calJ to emergency
services reported a decapiration. Fortunately, Atki nson's
head, at the time the sole repository of the secret fo r representing cyberspace on a computer screen, remained in
place, though fo r a brief period, rather dysfunctio nal.
H e awoke in a hospital room. Steve Jobs was staring at
him with concern. "Don't worry, Steve," he said. "I still
know how to do regions."
Atkinson's breakthrough was the bedrock of a set of
graphic routines he called LisaGraf, later renamed to the
more generic Q uickDraw. These were the heart of the
Lisa display, and eventually rhe Maci ntosh. "QuickDraw
made the Macintosh graphic friendly," Atkinson told
me some years later. "That's what made it an environment fertile eno ugh to do PageMaker."
In mid- 1980, Larry Tesler, late of PARC, joined the
Lisa project, and eventually was joined by ocher Xerox
refugees, including Owen D ensmore and Steve Capps.
The computer scientists made for an interesti ng contrast wirh rhe professional engineers from H-P, nor to
mentio n the personal computer hackers who embodied
the improvisational Apple style. The Lisa project became characterized by discussion, a carryover from the
beanbag-chair colloquies at PARC.
Steve Jo bs was no longer with the project. Apple had
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reorganized and former H -P manager John Couch had
been named the head of the Professional Office Systems
Division from which Lisa was developed. The underlying motive for this switch was getting Jobs o ut of the
building-his impulsive managemenr style and overbearing ego were driving people crazy. Also, the company's top executives, cautious in their first assault on
the corporate world, were concerned that Jobs, at
rwenry-five, did nor have the experience to sell into that
cloistered, conservative marker. A few months lacer,
Jobs's disappointmenr was slightly mitigated by his elevation to Apple's chairman of the board.
By the time Tesler came on board, Lisa's hardware design was completed, or, in geek terminology, "frozen."
Lisa now presented a pleasant if beerle-browed visage,
with its twelve-inch screen situated to the lefr of rwo
slots for Happy disks that would run on the illconceived "Twiggy" disk drives. (The Twiggies were unreliable artifacts of Apple's hubrisric desire to do even
needlessly difficult things in-house, instead of relying
on technology perfected by ourside specialists.) A detached keyboard, in a deep beige hard-plastic casing,
reseed under a beveled overhang underneath the screen.
Bur rhe software, particularly the inrerface, was up
for grabs. The design process was evolurionary. Every
aspect of che operating system exposed ro the user was
subject to a series of incremental improvements; these
would be punctuated by clever, sometimes brilliant, mutational innovations. Driving the process was the o ngoing debate over what might be the very best face Lisa
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could put forth. Even che slighcesc imerface aspect could
trigger a heated debace, with adherents of opposing solutions arguing with near-Jesuitical intensity. With good
reason- when an interface is exposed to mill ions of
users, even the most minor inconsistency can be amplified to a consistently infuriating annoya nce.
To this day, the bone that sticks most deeply in the
craw of Apple and Macintosh designers is the charge
that all their interface work simply consisted of making,
no pun intended, a Xerox copy of the work they saw at
PARC. Indeed , the same issue was raised in a lawsuit
fi led by Apple against the software developer Microsoft,
when Apple complained chat W indows, M icrosoft's own
visual interface, owed a suspicious debt to Lisa and Macintosh. According to Gates, the biography of M icrosoft's
chairman, when Steve Jobs first accused Bill Gates of
stealing Apple's ideas, he shot back, "No, Steve, I think
it's more like we both have this rich neighbor named
Xerox, and you broke in to steal the TV set, found I'd
been there first, and said, 'No fair, I wanted to steal the
TV set!' "
A look at the evolution of the Lisa interface, however,
shows that much more was involved than lifting a Trinitron from Xerox's living room. W ith the discipline of the
marketplace looming over them, Lisa's engineers realized
that PARC's ideas had to be strip ped down and rebuilt to
more demanding specifications. By the time Tesler arrived in mid-1980, Apple already had clarified so me of
PARC's ideas, ma1cing them friendlier to novice users.
O ne of the primary differences was the implementation
of something called direct manipulation-the abi lity to
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reach into cyberspace and get things do ne without any
mediation. In the PARC wo rld, th ings mosrly got done
by moving the cursor over selections on pop-up menus.
W ith Lisa, however, you could manipulate almost anything o n the screen, often without reverting to the middleman of menus.
"Xerox never had the concept of di rect man ipulatio n," Tesler later explained. "Even with the Star you
couldn't d rag a window around. Yo u couldn't d rag an
icon aro und. To resize a w indow yo u had to use a
menu. Atkinson had the idea of dragging these around."
As a former m ember of AJan Kay's Learning Research
G roup, Tesler understood the irony-striving ro make
com puters accessible, Kay had been designing for ch ild ren, and had steered the nature of computer interaction away fro m obscurity, on rhe golden road toward
intuitiveness. Bur he d id n't go far enough. It rook the
street hackers of Apple ro go the final mile. "Alan Kay
thought Smalltalk was for kids, and it was simplea fourteen-year-old could do it. Bur Bill wanted it simple1/' Tesler later recalled.
Tesler's comment reveals the extent to which Bill
Atkinson influenced the design of Lisa's human interface. Because Atkinson wrote the software that controlled the objects on rhe screen- the visual part of the
interface-he had a strong voice in debates. When
Tesler arrived , he became chai rman of the Lisa User Interface Council, consisting of himself, Atkinson, and
the m ost receptive marketing rep resentative they could
fi nd .
A pattern em erged. An engineer, usually Arkjnson
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o r one of his cronies, would propose an unusual innovatio n. The marketers, fearing yet another timeconsuming rewrite of the software, would object. T hey
would be joined by the H -P contingent, a cautious lot
sensitive to all sorts of blasphemies against previously
held wisdom. At the point of impasse Tesler would turn
to Atkinson and ask how long it might rake to implement the featu re, quick and dirty. Tomorrow! Bill wo uld
say. The next day, after an all- night hack, Atkinson
would have a prototype. Then they'd rest it.
User resting was a Larry Tesler's fetish. Since chis was
supposed to be the first computer char virgi n users co uld
begin using as soon as it landed on their desks, the people resting could not yer have been initiated into the
mysteries o f digital culture. Forrunately, Apple in those
days was hiring boxcars fu ll of new employees, many of
chem as secretaries, janitors, marketers, and accountants.
T hey'd never couched a computer. Tesler had a connection at rhe new-employee orientation sessions held on
Mondays who recruited newcomers for user resting sessions at Lisa's Bandley 2 headquarters, "before they got
contaminated" w ith expos ure co ocher computers, Tesler
lacer noted. He'd sir a virgin before a Lisa and conduce
controlled experiments on isolated features. First do it
chis way .. . now that way. After four o r five testers had
sli thered through chis interface maze, the correct solution would usually em erge.
This give-and-cake system yielded some marvelous
digital artifacts chat distinguished Lisa, and lacer found
their way to Macintosh. Take rhe menu bar, that row of
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words chat rests o n the white space at the to p of every
Macin tosh application. If yo u move the cursor over one
of the words, like FI LE, ED IT, FONT, o r SPECIAL, yo u get
Apple's successor to Xerox PARC's po p-up menu- the
pull-down menu . T his d rops like a w indow shade, wi th
a list of wo rds representing a command chat wi ll be enacted when the cursor finds its way over the proper
word.
As it turns o ut, Bill Atkinson did not originally plan
for a menu bar o n top of the screen. It sort of migrated
upward, like cream rising to the cop. Atki nson wanted
the commands to be geographically pred ictable, the
same place in every application. For that reason , he rejected pop-up windows. T hen he got the idea of a menu
bar-a constant presence from which one could evoke a
menu of commands by pointing and clicking. At first he
put the bar at the bo tto m of the active window, then after some testing moved it to rhe top. But putting the
menu bar o n the top of a window presented a pro blem:
when the user sh rank the size of the window, yo u
couldn't gee che headi ngs co fit. (Microsoft's W indows
uses this approach , and suffers by it.) So finally, at
Tesler's urging, he moved it to rhe top o f the screen.
Users q uickly learned where the commands were under
rhe individual headings and Atki nson was impressed
that th ey could implicitly visualize where a co mmand
might "live" o n the screen, moving the mo use over the
head ing, drop ping down the menu and going righ t to
the location in one fell swoop. It was a case of to tally internalizing rhe illusion of geograp hy in cyberspace-yo u
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would "go" co a menu choice that didn't really exist until
you created it.

T hen there was the mouse butto n war. To outsiders the
issue of how many buttons on a mouse is as arcane as
how many angels can be jammed on the head of a pin.
But debates about mouse buttons are impassioned and
urgent. As Bili Gares o nce cold me, "The number of
buccons on a mouse is one of che most controversial issues in the industry. People get religious."
In 1971 , when Bill English and a couple of other SRJ
workers lefc Doug Engelbarc co pursue the bit-mapped
dream at Xerox PARC, che mouse retained its three buttons: red, yellow, and blue. Bue in p reparation for che
Star, Xerox reseed a number of mouse variations on n ew
users, and found two buttons co be a felicitous number.
One button was used fo r selecting things, the other button co extend the selections.
As had Xerox, Apple reseed many variations of the
mouse, experimenting not only with buttons, bur che
mouse's size and shape. Ergo nomic comfort was important; in five years of use, the modest increments of
mouse travel on a desktop or pad could coral up co a
journey between twenty-five and thi rty miles. Industrial
designer Jerry Manock once estimated that they tried
150 models of mice, broken up in "wine-tasting sessions" of around twenty-five each. One variation was
shaped like a go lf ball. Apple finally decided char smaller
was better, and shagged the so-called Arnold Palmer
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model. (While the initial version of the Macintosh
mouse was indeed tiny compared to the brickish Engelbarc original, it was stil l comparatively boxy, and Apple
standardized a sleeker version some years later.)
The results were more interesting in the button competition. When Apple tested a rwo-button mo use,
Tesler recalled, "people made a lot of mistakes. W ith
two butto ns, they'd constantly be turning their heads
from the screen and looking at the mouse. I'd say, ' Hit
the button,' and they'd say 'Which button? Which button?' When we did experiments with identical everything, except the number of buttons on t he mo use, the
people who used a one-button mouse said it was easier
to pick up. I realized that when you used the mouse,
they were pointing. Pointing, and tapping the button
with the finger they were pointing with. There was no
mental model for pointing with more than one finger.
So we got rid of the second button. I wrote a memo
called 'One-Button Mouse.' "
Unlike some of his former colleagues, for Tesler the
conversion to a single button did not engender a spiritual crisis. Apple's interest in Lisa, he would lacer explain, was "getting systems to laypeople, not computer
experts." His apostasy was repulsive to the Xerox
people. The one-button mouse "was a mistake," Bill
English said . "Why do you want to lim it yourself like
that?"
But Apple's mouse really wasn't limited. Instead of
multiple buttons, the Lisa mouse-and the Macintosh
mouse th at fo llowed- let you use the single button in
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different ways-by rhe number of rimes yo u clicked the
button . T here were single-dicks and double-clicks. Like
a coded shorthand-one if by land and two if by seathe M acintosh lisrened ro see if the user clicked once or
twice on rhe mouse. As with many of the skills required
to use rhe Macinrosh, rhis may sound complicated bur
is actually rather intuitive.
T he word processing program at Xerox had used
double-clicks to selecr words, but the Lisa group used
that function fo r other things as well, particularly for
launching applicarions, and it was further refined on
M acintosh. One learns rather quickly whjch commands
are double-clickers and which are single-clickers. Selecting a file is a single-dick. Launching the file requires
a double-click. In text editing, moving the cursor is a
single-dick. But if you place the cursor on a word,
double-clicking the mouse highlights that word. A
few years after the M acintosh's introduction, a group of
third-party programm ers designing a hot new word processor decided to implement triple-dicking-dick three
times, fas t, and an entire paragraph would be selected.
(This evolutionary wrinkle caught on, and now is a
semistandard used by several word processing programs.)
Do peo ple sorne~imes fail to hit the button quickly
enough for the second click? T hey sure do. Do triggerhappy mousers someti mes do an index-finger stutter
and double-dick when they only meant to click once?
Yes. Double-clicking isn't a perfect tradeoff for the simplici ry of a one-butto n mouse, and the mouse button
debate still rages.
O n the other hand, I always find it extremely com-
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forcing to acrually see the result of a double-click launch.
Thar was one of the great things about both the Lisa and
the Macintosh. Apple makes it into a little enrerrainment event, complete with animation, when rhe window zooms out from the icon like the beginning of a
Looney Tunes episode. That process-of moving the
pointer with the mouse over an icon representing an application, double-clicking, and watching a work window
open up-was only one of many original innovatio ns
char the Lisa interface ream added to the bedrock of the
Smalltalk paradigm.

The wildest change did nor come until 1982, when Lisa
was almost ready to have its code frozen at last. Ir concerned the Filer, the program that would greet every
user as soon as he or she Ricked on the machine. From
Filer, you wo uld launch programs, copy files, name
chem, and perform other housekeeping tasks. Yet as the
shipping dare approached, many of the designers were
unhappy with rhe Filer. Every time a user named a file,
saved a file, or sought to open a previous file, Lisa
would begin a sort of visual interrogation, requiring the
user to click off the answer to three questions. This
came co be known derisively as rhe "20 Q uestions interface," and though it was powerful in conducting
searches- it actually was th e front end of a minidacabase-some of the engineers considered it unwieldy.
(The more acerbic critics called it the " HundredQ uesrions interface.") T he final straw cam e when D an
Smith, the main implementer of 20 Q uestions, tested it
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on his wife- and she couldn't get it. H e went to Atkinson and, with engineer Frank Ludolph, they began collaborating on something radically different. Since any
change that lace in che game could be costly- too costly
for che marketers to consider without Valium-they
proceeded with steal th . "Don't tell me what you're working on, but good luck," said Wayne Rosing, Lisa's director of engineering. With thac vague san ction, the three
engineers vanished, working mostly at Atkinson's house,
until they reemerged with the D esktop Manager, a totally new interface, which possessed a degree of direct
manipulation chat surpassed anything ever seen at Xerox, ever seen anywhere.
Icons cook new importance on Desktop Manager. As
the name implies, the desktop metaphor had fully flowered. Just as on the real-life desk stretching before the
user, the virtual Lisa desk could be cluttered with documents, folders, and tools. (If you wanted to clean it up
there was a command chat rearranged things in orderly
rows.) The tiny hieroglyphs represented either a document, a folder, an application, even a floppy disk. When
you wanted to begin a new document you would use
the mouse to "reach" over co a stack of blank papers,
do uble-dick, and a window wo uld open representing
the page before you. Even the "fi le delete" function was
integrated into the make-believe office. On the lower
right corner of Desktop Manager was a picture of a
crash can. Dragging a file over it wou ld, in effect, delete
the file. But not immediately. If you moved the cursor
over the trash can and double-dicked, a window would
open, and all the icons of the fi les you had just dis-
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carded would appear. You could drag any or all of them
to safety. Only when new items were discarded would
the trash can be figuratively taken to the dump.
T he ability to open a fil e simply by moving a
mouse-sticking one's hand in cyberspace- and selecting an icon was am azing. Compare this to the task of
opening a file in the oppressive operating systems that
dominated the industry until Macintosh-CP/M and
DOS. These command-line systems forced you to type
the entire name of the file you wanted to open. The
number of characters in the file was severely limited,
and often the names you assigned to the files were
so cryptic that you would spend a few minutes pondering what it might contain (Julia2? Who's Julia? Is there a
Julia 1?) and wouldn't solve the issue until you opened it
up and saw its contents. If you mistyped a single character of the file (as I often did), the system would assume
you were not opening a previous file, but beginn ing a
brand-new file with the typo as its title. And yo u would
sit there, frozen, for twenty seconds that seemed eternal,
as the computer went through its paces so you could
then delete chat unwanted file and try once more to get
the file you desired. Have you ever gotten on an elevator
on the third floor, intending to visit someone on the
tenth floor, and then, by instinct, pushed the Lobby
button? And waited in rage and self-recrimination as the
elevator began its irrevocable descent? Manipulating
files on personal computers was worse, much worse. You
went the wrong direction five times a day!
But with Lisa, all yo u had to do was scan the monitor
for your document, and get it. T he change was so sign ifi-
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cant thar ir acrually changed rhe way people rhoughr
about their documents. No longer was there a barrier betvveen them and their information- no stern homunculus of a code wo rd was required to get your document.
The document was right there! You could see it. The old
way of chinki ng-char computers somehow scored vague
chun ks of informatio n and by operating chem you were
some son of accou ntant or data processor- no lo nger
applied.
W hen this power was extended on the Macintosh, the
stage was set for a generalized rethinki ng of our relatio nship co information. The use of metaphor was so effective that, at some point, it was no longer clear where
metaphor ended and reality began. As linguists Lakoff
and Johnson explained in Metaphors
Live By, reality
itself can be shaped by metaphor. For instance, our acceptance of the metaphor "Argument is war" and attendant expressio ns like attack a position, gain ground,
indefensible, and so o n, can actually shape the way we
conduct our arguments-like conflicts, with winners
and losers.
Bur Lisa, and later Macintosh, used the power of the
d igiral computer to exploit metaphor in an equally powerful manner. "Most Macintosh users," observed
Thomas D. Erickson of Apple's Advanced Technology
Group, "believe that when they move a document icon
from one folder to another, they are movi ng rhe document itself. " He goes on to explain chat what "really" is
hap pening is that some bits are being changed inside the
computer so char "a pointer to the file" is being moved.
But I don't see why chis negates rhe users' belief that they
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are really moving a document. Just because the morion
occurs in cyberspace does not mean it is not "real."
What we are concerned with when we move a physical
file from say, a typewriter ro a manila folder in a file cabinet, is nor the rag content of the paper, the stiffness of
the folder, or even char paper is involved at all. We do it
to move information from one location co another, so
we can retrieve it lacer. T har's rhe essence of the action.
For all practical purposes, when Macintosh users drag a
document icon from one folder co another, they are
moving a document. Just as when they drag an icon representing a file over a trash can, they are emphatically
throwing our rhe file. Nor just "pretend" throwing it out,
or virtually throwing it out. It's gone! Just as lost as if you
had tossed it into rhe wastebaskec.
Interestingly, when rhe D esktop Manager was submitted to user testing, the human guinea pigs who used
both versions found neither of chem easier to learn than
the o ther. The error rares were about the same with
both versions, roo. But the testers all agreed that of the
two, the later version was by far the more enjoyable to
use. Tesler would hear comments like, "I like the little
pictures." Atkinson's vindicated boss presented the
Deskrop design triumvirate T-shirrs tl1ar read, "Rosing's
Rascals." The Lisa interface was complete.

All in all, Lisa was a spectacular achievement. Apple had
spent $50 million in development, but as in a good
Steven Spielberg Aick, you could see all those dollars
o n the screen. Still, by the rime Lisa was ready for its
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public rollout, even the designers knew that, at the very
least, Apple had a tough sell ahead. Lisa simply cost
too much. The designers had once hoped to sell it at
$2,000. Bur with every improvement the price rose.
T he black-on-white display. Bit-mapping. Mouse and
windowing. Multitasking. These all required expensive hardware, and ate up huge gobs of memory. Lisa
shipped with over 1OOOK bytes of memory, known as a
megabyte, and that was barely enough. Lisa also proved
unable to run adequately on floppy disk drives alone,
and had to be shipped with a hard disk drive, an expensive rarity for a p ersonal computer of its time. T he final
cost? O ver $12,000. And Lisa ran painfully slowly, not
as slowly as the Xerox Star, perhaps, but still at a pace
more glacial than frisky. It was not that noticeable
in demos, but was an infuriating reality to those who
used it.
If Lisa had cost half as much, and was several times as
fast, perhaps Apple would have been able to market it
successfully. And then again, perhaps not. Apple had
never really learned to sell computers to Lisa's target,
Fortune 500 corporations. And it did not start with
Lisa.
In January 1983 Apple announced Lisa. (It did not
actually ship until early spring.) Steve Jobs and the
newly hired president of Apple, John Sculley, traveled
around the country, performing demos for the press and
potential corporate customers. The media greeted Lisa
warmly, noting that its steep price still represented a dramatic drop compared to what it might have cost previously for such an advanced example of technology. T hey
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hailed Jobs, and wrote glowingly as well about Lisa's
project manager, John Couch. (They wrote almost
nothing about key designers Bill Atkinson or Rich
Page.) Everyone agreed that Lisa represented the future.
Bur not the future of Apple. Thar would belong to a
smaller project, working to create something referred to
as "Lisa's lirde brother": Macintosh.

I

n an ;ndumy whm che rerm Renaissance Man;,

tossed around as casually as a Nerf ball, the man who
began th e Macintosh project was the real thing. Jef
Raskin had degrees in computer science and philosophy.
H e was a painter whose work had been hung at the Museum of Modern Art. He was a musician, a former conductor of the San Francisco Chamber Opera Company.
For five years he had been a professor of visual arts at
the University of California at San Diego. He celebrated
his resignation by getting in a hot-air balloon and heading toward the residence of the chancellor, blowing
melodies on a recorder as he wafted over the house.
Next stop was Silicon Valley, where he wrote documentation for the booming personal computer industry.
He also did some reporting for a chip-crazy publication
called Doctor Dobbs' journal; his bio said, in part, that
Raskin "is well known for his heretical belief that people
are more important than computers, and that computer
systems should be designed to alleviate human frailties,
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rather than have the human succumb to the needs of the
machine." One day in 1976 Raskin found himself in a
garage in Los Altos char was the headquarters for a humble new start-up company. It was even a humble garage.
There was a workbench along the wall and parts all over
the place. Sitting on a stool was a husky bearded guy
named Steve Wozniak. And then in walked Steve Jobs.
Raskin, at thirty- three years, was their senior in both
age and experience.
"They wanted me to write a manual for the Apple
II," Raskin told me. "I was talking fifty dollars a page.
They talked fifty dollars for the whole manual." Still, he
agreed to the Steves' terms, and they presented him with
an Apple II, serial number cwo. Raskin wrote a literate
manual that became a standard for the young industry.
He accepted the job of Apple's director of publications-the company's thirty-first employee-signing up
on the day of the company's formal incorporation in
early 1977. H e insisted on a clause in his contract assuring him that his duties would not interfere with rehearsals for the opera company.
From the first, Raskin believed he knew more than
his boss, Steve Jobs. T he personal computer industry
had its roots in hobbyism-w ireheads and amateurs
who were fascinated with the workings of machines. Apple was certainly no exception- in fact, as Raskin later
told an interviewer, he purposely concealed from his
new employers the fact that he held a degree in computer science. "If they had known ... " he said, "they
might not have let me in the company, because there
was such an antiacademic bias in the early Apple days."
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Wozniak was certainly in the seat-of-the-pants engineering mold. And Steve Jobs? As far as Raskin was concerned, Jobs was no visionary, certainly not a skillful
engineer, bur a college dropout with an ego problem, a
sponge who absorbed the ideas of others. Raskin, on the
other hand, had a firm idea of what personal computers
could be. They could enable people-ifthe people who
designed them made intelligent choices. Before the hobbyists even integrated the word into their lexicon,
Raskin was a student of interface. And he was hyperaware that in terms of interacting with human beings,
computers were woefully inadequate. He would say it
bluntly: "I think personal computers are a pain in the
neck."

At first, Macintosh was Jef Raskin's baby. He even
named it. Raskin believed that bestowing a woman's
name on a computer was a sexist act, a belief he freely
shared with others. The Macintosh apple was Raskin's
favorite, and thus worthy of being a working code
name. U ltimately, after some deft negotiating with the
McDonald's fast-food chain on the status of trade
names prefixed "Mac," it became the computer's true
name.
T he Macintosh was Raskin's reaction to another of
Apple's mistakes, which, he thought, could have been
prevented had the company listened co him: the overblown and overpriced capabilities of Lisa itself But
Raskin had himself co blame for the direction Lisa rook.
While a scholar at Stanford's AI lab, Raskin had spent
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some time hanging out at PARC, and was impressed
with some aspects of the Alto interface. Two things
about the Alto struck Raskin as brilliant. One was its
bit-mapped display, allowing for the flexibility of type
and graphics that one gets from the printed page. The
ocher was its lack of modes. In early 1979, Raskin was
working with the Lisa group- he had, in fact, recruited
one of his former students, Bill Atkinson, as its star programmer. (Ar UC San Diego, Atkinson had been a participant in guerrilla theater productions organized by
Raskin.) As Raskin tells it, he was the one who first
urged that the Lisa engineers go to PARC to see the advanced display. Eventually, the notorious deal was cue
and Raskin accompanied the group on its historic visit.
Before leaving PARC, he told Larry Tesler, "We don't
need chis, but I'm glad they saw ic." But he had underestimated the effect of Alto and Smalltalk on his colleagues, who were seriously blown away by the digital
pyrotechnics.
''As soon as that happened, I was dropped from Lisa,"
said Raskin of the PARC visit. The next sentence was
implicit: Steve jobs drove me out.
As far as Raskin was concerned, it was just as well. As
a result of bulking up to run bit-mapped windows and
mulrirasked programs, Lisa was destined, in Raskin's
view, to become coo large and too expensive. Instead of
bringing grow1dbreaking technology to Apple's core
constituency- the people- it was destined to compete
with dinosaurs like rhe word processing systems of
Wang or Lanier. "If I wanted co work for a business
company, I'd join IBM," Raskin had complained co Ap-
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pie's president Mike Score. A computer can only be successful ifit's accessible, Raskin believed.
Raskin's idea was a computer chat was really low cost.
Something chat would not be very powerful , but would
leverage its powe r so chat truly useful casks could be performed el egantly and efficiently. le would be a sharpshooter co the Lisa's bazookateer. Of course, Raskin did
not use a munitio ns m etaphor. His model was a modest
yet essential cool: the Swiss army knife.
According co Raskin, Steve Jobs hated che idea of a
simpler machine. So Raskin went co M ike Markkula,
who was then chairman of Apple. Markkula, a former
Intel executive whose money helped gee Apple off the
ground, was inte rested. He asked Raskin what he could
design in che way of a $5 00 machine.
"I said , 'Nothing,' " recalled Raskin. "Bue for a thousand I could give you something chat could be dyna. ,,
mice.
Raskin began co write in a loose-leaf binder he called
"The Book of Macintosh." It included design notes, a
business plan, marketing ideas, and a philosophy. "The
purpose of chis design is co create a low-cost portable
computer so useful that its owner misses it when it's
not around .. . even if che owner is not a computer
freak," wrote Raskin in January 1980. A month lacer he
mused, "The perso nal co m purer will come of age when
it goes the way of the calculator or the telephone, or
probably both ... it will become a nearly indispensable
companion."
The machine wo uld be unlike anything Apple had
yet produced. A one-piece cool that fie underneath an
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airline seat. Ir combined aspects of the PARC philosophy, including the portability of the Dynabook, with
the utilitarianism of the Apple II. (But not a mouseRaskin hated an ything that took one's hands off the keyboard.) You would flick it on and it wo uld be ready to
use. The software for the only really important things
you used a computer for-writing, calculating, fileswould be built in. You wouldn't even have to worry
about which program you were using: you would simply
work, treating the screen like a piece of paper. It would
be as friendly to use as a toaster. Mastering Macintosh
would be as simple as dropping a couple of pieces of
whole wheat into the Sunbeam.
When Raskin was scrawling his manifesto on the relatively hard-to-handle Apple II, most people likened rhe
task of learning a computer ro roo t canal work: though
no one wanted to do it, one day they might have to do
it. If that unbidden calamity befell them, they would
glumly accept what looked to be a hellish process. So
what Raskin proposed actually seemed preposterous.
The claim that he could deliver chis unheard-of conviviality for under $ 1,000 was even more outrageous. Yet in
his exacting, almost pedantic manner, he was convinced
that it wo.u ld happen . And though he was ultimately
destined to be a loser in the corporate politics that
seethed underneath the surface of Apple Computer's
dippy new-age culture, he was canny enough to get his
pet project goi ng.
Operating w ith a degree of stealth so chat the vulnerable yo ung project would not draw the dangerous atten-
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tion of Steve Jobs, Raskin gathered a small ream to begin implementing Macintosh. The key hire was Burrell
C. Smith, a diminutive blond rwenry-rwo-year-old
working in Apple's repair department. Smith had little
formal rraining-"a coral of ren courses ar Foothill College," as he once described his education in electronics.
Bur when it came co computer hardware Smith was The
Natural.
His idol was Steve Wozniak. Wozniak's creations in
silicon were legendary; in particular his work on rhe Apple II floppy disk drive was acclaimed as a masterpiece
of technology. When more pedestrian engineers looked
ar rhe Woz disk controller, rhey saw confusing, almost
counterincuirive leaps rhar somehow, almost miraculously, led ro high performance. Smith saw a haunting,
almost divine logic. Every connection had its reason . It
was a world where all was right. Smith felt com fortable
in these worlds where logic ruled , and he loved to isolate himself from the messy loose ends of reality and
devote all his creative energy co working in that logicgrounded realm. He felt like himself there.
In a way, Sm ith's stint in Apple's repair department
was like Lana Turner's possibly apocryphal presence ar
Schwab's Drugstore. Both were waiting for stardom to
rap them o n rhe sho ulder. Both gor rheir wishes.
Bill Atkinson was one who put Smith and Raskin together. H e brought the young engineer to Raskin's
house one night, and said, "Here's the guy who's going
to design yo ur machine for you."
"We'll see," said Raskin. And after raking rhe measure
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of Smith, Raskin agreed . But it was the utterly Macintosh thing to do. At Xerox PARC, and even at the Lisa
division at Apple, no one with such a scanty resume
would have been asked to come up with the main logic
design of the computer. Smith was elated. "le was the
one chance of a lifetime to go t hrough the cracks of the
corporate culture," he once told me. "We raced through
the elevator door just before it shut."
This was rhe Macintosh team back the n: a scrappy assortment of outcasts and mutes. It was an interesting
pedigree. Instead of being handed down to the people
from the gods of computer science, Mac was a bottomup project, generated by the actual hoi polloi. "We design products that we ourselves wane to own," wrote
Raskin. His challenge was to maintai n his vision during
the long struggle of product development. But first he
needed a prototype.
"It was a scacement of simplicity,'' said Smith of
Raskin's vision. "Of absolutely delivering the dream of a
machine that you could just turn on-you don't have to
have a machine char does everything in the world." It
was to be a bit-mapped machine with a built-in display,
builc-in keyboard, and builc-in file storage (in a move
of ultra cost consciousness Raskin wanted the alreadyobsolete cassette-cape storage instead of a floppy disk
drive).
O ver the 1979 C hristmas holiday, Smith virtually
lived inside the deserted Apple building, attempting to
crank our a system that would fulfill Raskin's wish lisc.
For parrs, he scrounged around vario us offices and supply rooms, scavenging what seemed useful. For the cen-
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tral processing unit (CPU)-the chip that was the center of all computer commands-he used M otorola's
6809, which was no more powerful than the C PU in
the Apple II. After a week of work, he managed to build
the main logic board. Early in the new year he grabbed
a soldering iron and inserted the board in an Apple II
box. He finished the job lace one night and went home,
but before he did, he notified a friend of his in the Apple II division of the project's status. He added an informal challenge---could the programmer get something to
display on the screen? Then he would know his prototype worked.
The programmer was Andy H ertzfeld. After the
building was abandoned by day-jobbers, H ertzfeld
found his way co Burrell's desk-and che prototype. H e
sat down at it, deciphered Smith's sketchy instructions
on how it worked, and spent the entire night trying co
conjure a picture on the screen. The next morning, Burrell Smith came in to see that the Macintosh was alive.
The image that H erczfeld chose co display was indicative of the frivolity that would eventually be part of the
machine's personality: it was a picture of Scrooge McD uck, underlined with the handwritten greeting, "Hi
Burrell! "
Despite th e quick beginni ng, the effort moved slowly
for much of 1980. Raskin was proceeding gingerly,
aware that Macintosh was a sitting duck for cancellation. At a couple of points that year, the project actually
got axed, and Raskin had to beg more indulgence. In
September, a new software architect joined the small
group, G uy "Bud" Tribble, a lean , tousle-haired pro-
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grammer who had been ceecering between a career
in technology or medicine. Tribble had known both
Raskin and Atkinson in San Diego, and was well into a
program in neurophysiology at the University of Washington char would lead co a Ph.D. and an M.O. But the
prospect of denting the universe drew him co Macintosh, and he cook a leave from Washington to work at
Apple. His dissertation on feline neural disorders would
wait .
That fall, the group moved our of the main Apple
building into an office on Stevens Creek Boulevard, referred co by the Mac people as "The Good Earch" after
the faux health food restaurant chat stood in front. The
five-person group shared a single room, with a small
anteroom co the side. In the center of the room sat a
stack of cardboard boxes that had once held equipment.
This was used as sore of a playroom. Ar the drop of a
hat, everyone would stop work and throw N erf darts at
che boxes, or engage in Frisbee marches. In che name of
encouraging creativity, Raskin blessed these outbursts.
The project was canceled, again, in October. Raskin
begged Apple president Mike Seate for a three-month
reprieve. T he team was still hoping to come up with
something impressive enough to extend the project.
Complicating matters was the progress of the Lisa. Apple was pouring millions of dollars into ics design; in che
wake of the PARC visit late the previous year, Lisa was
firm ly on course co offer the first graphical user interface
for a personal computer. Raskin, of course, wo uld nor
consider something similar fo r his ultrasimple, ulcra-
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cheap Macintosh. Bue others in the company were so
enamored of che idea that they urged the Macintosh
team to move in that direction. The first step would be
che adoption of che same C PU chip chat the Lisa used,
che considerably more expensive Motorola 68000 processor. Bud Tribble, who was aware of the fantastic
things his friend Bill Atkinson was writing fo r the Lisa
team, urged that che Macintosh ream fo llow suic. Tribble knew that, to some degree, he was betraying Raskin
with this position, bur he real ly believed ic was best for
che projecr. U ltimately, adopting Lisa technology would
make Macintosh mo re che computer chat he would like
to own.
Bue che chief proponent of chis sh ift was Sceve Jobs,
whose disruptiveness had emboldened che engineers and
executives on the Lisa project co bounce him off, with
the blessings of Apple's chairman and president. D espite
Raslcin's efforts, Jobs came across the Book of Macincosh , and was so impressed with Raslci n's vision about a
computer being as easy co use as a home appliance that
it became pan of Jobs's standard spiel for years thereafter. Jobs began co insinuate himself in co the skunkworks project beh ind the Good Earth , and Raskin's pure
vision was as good as gone.
"Ir was clear char Macintosh was the most interesting thing at Apple-and Steve Jobs cook it over," said
Raskin.
The takeover proceeded by increments. Steve Jobs was
not a technical wizard, bur he tho ro ughly understood
the mindset of the people who were. So when he tossed a
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challenge to Burrell Smith, daring the young engineer to
design a prototype Mac fo r the 68000 chip, the job was a
cinch-despite knowing Ra.skin's loathing for the idea,
Smith rose to the bait, and spent a11 of D ecember 1980
to get it working. Raskin was not hap py about the development, bur Jobs outranked him. All Raskin could do
was quicldy recalculate the rock-bottom cost of manufacturing this new version of Macintosh.
Smith got rhe prototype working by C hristmas-almost a year to the day after his first effort. This was a remarkable enough achievement but even more impressive
were som e of rbe tricks he used in the process. Back at
Apple's main buildings no less than twenty-four highpriced engineers building the Lisa had taken two years
to construct a carefully planned architecture around the
68000 chip-everything carefully charred and approved
by committee. Smith, a true hacker and packrar, spun
his own version out with off-the-shelf parts and magic. It
was not easy-fitting the mighty Motorola 68000 to the
rather modest framework of the Macintosh electronics
was like strapping a jet engine to a Honda. Yet Burrell,
using a technique called "bus multiplexing" found a way
to pull off the trick elegantly-he was able to draw the
benefits of the microprocessor's power without overwhelming cl1e Macintosh hardware. The result was that
Smith's computer was more eccentric, but ran twice as
fast as the Lisa.
This was all Steve Jobs needed to hear. The Macintosh, a computer designed to be as easy to use as an appliance, a computer char would cost thousands of dollars
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less than the Lisa (and even cost less than the comparatively d inosauric Apple II) , could outrun the Lisa itself!
Certainly a measure of revenge would belong to Jobs if
he headed a design ream chat trumped the project from
which he had been humiliatingly bounced. But there
was something else at wo rk. Steve Jobs was increasingly
known as a national figure, the exemplar of the new age
of entrepreneurism. Yet for years, he hated the fact that
everyone in Silicon Val ley considered the Apple II, the
company's only truly successful product, to be solely the
creation of his parm er Steve Wozniak. (This despite
Jobs's brilliant idea that the computer should be packaged not like a wirehead hobby project, but a consumer
product.) Jobs instead was viewed as sort of a hustler,
a slick marketer. This was a continual insult to Jobs,
who yearned for respect in every way. Now he had the
means to earn it: he would be the official leader of the
Macintosh projecr.
"When Steve started coming over, Jef's dream was
shattered on the spot," Joanna Hoffman, the lapsed archaeologist whom Raskin had hired in November as the
first marketing person on the team, later cold m e. "It
was difficult on everybody and there was an allegiance
to Jef, but Steve had his own compelling aura. He immediately started calking about what it would look like,
feel like, how we would sell it .. . "
For the first couple of months in 198 1, Raskin and
Jobs tried to work together. Bur already, rwo visions
were clashing. Steve Jobs kept push ing for the Macintosh to be a smaller, affordable, sleeker versio n of Lisa-
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something so "insanely great" that it would actually
bury the corporate computer that his company was
spending $50 million to develop. Raskin kept fighting
to keep costs lower, to keep focus tighter, to keep the
goals more modest- basically to stave off the creeping
Lisa-ism.
Jobs immediately moved to put his mark on the Macintosh team itself. His new recruits were the people who
had been the creative fo rces behind the Apple II: Rod
H olt, the analog engineer; Jerry Manock, who had designed the now-familiar plastic casing; Randy W igginton, who worked on the softwa re; and even Steve
Woznial{ himself. T he Macintosh project moved from
the Good Earth to another location a few blocks from
headquarters, nicknamed Texaco Towers after a nearby
gas station.
Two leaders was one too many.
Jobs claimed that Raskin's pace was too leisurely-at
the rate he was going there wouJd never be a Macintosh.
Jobs claimed that he could motivate th e team to complete the project in little more than a year.
Raskin, meanwh ile, insisted that Jobs was incapable of
running a successfu l project. According to Raskin, Jobs
simply wo uld not listen to people, would no t consider
alternatives, could not make rational judgmen ts. His
style was imperious and overbearing. W hat had ruined
Steve Jobs was his success-befo re even turning thirty he
had achieved fame and riches exceeding th at o f some
truly great industrial ists. "H ow can you believe any criticism when everything yo u do turns to gold?" asked
Raskin . If Jobs were truly a genius or visionary, this
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wouldn't have been so bad, but Raskin thought Jobs really didn't know very much. How could a person be a
leader if he constantly bludgeoned people on the team
without even holding a solid idea of what should be
done? An Apple vice president had once expressed a sentiment that Raskin considered accurate: "You can't use
the words Steve Jobs and manager in the same sentence."
Bue ic was Raskin himself who exercised char linguistic oxym oron, in a memo co Apple president Mike Scott
on February 19, 1981. "While M r. Jobs's stated positions on management techniques are all quite noble and
worthy, in practice he is a dreadful manager," wrote
Raskin. By then the game was just about over- Jobs h ad
informed Raskin that his duties thereafter on the project
he initiated should be limited to those of publications
director. Raskin's response was co enumerate all of Jobs's
failin gs as a project leader: "He was late for appointments, he attacked people's work without understanding
it, he sowed divisiveness and discontent, he played favorites, he had no idea of realistic scheduling .. ."
T he memo was Raskin's burned bridge. He later
claimed that it represented the sense of the entire team.
"We were going co do it as a group, but others chickened
ouc," h e said. "And I was the only person who scood up
co him." Thereafter, Raskin was off the project and Steve
Jobs was solely in charge. Officially Apple's to p officers
had granted Raskin some time off from the proj ect, but
as it turned out, that was the end of his tenure ac Apple.
H e quit within months. Some cynics thought thac
Markkula and Scott aJlowed Jobs co have his way only
because the Macintosh was a backwater, isolated from
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the company not only by geography, but in direction as
well-a product deemed unlikely co succeed.
In retrospect the infighting between Raskin and Jobs
was much more rhan a fl eeting clash in the business
world. The pushing and pulling had its effect on the finished produce-which in tllrn affected the lives of literally millions of people.
le was Raskin who provided the powerful vision of a
computer whose legacy would be low cost, high utility,
and a groundbreaking friendliness. Raskin was so protective of these qualities char he fought even the most
obvious concessions to granting the machine more
power. The processor he chose as the brain of his machine was clearly too feeble. The amount of digital
memory he wanted was absurdly inadequatt:. (Even
though Jobs's version of the computer held twice as
much memory, it was still woefully sparse.) And his resistance co some of the PARC innovations embodied in
Lisa were as much based on pedantry as on a sure evaluation of what wou ld make a computer easy co use.
Jobs entered from the other extreme. As soon as he
chose co be part of the Macintosh project, he demanded
chat the Mac tal<e on a mo use, just like Lisa. Raskin was
aghast-in his mind the mouse was nothing more than
a nuisance. Raskin believed rhat Jobs really didn't know
what he was talking about-"His conception of the
Macintosh was fluid, ir kept changing," he complained
co me soon before the Mac launch. "The last person
who gets Steve Jobs's ear is the o ne he believes." Yer in
the case of the mouse it was Jobs who was correct. Not
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only is a Macintosh withouc a mouse now unchinkable,
buc mosc people agree chac any personal compucer is incomplece withouc a mouse, or ac lease a poincing device
co perform che same job.
A few years afcer leaving Apple, Raskin finally goc the
opportunity to put his own mouseless vision in play,
starting a company called, significantly, In formation
Appliance. It made an extremely easy to use computer
eventually m arketed as the Canon Cat. It made little
impact on the computing world, and no dencs whatsoever in the universe.

T he upheaval at Macintosh was only one of several fateful events occurring at Apple in February 1981. Early in
the month, Steve Wozniak crashed his small plane on a
runway in Berkeley. For a time, he had amnesia. Evencually he wo uld recover, but he never recurned to the
Macintosh project. Apple itself wou ld suffer dramatically from his loss. Woz never was a force in managemenc but his mere presence had been a palpable asset:
he was, after all, the embodimenc of the original garage
engineering fear. As Jobs could bitterl y testify, Woz was
the Apple II, and the Apple II was still by far che bulwarl{ of Apple's revenues.
Apple's recent sequel to cl1at computer, the Apple III,
was a flop. It was noc a bad computer, and indeed, it was
a somewhat better machine than its main competition,
Big Blue's IBM PC. But ic was boring. Randy W igginton, who at age sixceen was one of Apple's founding em-
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ployees, once told me, "The Apple III was kind of like a
baby conceived during a group orgy, and [later] everybody had this bad headache and there's this bastard
child, and everyone says, 'It's not mine.' " People hoped
for more than incremental improvements from Apple; at
the very least they expected something that would make
them abandon their Apple II's and hunger for the successor. Worse, Apple shipped the first fourteen thousand or
so III's with a horrid hardware Aaw that led to an abundance of dead computers and enraged customers. The
embarrassed company recalled all the early units, and
fixed the problem, but word spread that the machine was
unreliable. No matcer what Apple did, no maccer how it
improved the Apple III from then on, the com purer had
the smell of death to it. Apple supported ic for a couple
of years, and then quietly pulled the plug. Ics main
legacy was co dampen the sense of invincibility chat had
arisen at Apple.
Meanwhile, IBM's PC had finally provided an excuse
for corporate management information services executives-most of whom had regarded the personal computer movement with a measure of anx iety and
reserve- to begin purchasing the things. The PC was a
conservative computer, crafted with a degree of openness
hitherto unexercised by the behemoth known as Big
Blue. Yet its interface, if you could call it that, was
squarely of the old school -a command-line operating
system that failed co make computers one iota friendlier
than before, C harlie C haplin commercials notwithstanding. Apple's response at first was a sigh of relief-- rumors
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had abounded that IBM would make a technical leap
that would signify its PC's were a clear step beyond Apple's. So confident was Apple that it took space in the
Wall Street Journal to greet its competitor. "Welcome
IBM," read the ad. "Seriously." As the IBM PC came to
dominate the industry, these words would haunt Apple.
Bill Gares once told me that he was visiting Apple
on the day that IBM introduced the PC. "They didn't
seem to care!" he said. "It took them a year to realize
what happened."
"When we starred the Macintosh project IBM didn't
have a machine," said C hris Espinosa, a veteran of the
Apple II garage who assumed the Macintosh publications job after Jef Raskin left. "We looked very carefully
[when the PC came our], and at first it was embarrassing
how bad their machine was-a half-assed, hackneyed attempt at the old technology. Then we were horrified [at
its success]."
Bur for the first rime in irs brief, shining history, Apple had reason to worry. Not only was its future in peril,
bur current revenues could nor support the growth it
had undertaken. On rhe last day of February 1981, a
date thereafter known in C upertino as "Black Wednesday," Apple laid off forry-one workers. In an era where
corporations vied for meanness and leanness the cutback was by no means exceptional. Years later people
would point to splashier, more public events to mark
the loss of Apple's virginity. Bur those at Apple during
Black Wednesday still will contend, with quavering
voices, rhar it truly marked the end of innocence.
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There was only one outpost in the culture where the
Spirit of the Garage lived, and thar was at Texaco Towers, where people were still reeling at the loss of their
project's founder: the Macintosh project. If it wasn't
clear th en, it soon would be- Apple's future depended
upon it.

T

man who programmed rhe very heart of the
Macintosh, the code residing in a computer chip (called
ROM, an acronym for Read Only Memory), believed
that his calling might well have been that of a novelist.
A visitor to the cluttered Palo Alto bungalow he lived in
during the 1980s was just as likely to be engaged in impassioned conversation about James Joyce as he was to a
discussion about new system software. Andy Hertzfeld
was walking disproof of the stereotype that computer
geniuses were narrowly focused and nerdy: besides literature, he followed pop music closely and religiously attended 49ers games. In certain other ways, though, he
was a classic computer hacker-he loved to amaze people with startling stunts requiring techn ical virtuosity,
joyously treading on the foul-lines of possibility. And he
despised autho rity.
Largely through Andy Henzfeld, both of those traits
wo uld become part of the personality of the Macintosh.
A native of the Philadelphia suburbs, Andy became
interested in computers during high school, and quickly
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discovered chat he had an exceptional talent for working
with chem. This did not preclude his ambition from occasionally surpassing his reach. One of his first programs
was designed to match partners fo r a school dance; unfortunately, when Andy's creation was put co use one girl
became unexpectedly popular, finding herself matched
to every boy in the room.
After studying math, physics, and computer science
at Brown, Andy entered UC Berkeley as a graduate student in the latter field. The coursework was rigorous buc
boring. H e began to fear that the career he had chosen
would be equally dry. In his nightmares, he churned out
workmanlike code for creepy bosses in suits. Then he
discovered the Apple II. "It changed my life," Andy told
me on that first day we mec. "The more I learned about
ic, the more I was impressed with its brilliance." He
dropped out of graduate school and began writing Apple program s. One of his hacks filled a gap in the Apple
II chat Jef Raskin had first identified : it displayed only
uppercase letters. His first impulse was to give the program away-in Andy Hertzfeld's mind, anything chat
helps people use a computer more efficiently is a good
in and of itself. But a friend convinced him to sell ic,
and H ertzfeld made $40,000 in a few months.
Andy went to work for Apple in 1979. In some ways
it was a dream; he had access co the secrets of the Apple
II, and even began a friendship with his hero, Steve Wozniak. On the other hand, the company was just beginning its accommodation with hypergrowch, with some
disturbing side effects. A year after H ertzfeld arrived, Apple went public, and for months thereafter many of the
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instant millionaires at Apple were obsessed with the
daily stock price.
This unseemly behavior dismayed Andy, but he was
downright depressed at the continuing in Aux of "bozos"
from established companies like H-P, or even IBM.
Their values clashed with the hobbyists and hackers
who formerly ruled ar Apple. The newcomers seemed
more concerned about achieving competence than (as
Alan Kay might say) "dealjng lightning." The personal
computer world was Andy Hertzfeld's analog to nevernever land, an alternate universe where one could make
a living without ever growing up; in fact, retaining one's
childlike wonder was the key to the sort of engineering
that Andy specialized in. Good software not only rud a
job, it made your jaw drop-how did he do that?-or
triggered a delighted grin-that is unspeakably neat.
Hertzfeld was driven to write programs that evoked the
same exhilarating vertigo as a Disney "E" Ride. Watching a Hertzfeld demo was sort of a litmus test for bowhood: losers and suits wouldn't get it.
The final straw almost came for Andy on Black
Wednesd ay, when Apple's president Mike Scott laid off
the forty-one workers. (A few months later Scott himself received a pink slip.) H ertzfeld was in rears; finally
his illusion that Apple was anything bur another heartless corporation was shattered. T he only way he would
stay at Apple, he decided, was if he could work on the
one project where the original spirit of Apple still lived:
Macintosh. H e had lusted for this since the Scrooge
McDuck demo, bu r Jef Raskin considered Andy too unprofessional, a sear-of-the-pants hacker. H errzfeld ex-
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plained his preference to Scott and before the day was
out, Steve Jobs ap peared in his cubicle. "Andy, " he said,
"You're working at Macintosh now." Jobs then scooped
up H errzfeld's equipment and led his new acolyte to the
car. At Texaco Towers, H ertzfeld saw that the desk to
which he was assigned still held the paraphernalia of its
previous owner- Jef Raskin.
Andy first performed the technically challenging cask
of getting the Apple II disk drive to work on the Macintosh. But as he became more integrated into the M acintosh team-at a crucial time, because Bud Tribble was
out sick for over a month with meningitis-the task of
writing the Macin tosh's built-in software fell to him. In
a sense these ones and zeros-permanently embodied in
a ROM chip that wo uld sir on the logic board-were
rhe Macintosh's DNA. Future versions would incorporate intentional mutations-improvements-of this
blueprint, bur essentially the personality of the Macintosh was embodied in the ROM.
So compact and ingenious was H errzfeld's programming rhar indusrrial pirates acrem pting to copy rhe
ROM by "reverse engineering"- getting a printout of all
rhe bits and trying to d ecipher it-would indeed be
faced with a cask similar to that of molecular biologists
attempting to crack the genetic code.
What was in the ROM? T he Macintosh toolbox. This
began with Q uick.Draw and extended ro things with
nam es like the Window Manager, the File System, the
Reso urce Manager, the Font Manager and TextEdit-in
short, it was an engine that, when properly connected
to an accommodating software application, churned
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our what would become the unmistakable Macintosh
interface.
The toolbox turned our co be one of the most important reasons for Macintosh's success. By modifying the
PARC interface paradigm, Apple was venturing into unknown rerricory: if all went well, all previous personal
computer software would soon be obsolete. Applications sofovare that did exploit the virtues of the new interface would be a clear leap forward-bur in 1982 chis
sofrware did not exist. Definitely a problem.
To solve it, Apple could have adopted one of two approaches: create the sofrware itself, or recruit ocher companies co do it. The Lisa ream embraced che former
solution. Lisa's engineers wanted the advantage of having a complete ensemble of sofrware available fo r the
machine, right from the scare. From inside Apple came
LisaWrite, LisaDraw, Lisa Connect, and LisaProjecc. The
very existence of these programs ensured that independent software developers would have licrle incentive co
produce Lisa software: buyers assumed char the proper
cools for Lisa would be chose created by the company
char made che computer itself. These autho rized produces would be sold at che same places the computer
would be sold. Who could compete against chat?
Macintosh took the other path. Apple intended to inspire outsiders co devote their resources-intellectual
and commercial-co creating a software library for
Macintosh . T hese ocher companies would be referred co
as third parries, welcome interlopers in the relationship
between Apple and its customers. Their role would be
similar co, and as crucial as, che symbiotic third party of
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bees, whose business of pollinarion is essenrial in rhe relationship berween the parenrs of prospective plants.
Apple had seen how a thriving third-party market
could bolster a computer's fortunes-this had occurred
with the Apple II, which boasted a software library of
thousands of programs, very few of which were developed by Apple. Independenr developers had written
dozens of word processors, and even programs for obscure functions like cacde managemenr and tarot card
reading. Thousands of business people bought Apple II's
solely because it was the only computer char ran VisiCalc, published by a third-parry developer. The proper
lesson from all chis was char personal computer companies are just as well off letting orhers produce great
software.
On the other hand, rhe aggregation of software available for the Apple II was just char-a motley. Though
each program had to labor under the burden of the
loathsome command-line interface, some applications
were easier to use than ochers. But the features from the
best programs were seldom if ever present in ocherseach program cackled interface problems in prercy much
its own way. A keyboard combination that saved a file in
one program might delete a word in another. You
couldn't even quit a program in a standard way. Every
time a user purchased a new program, he or she had to
scale a fresh learning curve.
Macintosh would change that. The Lisa interface
would be adapted and taken a step fu rther. In the same
way due Bill Atkinson became the key interface person
on the Lisa-he wrote rhe software chat controlled the
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screen-Andy H ertzfeld took on this role for Macintosh. Since Macintosh was a smaller project than Lisa,
with almost no bureaucracy, Herczfeld had license to be
looser. "My job was to decide what of Lisa to keep," he
later explained. "I did it my way, following my intuition. The idea was to make the interface reach a lot
more people. We had a drive to be simpler-we had
only a fraction of the Lisa's hardware resources." And
since Andy admired Atkinson's work, and disdained
most of the ocher Lisa engineers', "Anything Bill Atkinson did, I took, and nothing else."
H erczfeld had another guiding principle for his decisions-the spirit of the Apple II. In his view, Macintosh
was a reincarnation of the Apple II. He wanted a computer that could generate the same excitement, the same
irreverence, the same overabundance of creativity as chat
machine had, but for a far wider audience, the masses of
people who were not normally drawn co computers.
In contrast co the Lisa approach, the Macintosh team
implemented its interface issues on an ad hoc basis.
When disagreements came, the criteria was not What
would an average Joe like? but W hat do we think is the
right thing? Disputes would often be seeded by a vote.
The bias was almost always toward the option chat
would be more amusing co the user, or simply seemed
co have the flavor of what was becoming Macintosh.
There were differences in the scroll bars on the side of
the windows, on the title bars on top of the windows,
even the addition of a three-dimensional shading effect
on the pull-down menus. There was the more significant variation of allowing folders to reside within fold-
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ers, ad infinimm. There was the innovation of the "Apple menu," a command on the left of the menu bar that
would pull down a set of tools caJled "desk accessories"
that would always be available-things like a calculator,
a clock, and even a little puzzle. T hese were all innovations that pleased the Mac team, feamres they wanted
on their own dream computers. Though this design approach was less scientific than that used at PARC or
Lisa, it was arguably superior. Cu mulatively, it resulted
in an interface that not on ly presented a coherent physiognomy to a user, but a rather fasci nating one.
Not until January 1982 did the Macintosh team finally sit down to formalize things. After a week of discussion Joanna Hoffman was put in charge of creating a
document called "Human Interface Guidelines" that
codified what came to be referred to loosely as "Macintosh religion." Some people would later use the term derisively. But the religion assured th at the look of the
screen would be the same no matter what application
program was running at a given time. The parameters
for operations such as dragging text, selecting objects,
and quitting programs would be consistent and predictable. All the dialog boxes-those little windows that
come on the screen at decision points and ask you co
signal your choice by moving the cursor over a butronwould look alike. Every program would have similarities
on its menu bars, and similar commands. When one
used a Macintosh application, he or she could know
with virtual certai nty that saving the document could be
accomplished by invoicing the drop-down menu under
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and moving down to the fourth item, SAYE. (Or using the keyboard combinacion COMMAN D-S.) C opying
text was the fourth item down under the EDIT menu , or
COMMAN D-C. The undo function-a valuable innovation in and of irself-was rhe first item in that menu, or
FILE

COMMAN D-Z.

For software developers, these guidelines would be ignored at one's own risk. Once users became accustomed
co the standard conventions of Macintosh computing,
they would reject applications char flouted chose standards. le was as if users had developed an immune system that resisted o utsiders nor ragged with rhe
Macintosh imprimatur. Ar lease rhac was che hope.
Meanwhi le, rhe Macintosh toolbox acted as sore of a
built-in ease-of-use czar. Sitting mainly in Andy
Herrzfeld's ROM chip, this coolbox performed like a
telephone switchboard, accepting input from the application and placing a "call" co a specific aspect of Macintosh. One call m ight evoke a window, with the standard
scroll bars and title bar. Another might control a menu.
Another might trigger a dialog box, offering the user
one of several command options.
As a result, the entire software base of Macintosh became a coherently created world in itself, one with an
immediate fam iliarity co anyo ne who had mastered the
elemental ski lls of using the machine. (And these skills,
being visually clear and inruirively logical, would be a
cinch co learn in the first place.) You could launch a
strange application , and accomplish someth ing instantly, w ithout even couching the manual. After some
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painless exploration, and perhaps a glance o r two at the
docwnentation, you could probably gee serious work
done.
le was an ambitious plan, and, amazingly, ic worked.
le also sec an implicit example for others, in computer
design and elsewhere. Some years lacer, after praising the
effect of che toolbox, design critic D o nald No rman
wroce, "Now if we can enlarge a similar spirit of standardization to the machines of all manufacturers, all
over the world, we would have a majo r breakthrough in
usab iii ry."

Soon after Andy Herczfeld joined the Mac team, Steve
Jobs literally changed the shape of the machine. Steve
Jobs considered che look of his products co be paramo unt, and his intentions with th e Macintosh design
were particularly ambitious. In addition to fulfilling all
che functional requirements-portability, ease in setup,
and ergonomic thoughtfulness-Macintosh had to satisfy nvo additional criteria. First, it had to be a physical
statement chat this computer, unlike any chat came before it, was easy enough for anyone to use-fun, even.
And second, perhaps even more dear to Jobs's heart, che
Macintosh had to be a gorgeous object in and of itself.
Jerry Manock, the industrial designer w ho crafted the
casing for che Apple II, was given the similar assignment
for Mac. "If it would gee into the Museum of Modern
Art design collection, Steve wo uld be very happy," he
told me.
Elegance was a mania for Jobs. "Ir goes back to the
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first brochure we ever did at Apple," he said. "Ir was
white, with a picture of an apple. Frui t, an apple .. .
that simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. What we
meant by chat was when you start looking at a problem
and it seems really simple, with simple solutions, you
don't really understand the complexity of the problem .
Your solutions are way over-simplified. Then yo u get
into the problem, and you see char it's really complicated, and you come up with all these convoluted solutio ns. Thar's sort of the middle, and that's where most
people stop, and the solutions rend to wo rk for a while.
Bue the really great person will keep on going and find
the key, the underlying principle of the problem. And
come up with an elegant, really beautiful solution that
works. That's what we wanted to do with Mac."
The Macintosh had to be beautiful in every wayeven the parts char no one bur service technicians would
ever lay eyes on. W hen Burrell Smith delivered the prototype for rhe first Macintosh circuit board, Jobs rejected it on aesthetic grounds. H e once explained this co
an interviewer: "When you're a carpenter making a
beautiful chest of drawers, you're not going to use a
piece of plyvv'Ood on the back, even though it faces the
wall and nobody will ever see it. You'll know it's there,
so you're going co use a beautiful piece of wood on the
back. For you to sleep well at night, the aesthetic, the
quality, has to be carried all che way through. "
This is nor to say that Jobs was consistent in his demands. A case in point was the so-called C uisinart Mac,
when Jobs became temporarily obsessed w ith the boxylooking machine that made coleslaw, juilienned carrots,
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and kneaded bread dough. "It was a two-week exercise,"
explained Jerry Manock. "Steve would go to Macy's fo r
four hours, looking at food processors."
When Manock had his finished version, however, it
was worth all the trouble. The Macintosh casing was so
distinctive chat its visual presence would become as recognizable as a Volkswagen bug. U nlike virtually every
previous computer, whose orientation was horizontal-a
Hat, typewriter style keyboard built into typewriter-style
box on which a monitor sat-the Macintosh was vertically oriented. A main body with a sm all monitor sitting
above the main workings of the machine, all encased in
plastic. A detachable keyboard completed the ensemble.
The encire structure was to be extremely compact; the
"footprint" of a Macintosh on one's desk would be comparable to a Aar piece of paper. It stood only fourteen
inches high.
There was something lovable about chat shape. It
was . .. the Macintosh.

Working for Steve Jobs was a decidedly mixed blessing.
On one hand, he was th e most passionate leader one
could hope fo r, a motivating force without parallel. Tom
Sawyer could have picked up cricks from Steve Jobs.
T ime after time, he insisted chat the Macintosh was going to shock the world, be nor merely great but insanely
great, and it was clear that he believed it. Sometimes the
wizards of Mac would roll their eyes at his rantsremember, they referred to Steve as a walking Reality
Distortion Field- but they were fl attered, too, and de-
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termined to transform the hyperbole into truth. One
day, for instance, they were trying to "bring up" the
main logic board-soldering the chips to the custommade circuitry-and Jobs challenged them: If you finish it by midnight, we'll all go out for pineapple p izza
at Frankie, Johnnie, and Luigi's! (Burrell's penchant
for pineapple pizza had infected the whole crew.) And
they did.
But every subordinate of Steve Jobs also saw his down
side. H e wore his demons on his sleeve, and was sloppy
in dealing with them. Jobs's criticism rook the form of
acid humiliation, even on occasions when Jobs himself
was unqualified to judge the quality of the work in question . You might work on something for a week, when
Jobs, exercising what Jef Raskin once called MBWA
(Management By Walking Around), wo uld chance upon
your cubicle, give a quick glance, and declare, "This
sucks!" One new Macintosh worker received a visit from
Jobs o n his first day: "I want you to know you've really
blown it," Jobs began the conversation, complaining
about a preexisting problem that the employee hadn't
even addressed yet. Defending yourself was out of the
question. You certainly didn't want to cross him---0nce
someone fell ou t of Jobs's favor, it was as if he or she no
longer existed in his mind.
Why did they put up with it? Why did they work
hundred-hour weeks (many fo r salaries of no more than
$30,000) producing first-class work and receiving the
worst sort of abuse? Apparently even the darkest side of
Steve Jobs, a view apparent all too often, was not so imposing that it eclipsed his charisma. His charm was
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powerful main ly because it was reflective: working for
Steve Jobs was nor so much being in his service as it was
sharing a special dream, a dream he managed to evoke
in breathtaking hues. (It did not hurt that he had already realized more dreams in his brief existence than
almost anyone had in longer lifetimes.) His exacting
standards, even when misguided, reminded the Mac
people that they were not salary workers bur revolutionaries on a mission. When Apple's new president, John
Sculley, came across the Macintosh people, he realized
chat he was witnessing a phenomenon unknown in rhe
behaviors of what he had known as a highly motivated
soft-drink marketing ream. Those people were driven,
mostly by personal ambition, to bear Coca-Cola. But
the Mac team acted as if on a mission from God. Sculley
lacer tried to describe it in his memoirs: "It was almost
as if there were magnetic fields, some spiritual force,
mesmerizing people. Their eyes were jusc dazed. Excitement showed on everyone's face. le was nearly a culc en.
,,
vtronment.
Sculley was nor che only one who considered the
Macintosh team cultish and fanatic. Steve Jobs had
taken pains to encourage the group to think of itself as a
class apart from the rest of the company, an exalted
duchy within the C upertino campus. "lt felt like very
early Apple-it felt like the garage again," Chris Espinosa, a veteran of the Apple II days, cold me. "The
same juxtaposition of cheap surroundings and expensive
equipment. " And the same feeling that they were in on
the ground Aoor of history.
In a sense, Bandley 3 housed a miniature Man hattan
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Project, a secret initiative devoted to producing a devastating technology. T hough they did not maintain
secrecy with the same mania as the Los Alamos scientists-at one point Steve Jobs showed a prototype
Macintosh to Joan Baez, whom he'd been daring-the
Mac designers did manage to keep quiet with uncharacteristic resolve.
One of Jobs's slogans proclaimed , " 1T S BETTER TO BE
A PIRATE THAN JOIN T HE NAVY." Forger that they were
employees of a billion-dollar corporation-the Mac
team was a raucous band of buccaneers, answering to no
one but their Captain! This conceit reached its apogee
when the Mac designers actually Aew a skull-and-crossbones above Bandley 3. (The eye of the skull was replaced with the Apple logo.)
Calling the Mac team a cult, however, unfairly characterizes their labors. Implied by that ap pellatio n is that
somehow they had imbibed some sort of groupthink
Kool-Aid. Thar was nor the case at all. It was not blind
faith that drove them to change the world, but a bel ief
very well grounded in reality. Day by day the evidence
accumulated that they had it within their power to create something a quantum leap better than anything the
industry, indeed th e world, had ever witnessed. They
understood char if they surpassed their best- gave not
merely an honest effort, bur one ringed with sweat and
sacrifice-their artistry indeed could make a dent in the
umverse.
"A lot of rimes people don't do great things because
great th ings really aren't expected of them and because
nobody really demands they try and nobody says, 'Hey,
1
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that's the culture here, to do great things,' " Jobs explained to me. "The environment we sec up at Mac assumes that this special, hand-p icked team is the best in
the world at what they do-there is none better. And
being a pirate means real ly going beyond what anyone
thought possible-a small band of people doing some
great work, real ly great work that will go down in history. Rather than joining an organization, where there's
a lot more process, many more layers, and more of
a guarantee you'll make something good, but almost a
guarantee chat it won't be great. It mean s you can fail,
but because you're really great you're willing to cake on
chat risk." ·
Bill Atkinson understood Jobs's methodology as a
D arwinian principle that led to insane greatness. "Eicher
people grow into [the pressure] and become great, or
they go down," he told me. "You only gee one chance to
change the world. Nothing else matters as much-you'll
have anoth er chance to have vacations, have kids."
]obs literally made chem feel that the quality of Macintosh was a life-and-death issue. At one point in the
software development process he was worried about the
machine's distressingly lengthy stare-up rime-almost
thirty seconds. He zeroed in on system software p rogrammer Larry Kenyon, who believed he had already
squeezed as much speed as possible from the machinery.
"Even if it took yo u three days to make it a single second
faster, it would be wo rth it," Jobs hounded him . "If ten
million people use the computer, in one year alo ne,
chat's abou t 360 million turn-ons. H ow many lifetimes
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does 360 million seconds equal? Fifty? Would you take
three days to save fifty people's lives?'' Kenyon wound up
shaving nor one but th ree seconds off the start-up time,
sparing a h undred extra souls &om the Reaper.
Given the fact that Jobs was not an accomplished engineer, no t an ergonomicist, not a trai ned visual designer, he was no netheless correct on a startli ng number
of issues. Atkinson once recalled to me a time when he
was debati ng which "primitives" to include amo ng the
scandard shapes that Q uickDraw could generate. H e
knew he would include an ellipse, a rectangle, and a circle, but decided against incl uding a "round-rect," a
shape similar to a rectangle but with rounded corners
instead of squared ones. Jobs vociferously d isagreed with
him about the omission. To convince Atki nso n, he
dragged him ou t of rhe building and walked him
around rhe parking lot, identifying a surprising n umber
of rounded-corner rectangles-the curbs, the NO PARKING signs. Eventually Atki nson came to understand that
the shape was vastly underrated. He made the ro undrect a Q uickDraw primitive, and never regretted 'it. You
can see this ro und- rect now on every dialog box and
button on the Mac.
T hat was a case when Jobs's vision was on the money.
But his abstinence occasionally led him to demand the
wrong thing. Sometimes he was so obviously mistaken
that his subordinates cond ucted silent mu tinies. One
example concerned the Macintosh's memo ry. Memory
size helps d ictate a computer's capabilities: the larger the
memory, the more complicated tasks it can handle. But
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chough prices were always falling, memory was expensive. Too much memory, and the computer will oucprice itself our of existence. Memory is measured in
kilobytes, byres being the equivalent of words in compucerspeak. T he Apple II had 48K byres of memory. A
standard 1982 IBM PC shipped with 64K-the same
memo ry size char Jef Raskin had originally envisioned
for M acintosh.
Bue once Jobs decided that che Macincosh would
have a graphic interface char limitation becam e impossible. H e dictated a memory of twice chat size, 128K. His
engineers soon realized char this was almost as ludicrous.
As the people at PARC well realized, a graphical interface requires much more memory than the previous
standard. The Lisa designers also learned chis the hard
way, and their computer shipped with 1024K, or a
megabyte of memory. T he Mac team, with typical immodesty, figured they could present a Aashier system
than Lisa with half the m emory-but not a tenth! They
argued for more, but Jobs was insistent. So they proceeded to compress a thousand clowns into a Random
Access Memory version of a Volkswagen. But not without secretly implementing a scheme whereby the computer could also work with a bigger load-5 12K. When
the price of memory came down- the soothsayers of
Santa Clara County were saying chis was on ly a matter
of months-users could upgrade the computers to bigger memory chips, and new Macintoshes would have
more fo rmidable m emories.
Another invisible rebellion was launched on Jobs's
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choice of disk drive, the piece of computer equipment
analogous to a record turntable. T his was a particularly
touchy issue at Apple, since the Lisa haughtily eschewed
any of the standard disk drives, instead introducing an
odd alternative of Apple's design that never quite
worked. Already the Macintosh people realized that the
"Twiggy" disks on the Lisa were fidgety albatrosses. Despite Jobs's wishes, Rod Holt, the analog designer of
Macintosh, believed that a new disk drive by Sony was
superior. (The analog designer is in charge of hardware
other than circuitry and chips -like the disk drive, the
picture tube, and the power supply.) He and other likeminded engineers conti nued the relationship with Sony
even when Jobs ordered them to terminate it. T he high
poinr in this deception occurred w hen Jobs d ropped
into Bandley 3 at the same time a Sony executive had
come for a m eeting. T he Macintosh engineers literally
ushered the disoriented Japanese businessman into a
closet until the Reality D iscorcion Field had passed.
O nce again, the unmasking of the plot was a welcome escape to a hole Jobs had dug for himself. T he
Sony drive was a subscancial addition to the M acintosh
mystique of leading-edge yec compassionately designed
technology. Noc only did it use smaller disks than the
previous standard, but the fragile Mylar that held che
data was protected by a rigid plastic coating. For the
first time, one did nor have co handle floppy disks (people still called chem floppies even though that adjective
no lo nger applied) like fine china. It was akin to the difference between reel-to-reel tape and cassettes. In addi-
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tion , the new fl oppies belied their size by holding more
in formation. (I recall chat the physically larger Apple
media-bigger than the head of the average fly swatter-held so little information chat when I was writing
Hackers, a single disk could not hold a forty-page chapter. A single M acintosh disk, on the ocher hand, could
hold ten o f chose chapters! And fie inside my shire
pocket.)
When Jobs discovered these rwo perfidies, he did not
fire th e employees, but had the sense to realize that his
minions h ad bailed him our. And since the credit accrued to him, he held his peace.
Some years after the computer was launched, former
Mac team member Steve Capps cold me that Bandley 3
was "The best thing I ever did in my life." H e was echoing the sentiments of almost every one of h is coworkers.
T hen I asked him about what he gleaned from his experience with his boss. "What did I learn from Steve
Jobs?" he repeated. "T hat ignorance [of what you can't
do] is great. We learned to keep on trying and trying.
We weren't the best, but we tried che hardest. We were
just a bunch of lucky nerds."

The "Preliminary MACINT OSH BUSINESS PLAN,
12 JULY 198 1," was the first since Steve Jobs commandeered che project. Apparently produced on an Apple II,
it used a crude sore of graphics char the Macintosh would
soon render obsolete not only in corpo rate business
plans but in the homework reports of high school Stu-
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dents. T he plan assumed rhat Macintosh wo uld shi p
in 1982 for a rerail price of around $1 ,500 a nd sell
2,245,000 unirs berween 1982 and 1985-an annual
ra re of 563,000, o r 47,000 each monrh.
The last page of the plan was a whistling-past-thegraveyard joke: a drawi ng of O rson Welles, pondero usly
savoring a glass of wine. The legend above rhe picture
read, "We will an nounce no Apple before its rime." T he
idea of delaying announcement daces would soon hold
no mirth at Bandley 3.
T he business plan tread with uncharacteristic tact
when it came co the issue of Macintosh's position in the
Apple product line, parricularly its comparison to Lisa.
"Imagine rwo posters next fall ," it propositioned , "rhe
first appearing in retail dealers and Sea rs. T he message:
'Apple II has evolved into rwo new produces, each one
rhe best in its class and both low cost. Buy one .. . Or
both!!' And a second poster fo r Lisa dealers posirioning
Mac as ' Lisa's younger brother.' "
Nowhere w as ir written that Macintosh wo uld render
Lisa an expensive and rath er bulky doorstop. O stensibly,
the Lisa and the Mac people were on the same ream. In
reality it was quire different. Since rhe Lisa used so
much more memory and disk storage than the Mac, it
was impossible to run Lisa software o n the smaller machine. (Not that the Mac wizards would have allowed
it-they tho ught Lisa's software was coo bloated and inelegant.) Any corporation or individual considering Apple technology would thereby have to choose between
the rwo.
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le was a battle char Lisa could nor win. Nor only was
Macintosh slated to cost a fraction of Lisa, but the general mentality of Lisa was hamstrung. The Lisa engineers were stuck in the H-P mindset: a conservative
ethos designed to produce dependable, competent technology. This affected even the exceptions co the general
demeanor: Bill Atkinson later admitted that he and his
more daring colleagues "were afraid of our [corporate]
cuscomers-we didn't want co offend them. We erred on
the side of sterile." A trivial but telling example of this
self-censorship came with Lisa's trash can icon--originally the drawing had a little Ay buzzing around the can.
This was deemed "too groddy" for the suits. The cumulative effect of this conscientious blandness denied Lisa a
distinctive personality, which limited the fervor of its
users.
In contrast, the Mac team was off in the ozone, designing a computer that fit their own woolly sensibilities.
They felt free co festoon the machine with all sorts of
loony filigrees. They even coded little tricks deep into
the software, including a hook to evoke a mysterious figure named Mr. Macintosh who could suddenly appear
on the screen, wave, and disappear, causing che user to
chink he or she had seen a mirage. The Mac team's
synapses still fired co the cadence of the 1960s; most of
chem had managed to catch the rail end of that social
revolution and were still hungry enough to wane more.
Skirting the lip of hubris, they believed chat their efforts
could cause a reprise of that revolution- engineering
itself would explode into arc. How could the Lisa drafts-
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men compete with the cubists, the surrealists, the abstract expressionists of Macintosh?
"Basically," Randy W igginton, a Mac software designer told me of the Lisa group, "we tend to think we're
better than them."
Later, Larry Tesler (who was to become an Apple
vice p resident) wo uld claim that accounts of the LisaMacintosh rival ry were "exaggerated," explaining that
"as in any friendly rival1y, some individuals took the
competition too seriously. By and large the teams gave
each other both moral and technical support. Half the
Macin tosh programmers cam e fro m the Lisa group, and
most of those were working on both Lisa and M acintosh at the same time." But Steve Jobs, undoubtedly
one of the overboard individuals to whom Tesler was referring, consciously seemed to use the Lisa division as a
punching bag for the Macintosh crew. Jobs m ade the
competition into a direct challenge w hen he bet the Lisa
Division head John Couch five thousand dollars that
Mac would ship before Lisa. {Introducing the lower-cost
Mac before Lisa would have smothered Lisa at birth.)
By the time of th e M ac launch, however, even when
Steve Jobs attempted to be diplomatic, he dam ned the
Lisa with faint praise. "Remember, Lisa was the first
time," he told me. "I guess I encourage the M ac group
to understand they're the best in the world, so they tend
to cri ticize other things, as I do, too, and that's okay.
But it's also good to understand that most people [in
the Mac team] have been able to stand on the Lisa people's shoulders, maybe avoid some mistakes. The Lisa
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people wanted to do something great. And the Mac people want to do something imanely great. The difference
shows."

Steve Jobs lost his bet that the Macintosh would be finished before Lisa. He didn't even come dose. Macintosh's course was plagued by setbacks, and Jobs and the
Mac confronted constant frustration.
One of the bigger delays came as a result of software
director Bud Tribble's departure in November 1981. AH
along, Tribble had been on hiatus from medical school;
now, his advisers told him that if he did not return, he
would be drummed from the program. It was a torturous decision, but he left Apple. Andy H errzfeld recalls
being so stunned at the defection that he felt the entire
project might fall apart. Finding someone to seep in was
not easy. Jobs not only needed someone with deep engineering knowledge but the attitude required co go with
the spirited Row of the team. He wo uld cesc applicants
with questions like, "At what age did you lose your virginity?" or, "H ave you ever taken LSD?" At one memorable interview, Jobs, Smith, and Herrzfeld found
th emselves across the cable from a very straight applicant
who was visibly shaken by these queries. Jobs began to
gobble like a turkey, and che trio broke up laughing.
The man Jobs chose for Tribble's post was a former
PARC engineer named Bob Belleville. He was softspoken, contemplative, very smart, and provided a necessary stability to rhe high-flying team. But his very
professionalism-his adulthood- set him apart from
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the wizards he was charged with managing. Simply put,
he did not see the Macintosh project as an expression
of rock and roll. T he others did. T he tenders of the
Macintosh soul despised Belleville, particularly Andy
Hertzfeld, who ten years lacer would still launch into
uncharacteristically venomous anti-Belleville tirades at
the slightest provocation.
For much of 1982, the Macintosh team hoped to
launch at the National Computer Conference in March
1983. T his seemed reasonable, as the basics of che computer, including rhe casing, rhe roolbox, and the design,
were essentially frozen . Since che conference would be
held in Anaheim, plans were discussed for "eying in a
Mickey Mouse/Disneyland theme with Macintosh ...
to create a lasting personality for the product that will
transcend the technology and pique the interest of middle America."
Earlier that year, in a more optimistic frame of mind,
the Mac team triumphantly had scrawled their names in
a design mold. Ir was Jobs's idea-they were artists signing their work. The signatures were co appear on the inside of every Macintosh computer. No one, except stray
repair technicians, would see it. Bue ic meant a lot of
chem.
Mickey Mouse and middle America, however, were
left at cl1e altar-the annou ncement dace was bumped
once more. A series of problems forced the team, essentially, co redesign the computer several times. T he number of dots on the screen had co be increased, co d isplay
full lines of text in fine reso lution. Several schemes for
disk drives were adopted and discarded.
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Frustration m ounted with each delay. People complained of "constant rime toward completion." Bill
Atkinson later compared it to running a nightmarish
footrace where, each rime yo u approach the fi nish line,
some unseen force carapulrs it a huge increment beyond
your reach.
Essentially, Burrell Smith wound up designing five
different Macintoshes, each one reportedly a to ur de
force of engineering. "Burrell was the central figure of
Mac," recalled Andy H errzfeld . "His first prototype
was the seed crystal chat attracted the rest of us, and
every version thereafter was built arou nd a core of brilliant hardware." Each iteration of the Mac was better
than previous, each one squeezing more performance,
and more insan e greacitude from the relatively modest
hardware.
Through late 1982 and all of 1983, the pressure kept
increasing in the mini-Manhattan Project at Bandley 3.
Jobs was carefu l ro keep the team small-he insisted
that the sofnvare design squad should not exceed ten.
That way, there was a guaranteed absence of bozos. One
of the best additions turned out co be Bill Atkinson, an
unofficial defector from the Lisa ream. Bill was definitely rock and roll. He had devoted three and a half
years of his life into creating Q uick.Draw, and the intensely emotional programmer was discouraged at the
dawning realization chat rhe pricey Lisa was a commercial Bop. In addition, he became embittered at Apple's
failure to emphasize in its grinding Lisa media campaign
any of his considerable contributions. His consolation
was an Apple Fellowship, a rare and mysterious honor
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char is rhe company's equivalenr ro rhe Congressional
M edal of Honor. (A Fellow is given cane blanche ro
work on projecrs, as well as lucrarive srock oprions.) Bur
he realized rh ar on ly with the Macintosh c0tJd his work
reach a mass audience. \'<lichout formally giving notice
at Lisa, he set to work on MacPaint, the spectacular exan1ple of Macinrosh's graphic abilities.
Ocher veterans from Lisa and Xerox fou nd cheir way
co the ream. O ne was Bruce H o rn, a lanky blond programmer who had hung our ar PARC as a reenager.
H orn was assigned the job of wricing rhe Finder, rhe
program char would improve upon Lisa's D esktop Manager. During char same period in early 1982 Larry
Kenyon came over from Lisa ro wo rk on o peraring system casks. His wife, Parri, was also worki ng on the ream.
Such were the delays that the Kenyons completed an
enrire developmenr cycle on a human being-Macinrosh's first birth- before the computer's launch . T hen
rhere was Steve Capps, whom Jobs had lured to Bandley
3 after seeing a graphically impressive chesslike game
Capps had hacked on rhe Lisa. Capps was a srocky,
gregarious upper New York Srace narive who had acclimared rotally ro Cali fornia, rraipsi ng around in rrademark shorts and high-rap sneakers.
In early 1983, Jobs also authorized an unusual addition ro the ream: Susan Kare, an in-house visual designer whose main responsibility was the "look" of the
Macinrosh . It was her job to imbue the Macinrosh
screen with uniformly attractive and functional images.
A young woman who had attended che same suburba n
Philadelphia high school as Andy Herrzfeld, an d had
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migrated west ro work for an arr museum in San Francisco, Kare had a particular talent for creating icons. Her
equivalent of canvas was rhe lirrle block of pixels 32 by
32-around a thousand dots that would be blacked or
left blank. Of course, as diccaror of design, Jobs approved every icon. At one point, he rejected Kare's little
picture of a rabbit, complaining that it looked "roo gay."
Kare eagerly accepted rhe concept that the Macintosh
should have a whimsical side ro its personality. "I'm not
trying for cutesy, bur something a li ttle different," she
would say. She knew she was in no way a technical wizard like those in the cubicles surrounding her, bur she
gently pushed for more latitude to refine the Macintosh
as a rounded if somewhat quirky work of arr. When the
computer came on, the first thing someone would see
was a tiny self-portrait of the Mac, with a smiling face to
indicate that it had successfu lly performed a memory
scan and all irs chips were in order. When users set the
alarm in the internal clock, they would click on a picture of a rooster. And when the machine crashed-as it
did, too often-a dialog box would appear with a picture of a bomb. (This image actually made some people
go berserk with rage-in their view, not only was the
computer failing them, but rubbing their faces in it!)
Besides icons, Kare worked on the look of th e Macintosh programs themselves. She set about refining derails
like the look of the title bar, that border on top of a window, giving it distinctive pinstripes. This was far more
than a cosmetic makeover. It was partly a careful accumulation of nitpicky derails-frills, pinstripes, curlicues,
and the gray tint in the scroll bars- char established
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what has been called the "look and feel" of the Macintosh. Compared to the phosphorescent garbage heap of
DOS-an incimidating jumble of letters and commands-the world one entered into when flicking on a
Macintosh was a clean, well-lit room, populated by wry
objects, yet none so jarring that it threatened one's comforting sense of place. It welcomed your work.
The sedateness and elegance of the Macintosh gestalt
could be punctuated by exciting events. The beep when
the machine is turned on. The sudden appearance of a
drop-down menu. The darkening of an icon when the
file or application it represents is not available at that
moment. The zooming animation as the windows open
and close.
And if any questions arose between you and the computer, lines of communication were flung open wide by
a standard-looking dialog box, which took your hand to
the next step. You would use the mouse to slide the cursor over the proper "bu non." If your choice was the one
deemed by the designer the most obvious, it would be
double-bordered and you would know that by hitting
the return key, that choice would be made. (For instance, during the "save file" process, the button labeled
SAVE would have a double-thickness border and the
CANCEL button a single border; hitting RETURN saved
the file.) These dialog boxes would appear in every Macintosh program, for almost anything. This was part of
the topology of Macintosh, part of the Macintosh religion. All religions have their look and feel; one glance at
a cathedral and you are swept into the gestalt of the
Catholic religion. Likewise, a peek at a window framed
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by title bar and scroll bars is enough to evoke the sacraments of Mac.
Susan Kare's other important task was the look of the
fonts. For the first time, typefaces mattered on personal
computers. The Macintosh, straight our of the box, was
going to offer the user six or seven different type styles,
and these were all to have variations in italic, boldface,
and even esoteric va riations like shadow and outline. To
save licensing fees, the fonts themselves were not the
copyrighted typefaces offered by the big production
houses, but knockoffs that Kare would design-versions
that looked like Times, Century, Helvetica, and even
Gothic.
There was some controversy at Bandley over what
to name these. Kare suggested typefaces based on the
stops on the Paoli Local train that passed through the
Philadelphia Main Line suburbs she and Andy had been
raised in: Ardmore, Merion, Rosemont, and such. Steve
Jobs liked the idea of naming fonts after cities, bur insisted they be world-class cities. The eventual urban
appellations reflected the flavor of rhe individual faces:
New York, Geneva, Chicago, and so on. T he O ld
English-style font was called London. T hen tl1ere was
a purposely jumbled font, a mishmash of big and small,
thick and t hin , serif and sans serif T his was called Ransom, since it looked like a kidnapper's noce. T hat was
judged too far-out even for Macintosh, and che name
was ch anged co San Francisco.
Again, che seemingly trivial was to have wide implications. Because of Macintosh , people were going to learn
more about fonts and typography using the Macintosh
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than they had since G utenberg first got his hands all
inky. Fonts, which had previously belonged to the
equivalent of guilds-those with access to Linotype machines and art directors and printing presses-now were
accessible with a single point-and-click. To echo Bill
Atkinson's words, the fine china was now available for
everyday use.

The Macintosh Product Introduction Plan, dated August 15, 1982, was a weighty document that attempted
to position the Macintosh as a "truly mass market commodity .. . [an] appliance computer." The report provided sketches of some archetypical customers. The cast
of characters, illustrated by cartoon portraits, included a
thirty-five-year-old suburban office professional who
wants to be technologically hip but feels intimidated by
computers, a university provost seeking a chance to
proselytize the information age, a Rotarian in his forties
who vaguely thinks that computers can help run his
small business, and a University of Michigan student
teetering between an interest in Carolingian empire music and her parents' hope that she become a lawyer. All
are ripe for Macintosh.
The report estimated first-year sales benveen 202,000
and 236,000 units.
As the designers hustled to finish the machine, those
charged with the encouragement of a third-parry software base traveled the country. At the time the Macintosh was first being developed, the industry devoted to
creating and selling software products for personal com-
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puters had barely emerged from a preindustrial culture
of hobbyists swapping little programs and perhaps, if
the program was deemed particularly neat, taking out an
ad in Byte or Dr: Dobbs' journal The biggest companies
were probably VisiCorp, which sold VisiCalc; and Microsoft, whose specialty was operating systems and computer languages like BASIC, though the computer
aspired to become a force in applications such as word
processing. On the come was Lotus.
Steve Jobs had been feuding with V isiCorp, which
was working on its own, somewhat watered-down,
PARC-like system. (Designed to run on souped-up
IBM PCs, Visi-On was late and lousy, dead on arrival.
The company never recovered.) Microsoft was another
story. Its leader, Bill Gates, was the premier mind in the
industry, and might h ave been the only person on the
planet whose ambition matched that of Steve Jobs. Jobs
himself made a pilgrimage to the Seattle area and wove
a mesmerizing verbal tapestry concerning the greatness
of the Macintosh and how the future was tied to its advances. fu part of his awesome spiel to Gates's minions,
he talked about the $20 million factory Apple was
building in Fremont, California; he claimed that the
building would gobble raw materials of plastic, metal,
and silicon, and out the door would emerge M acintoshes. Semimocking Jobs's vision, which they came to
accept even more thoroughly than Apple realized, the
M icrosoft engineers gave the code-name "Sand" to their
M acinrosh software effort, in honor of the raw silicon
the factory would be ingesting.
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The M acintosh coincided with M icrosoft's vision of
the way all computer software would look one day. Form er PARC wizard Charles Simonyi was one of M icrosoft's leading theorists, and he was totally sold on the
vision. Noc chat Bill Gares, M icrosoft's peripatetic chairman, wanted to rush things. At the same time that M icrosoft was working with Apple to develop Macintosh
applications and beginning its decade-long quest to port
its graphical user interface to IBM-standard computers,
ic was establishing an invincible beachhead in operating
systems that used the doomed and hideous commandline system of old. Yet Gares knew Macintosh portended the future and this knowledge (not Jobs's sales
pitch) was why he signed up M icrosoft.
But Microsoft was not just any software developer. So
intense was its effort, and so linked to Apple's that it
went beyond third-parry status. It was kind of a firstparry of the second part. In terms of sheer human effort,
Microsoft at times had as many people on its Macintosh
software squad as Apple had in all of Cupertino.
Gares and Jobs made an interesting contrast. Both
were gaining reputations as the key entrepren eurs of
their time. But Gares was technically more capable and
also had proven himself as the sole leader of his company. Jobs ran on instinct and charisma, and was kept at
arm's length by chose who really ran Apple. Sometimes
Gates got impatient with him. "The guy should turn it
off so metimes!" he said . "H e pushes too hard, too much
'us versus them.' W hen he attacks stuff, he can be rude;
he does it almost intuitively, like a religious thi ng. For
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instance, he looked at the way we were doing documentation, and starting saying, 'It's a piece of trash, we can't
work with you guys . . .'"
Yet Gates ultimately decided that Jobs's role in the
Macintosh was heroic. "People concentrate on finding
the guy's flaws-why?" he said. "He's in the center of
things. They ask-'Does he know the instruction set of
the 68000?' I don't think that's super-important. There's
no way there would be anything like that Macintosh
without Jobs."
Microsoft was only the beginning of Apple's thirdparty effort. The goal was to have five hundred applications out into the marketplace by the time the
Macintosh had been out for a year, and double that
the next year. As stared in the product in troduction,
"we must introduce with two things: a set of software
which makes Mac immediately useful in key markets,
and the unmistakable impression that Mac is the industry leader upon which all worthwhile software will
appear in the future." Macintosh's new marketing manager, Mike Murray, called the people charged with
building the third-party development effort "software
evangelists." T he first was former Hewlett-Packard engineer Mike Boich, followed by Alain Rossmann, then
Guy Kawasaki. (All three went on to become entrepreneurs, though Kawasaki somehow wandered astray
and became a computer columnist.) Kawasaki later provided the pithiest job description of evangelists: "[We]
were Apple's kamikazes who used fervor, zeal, and anything else to convince software developers to create
Macintosh products . . . [We] sold the Macintosh
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dream. T he sofrware developers who bough t into ch e D ream (and only some did) created products
that changed M acintosh's principal wealrness-a lack of
software- into its greatest strength-the best collection
of software for any personal computer. "
The easiest pare of their job was raking rhe prococype
to potential software developers. "People were uniformly blown away," Ba ich told me in 1983. "I remember one guy who had just designed what he thought was
a good accounting program-after seeing the Mac, he
felt like he had just designed the best p ropeller in the
world, and saw a jet Ay by."
Early in the process, the evangelises visited a fledgling
Cambridge, Massachusetts, software outfit called Lotus
Development Corporation . T hey were u nimpressed
with its new product, a spreadsheet called 1-2-3 (though
better than its predecessors, it still used obscure commands and codes, sruck in the pre-Macintosh mold of
computi ng) , yet Apple's evangelises liked Lo cus's founder
Mitch Kapor, who greeted them by saying, ''I'd sell my
mother co get a Mac." Apple lacer gave h im a prototype
without that stipulation , and Lotus began w orking on
an ambitious project for the Mac called Jazz. By the
rime the Mac launched, Lotus had become the world's
biggest personal computer software company, having established 1-2-3 as the essential application for the IBM
PC. Yet Kapo r was crazy about the Macintosh . "The
IBM is a machine you can respect," he cold me at the
time. "The M acintosh is a machine you can love."
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Every so often rhe frazzled Macintosh team wo uld leave
Bandley 3 and check into a hotel for a "retreat. " Most
often Jobs picked cushy resorrs down rhe coast in Monterey or Carmel. Each retreat began with a lecture cum
pep talk by Jobs. T his set the tone for the evem, which
would proceed wirh presentations (on one occasion Burrell Smith announced he didn't have ten minutes' wo rth
of things to say, so he played his guicar to fill out the
time), discussion sessio ns, a guest speaker, and often rhe
sort of rowdy misbehavior associated with heavy m etal
rock bands. After a display of fires o n rhe beach and
midnight ski nny-d ipping, o ne resort banished the Mac
ream from fu rure performances. A second ven ue blackballed Apple after Mac people commandeered the
dessert cares, using rhe elegant creamy concoctio ns as
fodder for a food fight.
Jobs's speeches were punctuated by slogans. Ir was on
one such retreat that he o riginally encouraged rhe Mac
ream to consider themselves pirates. In another speech
he wrote on a large easel thar THE JOURNE Y IS THE REWARD . Only a cyn ic would interpret the Aip side of this
maxim-no big bonuses. But rhere were few cynics on
board. The Mac people were consumed in their quest to
mal(e history, hyperaware of the specialness of their enterprise. They knew Apple wo uld reap ungodly fi nancial
dividends from rheir labors, bur char wasn't rhe point
at all. They believed the Macintosh would be a dividend co the entire wo rld. T hat is what drove them,
made their sacrifice worthwhile, and made rhe whole
thing a jolly litrle enterprise. "Very few of us were even
thirty years old," one of them rold Esquire. "We all felt
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as though we had missed the civil rights movement.
We had missed V ietnam. What we had was the Macintosh." These were th e best days of their lives, and they
knew it.
Perhaps the most tell ing epigram of all was a threeword koan that Jobs scrawled on an easel in January
1983, when the project was months overdue. REAL
ARTISTS SHIP. It was an awesome encapsulation of the
ground rules in the age of technological expression. T he
term "starving artist" was now an oxymoron. One's creation, quite simply, did not exist as art if it was not out
there, available for consumption, doing well. Was Engelbarc an artist? A prima donna-he didn't ship. What
were the wizards of PARC? Haugh ty aristocrats-they
didn't ship. The final step of an artist-the single validating act-was getting his or her work into boxes, at
which point the marketing guys rake over. O nce you get
the computers in people's homes, you have penetrated
their minds. At that point all the clever design decisions
you made, all the twists and rums of the interface, the
subtle dance of mode and modeless, the menu bars and
trash cans and m ouse butto ns and everything else inside
and outside your creation, becomes part of people's
lives, transforms their working habits, permeates their
approach to thei r labo rs, and ultimately, their lives.
But to do that, to make a difference in the world and
a dent in the universe, yo u had co ship. You had to ship.
You had to ship.
Real artists ship.

0

January 22, during the th i•·d quarrer of rhe
otherwise unmemorable Super Bowl between the Oakland Raiders and the Washingron Redskins, a cu t to a
commercial turned the nation's televisio n sets over to
some extremely weird images. Bald-headed drones
marched down a lo ng rubelike corridor to some hellish
auditorium. T hey had shaved heads and pajamalike garments reminiscent of concentration camp victims.
Guards in shiny helmets mon irored their actions. On a
large screen a fierce-looking, almost crazed, speakerBig Brother himself-was spouting cant rhat, if you
could make it out, was tmly frightening:
Each of you is a single cell in the great body of the
Stace. And coday, rhat great body has purged itself of
parasites. We have trium phed over che unp rincipled
dissemination of facts. The thugs and wreckers have
been cast our. Let ertch a11d eve1J1 ce/L rejoice! For today
we celebrate the first glorio us an niversary of the Information Purification Directive.
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We have created, for the first time in all history, a
gmden of p ure ideology where each worker may bloom
secure from che pests purveying contradictory and
confusing truths. Our unification of thought is more
powerful a weapon than any Aeet or army on earth. wt
are one people. With one will. One resolve. One cause.
Our enemies shall talk themselves to death, and we
will bury them with their own confusion. We shall
prevail!
Th is is a world clearly dominated by a evil monolirhic
information beasr.
Bur wait- intercur wirh the speech we see a solitary
figure o f hope. A young woman in bright red shores and
a T-shirt with the M acinrosh "Picasso" logo. She carries
a sledgehammer. At the end of the speech she bursts
into che room, races down the aisle, and Rings the
sledgehammer into the screen .
T he Big Brother image evaporates in a white-hoc explosion. Apocalypse! T he inmates are srunned in slackjawed amazement. A nd on the screen- nor the screen
just destroyed , but the television screens of 43 million
people watching rhe Su per Bowl- appeared the following words:

On January 24Lh,
Apple Computer will introduce
Macintosh.
And you'll see why 1984
won'Lbe like "1984."
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T his was the notorious "1984" spot. Directed by
Ridley Scott, it had al l the cyberpunk film noir of his
recent cult hit Blade Runne1; and a more coherent
plot- IBM takes a fal l. It cost a hal f million dollars to
film. Scott recruited an Olympic athlete to hurl the
hammer and London skinheads as audience extras. Apple Computer bought air time for it only twice: once
late in December, in an obscure television market somewhere on the G rear Plains, so that it would be eligible
for the inevitable awards in the new year; and the other
during the Super Bowl.
Bur Apple's board of d irectors, by and large aging
white men unatruned to the semiotics of video clips,
had hared it. Apple tried to sell off its commitment.
Only at the last minute, when its advertising agency
couldn't resell the time slot, did the company finally
draw in its gut and give the okay to ai r the "1984" sp ot.
It turned out to be one of the most famo us commercials
ever aired-the netwo rk news shows even d id reports
on it. (Later, Apple's John Sculley would speak of the
advertisement, as if he had known its power all along, as
an example of "event marketing.") Long after people
forgot who played in that Super Bowl, they remembered
the commercial.
It was Apple's first official .public acknowledgment
that Macintosh existed.

Real Artists Ship. T hose words must have been ringing
in the ears of Mac team designers, in Jobs's mocking
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whiny cadence, for weeks before the scheduled launch.
When I visited Bandley 3 in November 1983, rhe atmosphere was a mix of euphoria and panic. W hile most key
components of Macintosh had been finished fo r weeks
or even months, others were sriU unresolved, notably
chose concerning the system software that was contained
on floppy disks included with th e machine.
T he least-finished part of the Macintosh was rhe
Finder, the part of rhe system so ftware visible co rhe user.
Ir was through the Finder that the M acintosh magic
would first appear, where even the most compurerphobic user could instantly gee co work, wielding rhe
mo use co launch programs, put files into fo lders, delete
or copy documents, and, epo nymously, find things.
Bruce Horn had been working o n ir for months, and
when it became apparent that he wo uld need assistance,
Steve Capps began co augment his work. If sending a
dozen programmers to Horn's aid would have helped
matters, Apple would have done it, but the nature of the
Finder was such that even adding a single programmer
invited an extra level of complexity. The Finder was a
balancing act; a relatively small program had co interact
with countless other programs (almost all of which had
not yer been written), perform tricky tasks, follow the
M acintosh religion chapter and verse, and above all, refrain from crashing. (It's like the soundtrack to films,"
Horn explai ned. "If yo u don't know it's there, it's good.")
This was close wo rk. Sending Capps in was like lowering
a rescuer into a cave, with praye rs that two people would
emerge alive.
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Since the Finder was so crucial, and so far behind
schedule, Capps and Horn did not participate in the
orgy of prerelease publicity hoopla. They were de facto
exiles, in quarantine across the street from Bandley 3,
sequestered in a small room they called the Finder
G hetto. W h en I visited in November, I could instantly
sense the hysteria. The room was littered with junk food
detritus. Capps and Horn, however, put o n a cheerful
demeanor. Horn mentioned some tricky revision they
had just implemented. "H ere we are, sliding down the
guillotine," said Capps, wearing shores and high-top
sneakers, "and we make a radical change."
Not so cheerful was Randy Wigginton, the chief author of M acWrite, the wo rd processor to be shipping
with every Macintosh. H e looked like death. "Sleep deprivation," he explained, a syndrome that had recendy
led him ro cut his wo rk hours from nineteen hours a
day to a mere fourteen. In chose rare times chat he did
sleep, a "monkey" program would be working the Macintosh, typing gibberish (perhaps, eventually, Hamlet)
inro MacWrite. If the program did nor crash, that was
vicrory.
Producing MacWrice had been a struggle. The word
processor was not only ro be one of only t\'VO truly p ractical applications immediately available (the other being
Microsoft's spreadsheet Mulciplan) but was also meant
ro stand as an example of how a good program could
make use of Mac's interface. This was a considerable
burden, especially si nce producing sofrware for Macintosh was several orders of magnitude harder than for less
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sophisricated sysrems. This was something that hundreds of would-be Mac programmers wo uld rorturously
learn: easy co use, hard to program.
Word processors were particularly tricky. "Displaying a single line of text on other computers is simplenormally yo u just say, WRJTE," explained W igginton.
"Bur on Macintosh it becomes extremely complex.
What font is ir? W hat size? You have co measure each
character on the screen. Lines are variable heights. And
then you have co worry about handling pictures in the
middle of the document. "
AJI sorts of interface issues were still in flux. One of
the features of MacWrire-meanr to be a standard for
all applications-was the abili ty to save a file under a
different name. T he open question was, which of the
two-the original file or the newly named file-should
be the one remaining on the screen, ready for more text?
"T here are extremely good reasons for each way," W igginton said, but a poll of the Mac ream decided char the
renamed fi le would be the one remaining visible. There
were a lot of those questions st.ill hanging.
The stare of the Finder, still somewhat amorphous at
a perilously late date, made these problems worse. It
seemed that every time Capps and Horn made a ch ange,
rht: effect would interfere with something MacWrite was
doing, and cause the program ro crash.
"We've been working on this for so long that it's
a dream [ to be almost finished] but in some ways it's a
nightmare," said W igginton. 'Tm really terrified. If I really had my way, the word processor wouldn't go out for
six m onths. But it has to be done now. Sometimes at
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night I wake up in a cold sweat-thousands and thousands of people are going co be using this. To a large extent, I'm responsible for a billio n-dollar company."
As the final deadline ap proached Capps and Horn
were staying up fifty-eight hou rs straight, blasting Dead
Kennedys records, gobbling vitamin C like popcorn.
Capps wo uld blow off steam by playing video games,
furious sessions with Defender, at which he was an
adept, second on ly perhaps co Burrell Sm ith. Horn
would just sit there and scream, cop of his lungs.
Working at his ho me o ne day, Bill Atki nson became
so frustrated at the state of the Finder that he yanked
the mouse cord from the machine and threw the pointing device at rhe wall, making a serio us dent m it.
''They're going co ruin my project! " he wailed .

Mike Murray liked cham. Macintosh's head of marketing-a Stanfo rd MBA hired by Steve Jobs after minimal
experience in H ewlett-Packard's office in Co rvallis, Oregon-would get an interviewer into his office, and the
interviewer wo uld be embargoed. This meant that he or
she could not write a word about Macincosh until January 23 (a day before the official introductio n, adjusted
for the schedule of the newsweeklies). And then Murray
would go co the charts .
H e would draw someth ing that looked like a mountain, the Matterhorn perhaps, and identify it as a bellshaped curve. It represented the acceptance of personal
computers. He would identify a point very near the left
of the shape, when the slope was still low and proclaim
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that this was our presenc location on the curve, with
only five percenc of the popuJacion in char little foothill.
These were the risk-orienced, "early adopters." There
were o nly so many of these, however, and everybody else
was sriU discrusrful of computers because they were so
hard to use.
Bur now we were on the cusp of the Macintosh era,
he'd say, where computers are no longer "an end to
themselves, bur a means to an end." A tool, an appliance. "A co mputer for che resc of us." Now, the bulk of
people-chose who would drive the curve up to the
mountain peak, and ring che curve-shaped bell-would
be co mputer customers. These, he would say, echoing
Dol.1g Engelbarr's prediction of a decade before, were che
lmowledge workers-the target market for the Mac.
"Our defin ition of knowledge worker is someone who
sirs behind a desk and plans to rake information and
crunch it w ith ideas," he'd say. Then he would mention
the philosophical dream: "T he philosophical dream is
H ow can we do something char will improve people's
lives?" Murray wo uld pause and confide that, "You don't
find that in any other computer company. " And then
Mike Murray would look at yo u. H e had slightly mussy
brown hair and a neatly trim med mustache (sort of li ke
Paul McCartney in the Sgt. Pepper days), and big watery
eyes. H e was not yet thirty years old and h e was in
charge of selling a product that would determine che
face of a bi llion-dollar company. "If we fail," he'd say, "it
will be a sad story. I'll cry."
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Sccve Jobs was co nvinced thac Macintosh was che final
showdown at the Compucer Corral. Ir was Apple versus
IBM, to the d each .
H e was annoyed ac having to defend M acintosh from
industry pundits' criticism thac it was nor compatible
wich software char ra n o n IBM's disk operating system.
Jn retrospect this complaint seems ludic rous, like criticizing tracto rs beca use they do nor require oxen. But
at chat time, w ith many having declared IBM the unassailable leader in personal comp uting, the consensus
was that launc hi ng a computer thac did not run IBMsta ndard sofuvare was fo lly. Jobs, of course, had his own
perspecnve.
"If we don't do it, IBM is go ing to rake over," he said .
"If having really great products, much better products
chan ch eirs, isn't enough to compete with them, the n
they'll have the whole thing. T hey'll have ch e greatest
mo nopoly of all time. lc'll be like owning every oil company and every car company in 1920 . ff we don't d o
th is, nobody can stop IBM. It's kind of like watching a
glad ia tor going in to the arena. Ir's really being perceived
as Apple's do-or-die."
Jobs wenc o n, talking abou t his motivation. 'Tm not
doing this fo r che money," he explained. "J have more
money than I can ever, hopefully, even give away in my
lifetime. And I'm ccrrainly not doing it for my ego. I'm
doing it because l love it. A nd I'm do ing it because l
love the people. And I'm d o ing it because I love the idea
of making a great cen-billio n-dollar company. If we fail,
th at wi ll m ean my enti re wo rldview is all wrong. And
my judgm ent abou t people is all wro ng. If this is an-
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o ther fa ilure, then I should question my wo rk, I should
go write poetry o r something, go climb a m ountain."
It was clear that Steven Paul Jobs did no t expect be
composing strophes or scal ing K-2 . He was already convinced tbar the barde was over. Apple had won. "Every
bo ne in my body says it's going to be great. And that
people are going to realize that and buy it. Yo u see, this
job isn't done until we've sold several million of these
things."
W hen do yo u think that will ha ppen? ] wanted to
know.
"Eighry-five," he said confidently. "I thin k we'll break
the c umu lative [\VO m illion total in 1985. Su re."

In early January 1984-one week before the absolutely
final day fo r the Aoppies ro ship-the software was still
crashing. The frustrated engineers called Steve Jobs, wh o
by the n was in N ew Yo rk p romoring M acintosh.
Je rome Coonen, o ne of the so ftwa re eng ineers, spoke
fo r the entire team . T hey had fa iled . The smart thing
was fo r everyone to get some sleep, come back in a couple o f days with a fresh perspective, and finish the software then. Meanwhile, the M acs could be shipped to
stores without finished software. Jn rwo o r three weeks
or so, when the rejuvenated tea m completed a bug-free
release, Apple could Federal Ex press disks to rh e stores,
w hich woLtld slip them in rhe boxes. G ran ted, the machine would not be available fo r custo mers to buy right
away. But how many Macin toshes were we talking about
here? Each of around fi fteen hundred dealershi ps had an
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initial allotment of two computers. Of those two, rhe
store would probably want to keep one ro run demos
for future customers, who would buy lacer in rhe month
when Apple flooded the pipelines with Macs. So, Coonen concluded, all rhey were really talking about was fifteen hundred possible sales. In a couple of weeks rhey
would get the bugs our, and it would be as if no problem had existed.
Steve Jobs listened, and then he answered: they
would ship in one week, period. Whatever stare the
software was in next Monday would be the final stare.
They had to fix it.
"We all walked our of the room and said, 'Well, we've
got to finish ir,' "Steve Capps later recalled.
No one slept for another week. On January 16, when
the finished floppies were to be sent out for production,
a frantic software ream had worked all night, bur ar
9:00 A.M. the sofoivare was still crashing. A few hours
later, the bleary-eyed programmers produced a new version of MacWrire that seemed, if not robust, sturdy
enough ro perform its basic tasks without generated
bomb boxes. Good enough to ship.
W ithin hours, the machines rolled off the lines of
the new, $20 million Macintosh factory in Frem ont,
California, and were set inside rhe boxes, upon each
of which was emblazoned a colorful, Picassoesque
line-drawing of the Macintosh. In every box was a main
unit, a mouse, a keyboard, sofoivare, and a guided-tour
audio cassette, where a soothing instructor talked you
through rhe Macintosh basics, accompanied by Windham Hill recording artists, including sonamublenr su-
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perstars George Winston and Will Akerman. The boxes
went all over the country, and were sitting in scores, waiting to be w hisked away by customers, on January 25.
They were real anises, ar lase.

Ir was noc unti l rhe very lase moment char Apple set rhe
price of the insanely great computer chat would determine why 1984 was nor going co be like 1984. For most
of rhe past few mo nths, che Macintosh's cost was the
subject of a heated internal struggle. Steve Jobs wanted
it $ 1,995, a price sufficient co make money but low
enough co interest masses of users who weren't even
thinking of buying a computer; John Sculley hoped co
boost short-term profits by pricing it at $2,495. Jobs
thought he had won. "I could gee $2,495 for every one I
[make] for six co nine months," he cold me in November. "Bue I'd rather really make chis che next revolution.
So we're forsaking some profits. " But deep into January,
Sculley finally prevailed. Macintosh would cost $2,495.

On January 24, at the annual stockholders' meeting, every one of the 2,57 1 seats at che Flint Center at De Anza
College (a mere microchip's throw away from Bandley 3
and the Apple Campus) was fill ed, and latecomers had
co seccle for cyberspace seating, via a specially arranged
telecast. T he first four rows had long been reserved for
the Macintosh team, garbed in the latest of the seemingly limicless variations of the Macintosh T-shirt. Ac
cen o'clock, in suolled Steve Jobs, wearing a double-
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breasted jacker and a red bow cie. He recited a verse
from Bob Dylan's "The Times They Are A-Changin'."
T hen, since chis was the official srockholders' meeting
and o nly unofficially a high-tech revival meeting, he
brought on some Apple direcrors t0 conduct some corporate business. The crivialicies of a business enjoying ics
first billion-dollar year disposed of, Jobs reentered and
introd uced himself. The mounting hysteria in the room
as he spoke was reminiscent of Ed Sullivan's crescendoed
introduction of the Beacles almost exactly twenty years
before.
"le is 1958," he said. "IBM passes up the chance co
buy a you ng fledgling company chat has just invented a
new technology called xerography. Two years lacer, Xerox is born, and IBM has been kicking icself ever since."
He continued wich his lesson in computer hisrory, citing IBM's initial failure t0 recognize the marker in minicomputers, then personal computers. He mentioned the
dire shakeout that was currently decimating the industry, with only Apple and IBM standing as giants.
"le is now 1984," Jobs said, his voice building. "Ir appears IBM wanes ic all. ... IBM wants ic all and is aiming its guns on its lase obstacle t0 industry control:
Apple. W ill Big Blue dominate the entire co mputer industry? The entire information age? Was George Orwell
right?"
"Nooooo!" the crowd screamed back.
At the invocation of Orwell's name, the lights
dimmed and che " 1984" commercial came o n. After
char sixty-second apocalypse, Jobs slowed his cadence.
He spoke about the amazing amibutes of the product
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he was about to announce. Then the crowd began
to come alive again, as the speakers boomed the neoWagnerian strains of Vangelis's score from Chariots of
Fire. And out of a canvas bag, the same sore of bag chat
Barbara Koalkin dragged into the conference room at
Bandley 3 for my own first exposure, Steven Paul Jobs
puUed our the computer chat meant the future of his
company, and portended something for all our futures.
"I'd like to let the Macintosh speak for itself," he said.
The synthesized sound capabilities of the machine
were up to the challenge. "H ello," it said, "I am Macintosh.
"It sure is great co gee our of that bag."

I ralmosr

failed.
For the first hundred days-the time that Apple
considered essential to establish Macintosh as a new
standard of computing-sales had ru n close to the
company's projections. Customers w illing to live on the
edge purchased approximately seventy-two thousand
units. Bur the buyers were moscly charter members of
the class of consumer dubbed early adopters. These, as
any MBA knows, were well-off technophiles who debated the merits of Saabs and BMWs, who knew what
D igital Audio tape was, whose reading habits leaned
heavily toward Scientific American and Sharper Image
catalogs.
Plain old adopters bided their time. Belated adopters
kept using their typewriters. T he Macintosh factory
kept churning out gorgeous boxes that gathered dust in
dealerships. T he Mac slowly twisted in the wind, and
Apple Computer was suddenly an endangered species.
"The rest of us" weren't buying.
I recall meeting John Sculley just a day or so before
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the hundred-day rollouc was completed. I asked whether
the Macintosh had reached its goals, whether everything
was on track, and he responded, with forced enthusiasm, that things could not be better. Bur he knew even
rhen rhat Apple marketing efforrs had hir a wall. Before
the black period ended, Apple wou ld experience months
where it moved no more than five thousand Macs. Less
rhan a rench of Steve Jobs's predictions.
I recently asked Joanna Hoffman, the first M acintosh
marketer, why rhe computer performed so poorly in irs
first year. She laughed. "It's a miracle that ir sold anything at all. This was a computer wirh a single disk
drive, no memory capacity, and almost no applications.
People who bought ir did so on seduction. It was not a
rational buy. It was asto nishing diat Macintosh sold as
many as it did."
As Hoffman indicated, Macintosh in irs nascent form
had some serious problems. People like myself who
bought Macintoshes in 1984 were so delighted w ith the
machine's virtues that we stubbornly tolerated its
faults-but late at night, when nobody could hear us,
we secretly despaired about them. Science ficrion writer
Douglas Adams once wrote a neat description of how
the siren song of early Macintosh led to frustration:
I can remember when we first met ... a group of
people [were) crowded around a small beige-colou red
box th at looked like a coy ... I watched, at first with
mild curiosiry, then gradually 1 began ro feel chat kind
of roaring, tingling, floating sensation which meant I
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had my first experience of MacPaint. But what I (and
I think everybody else who bought the machine in the
early days) fel l in love with was not the machine itself,
which was ridiculously slow and underpowered, but a
romantic idea of che machine. And th at romantic idea
had co sustai n me through the realities of actually
working o n the I 28K Mac....

Adams was on the mark at identifying the dark side
of Macintosh's chipper personalicy-"ridiculously slow
and underpowered." Both faults were a consequence of
insufficient resources to score info rmation, both in the
machine's internal memory and disk storage components. The combination made che computer very
slow-opening an application seemed to take more
time than the last minute of an NBA game-and in
some ways unwieldy, particularly fo r a device touted as
an ultra-glide journey in previously uncharted realms of
user friendliness. Ac ti mes, ic was an embarrassm ent.
The height of indignity was this: this state-of-the-arc
computer, costing thousands of dollars, put you
through a living hell when yo u attempted the simple act
of copying a disk.
Disk-swapping, as Macintosh owners quickly learned,
was a new high-tech form of torture. The simple operation of copying the contents of one d isk co another was
a flirtation with cendonicis. Ironically, as far as the human interface was concerned, this cask was easier than it
had ever been. (This was not the case with IBM and
Microsoft's operating system; wit h DOS it was ex-
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tremely easy to wind up with a Aoppy disk in each
hand, asking yourself which was "A: " and which was
"C:," knowing that if you guessed wrong, you might
wipe out your business plan.) On che Mac, one simply
gripped che mouse, selected the icon for the disk co be
copied, and dragged che mouse over the icon that represented a new disk. (Like almost every operation performed on the Mac, ic was much ha.rder to describe than
perform.) T he problems came from che hardware inadequacies. With only one disk in operation at a time and
too few RAM chips in the computer, the process was
akin to usi ng a thimble co transfer water from one
bucket co another.
Say you had a few folders full of fi les on a disk yo u
had named Fred. You wanted co copy the contents to
another disk. Call the second disk Fred Redux. Once
you had the icons for both disks on the screen, you'd
make sure Fred was snugly in the Aoppy sloe and begin
che process. First you would wait for Macintosh co read
a small bit of information from Fred into its meager
memory. Then Macintosh would prompt you to eject
Fred and insert Fred Redux. You'd hear the disk whirr as
Macintosh accessed che informatio n it had remembered
and wrote it o n the Fred Redux disk. Then you ejected
Fred Redux, put Fred back in, and che process would repeat. How many rimes would you have co shuccle che
two Freds in and out of the floppy slot? A reviewer for
Byte reported "more than 50 disk swaps and 20 minutes" co copy a single disk.
The problems of speed and storage cast a shadow on
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almost every task the new Macintosh users performed.
Consider the word processor, MacW rite. Because of the
Mac's limitations, it was impossible to construct a file
that ran for much longer than eight printed pages. Ever
try to write a novel in eighc-page chunks? I once sat in
on an early meeting of the New York Macintosh User's
Group in which several would-be fiction writers had a
discussion on how to do just that. Their novels, they
agreed, would all be broken into brief chapters. Not an
ideal solution.

How did this happen? How could a product which in so
many ways was indeed "insanely great" be in other respects simply insane? Hadn't che Mac Team !mown
about these problems?
T h ey had, and they had nor. On an intellectual level
they had undersrood what was happening, but their devotion to the Macintosh dream drove them deep into
denial. In a sense, they were paralyzed by a shared illusion, generated by overexposure to Steve Jobs's Reality
Distortion Field. T he problem actually began with Jef
Raskin, who envisioned Macintosh as a stripped-down
machine, sort of a toaster with a keyboard, with no
more memory than the borderline-obsolete computers
of 1980. When Steve Jobs ascended to the Macintosh
throne, he quickly realized chat in order to accommodate Lisa technology, Mac's memory needed bolstering.
Bue h e did not bolster it enough.
Jobs's parsimony was rooted in a world view shaped in
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the early days of personal computing, where very little
memory meant quite a lot. The first computers discussed at the Homebrew Computer Club, Steve Wozniak's home base, had 4K memory, the rough equivalent
of four pages of text. When the Apple II shipped with
48K memory, it was deemed an enormous expanse.
Later, Apple II users would buy circuit boards to add
16K more, and tl1en they really felt they were humming.
So it is not surprising that Jobs felt 128K sufficient.
But there were nvo errors to his thinking. First, since
Macintosh was a bit-mapped machine, considerably
more memory was required than with the raster-based
Apple II or IBM-PC. When one of these displayed a
word, it used a shortcut-there was a single one-byte
computer code for each letter, and that chunk of code
threw the letter on the screen. Bur Macintosh (like the
Alto that inspired it) did things the hard way. Instead of
using a one-byre code, it actually drew the letter, pixel
by pixel. While this allowed much more flexibility and
made it possible to Get What You See, it consumed
many more bytes of memory. As a result, much of the
Macintosh's memory was devoted to keeping the image
on the screen. In addition, the Macintosh system software made its own considerable claims on RAM real estate. Since the interface was constantly on the screen,
some of the programs that kept it going had to be stored
in the memory at all times. Macintosh RAM was like
the national budget-by the time you accounted for the
mandatory components like debt, entitlements, and the
military, there really wasn't much left. Lisa solved the
problem by shipping with over l,OOOK memory, a
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megabyte. The first Macintosh did not solve the problem at all.
The second mistake was overestimating the cost of
memory. The price of computer memory chips faithfully
follows Moore's Law. Named after Gordon Moore, a cofounder of Intel, the law stipulates that in any two-year
computing cycle, power doubles and price halves. (This
happens because while chip materials are consistently
cheap, scientists are constantly figuring out how co
squeeze more function on the rhumbnail-size silicon
wafers.) So the ini tial costs of shipping a so-called Fat
Maci ntosh w ith 5 12K memory mighr have been steep,
but Apple could have rel iably anticipated a steep drop in
price. As it was, Jobs forbade his hardware team to pro-

vide even rhe capabiliry to expand co 512K. Forcunacely,
Burrell Smith defied him, and by launch time, Jobs was
able to address critics by promising a Fat Mac early
in 1985. (In face, Jobs himself had used a jimmied-up
Fat Mac at the official introduction. T he o riginal Mac,
with its anemic memory limitations, would simply not
have been capable of performing irs demonstration tasks
chat day.)
Jobs was also behind Macintosh's lack of a hard disk
drive . In early 1982, Joanna Hoffman had written a
memo arguing char the Macintosh needed a hard disk
drive, more memory, a bigger screen. Later that day,
walking down Bandley Drive, she saw Jobs, almost a
block away. As soon as he sporred her, he began gesticulating fran.tically. H e yelled that she was a Xerox bigot,
enamored of big machines. Didn't she realize that small
was beautiful? (Jobs also knew that putting a hard disk
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in Macintosh meant char the machine would require an
internal fan to keep the cemperacure down, and he
choughc thac che resulting noise would be inelegant.)
His argurnencs brought her aro und. So compelling was
che Reality Distortion Field that a year later, when Hoffman was preparing business plans for the Macincosh,
she had on her desk an Apple III computer with a ProFile hard disk (containing over cen times the storage of a
Macintosh disk) , which was constantly running our of
space-and she never considered char chis phenomenon
suggesced a problem wich the dogma universally accepted by the Bandley pirates: No one needs a hard disk!
So Macincosh shipped wichout the proper infrastructure to support a hard disk drive, a device chat turned
out to be an essential requirement fo r a Mac. Even Alan
Kay, having been lured to Cupertino as an Apple Fellow,
wrote a scathing critique of the Macincosh for John
Sculley, calling it "Would You Buy A H o nda with a
One-Gallon Gas Tank?" Sculley, still not quite up co
speed about personal computer technology, stuck the
memo in a drawer. (Kay had actually intended his screed
ro be constructive- he called the Mac "the first personal
computer worth criticizing," and from Alan Kay chis
was high praise indeed.)
In retrospect the Mac wizards chalk up the faults of
their masterpiece co hubris. "In our efforrs to change the
world we were a little arrogant and unwilling co listen,"
Bill Ackinson lacer explained. "There was a feel ing chat
Lisa [with its expensive memory and hard disk drive]
gor out of hand; we didn't wane far Lisa-like programs-
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coo bloated. O ne of the th ings we did was set religio n,
bm ... we never realized how precarious things wereMac could have died."

Even though my wrists still occasionally ache from chose
nigh tmarish bouts of d isk-swapping in the spring of
1984, I'm inclined co defend Steve Jobs and che Mac
gro up, and recognize their mistakes and excesses as a
consequence of venruring to the edge. If we are willing to concede that the Mac designers were artists,
we must allow rhem rhe srubbo rnness with which
any paradigm-smashing iconoclast adheres co his or her
founding precepts.
Besides, the root of Macintosh's dism al sales perfo rmance was not ulcimacely attributable co its memory
and storage problems, but to a fear of the unknown. For
m any potential buyers, the graphical inrerface was simply coo weird. People often would dism iss the entire
gescalc of Macintosh by opining chat "I don't really like
the mouse," witho ut a fa ir- minded immersio n in the experience. Perhaps the biggest red herring was the M acintosh's conspicuous lack of cursor keys, the four extra
keys on the board that move the electronic pen nib
right, left, up, and down. Cri tics would cite this o mission as evidence that the Macinrosh d esigners were elitists who had li ttle truck with those in the trenches who
actually used co mputers. These people supposedly cherished cursor keys and rook deep offense at their absence
on M acintosh.
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The crirics had a point-cursor keys can be usefulbuc there are also things to be said fo r Jobs's intransigence o n th is point. Donald Norman, in his book The
Psychology ofEveryd11y Things, discusses vario us methods
by which designers incencionally lim ir what a user might
do. These are called forcing devices. An example would
be a keyhole shaped in such a way that one can physically insert rhe key o nly right side up.
In Sreve Jobs's mind, rhe proper way to move a cursor
was with the mouse. Cf users accustomed to cursor keys
purchased Macintosh computers and maintained their
outdated cursor key habits, it would rake longer for
rhem co m aster the mouse, the key component in the
interface. And cursor-key jockeys wou ld never come co
accept whar Steve Jobs believed- that no case existed
where a cursor key was superior co the mouse. Jobs realized that merely publishing this in formation in a manual would be insufficient incentive to hew chis line.
People would succumb to remptarion and revert to
familiar if inefficient fo rm. So Jobs denied chem the
opportuni ty.
The o mission also acted as a forcing device for Macintosh software developers. Joanna Hoffman lacer explained, "We wanted very much co d iscourage people
from porting their current applications over co the Macintosh. \'(/e wanted them to develop new applicatio ns
from scratch, applications that would closely follow our
interface guidelines. C ursor keys would be a temptation
[to retain old h abits]." In later revisions of the Macintosh, cursor keys would not be deemed such an abomination. "When yo u're trying to spread a religion you
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have co be pretty strict at first. After you get them converted, you can relax," Joanna Hoffman said, long after
the omission of cursor keys contributed to the accumulation of the best sofnvare library in the world-based
on Macintosh religion.
That software library was slow in coming, however.
Creating a new application for the Macintosh was a difficu lt process. Prospective software developers had to
learn the secrets of the toolbox so they could follow the
guidelines for human interface. And then they had to
make it look great-better than anything that existed on
personal computers before the Mac. By creating MacPaint and MacWrite, Apple at one swoop had bestowed
upon developers both a blessing and a curse-they used
the Mac interface so elegantly char any self-respecting
developer would be ashamed co release the same ugly,
hard-to-use programs that had been the previous standard. (A few did, and were promptly hooted out of existence.) Macintosh finally did get superior software-but
it took months longer than anyone expected.
As a result, if one had had any motivation to shoot
down the Macintosh in 1984, he or she could not have
asked for a bigger target. Forget that its cursor keys were
missing in action, and that its adherents-and designers- were a bit, um, flaky .. . where was the software?
For the longest time you could buy only a paint program, a word processor that couldn't handle a file larger
than ten pages, and a rather underpowered albeit easyto-use spreadsheet. Although Apple sold modems to
connect Macintoshes to telephone lines, for months
the only telecommunications program available was
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MacT EP, written by hacker Dennis Broth ers for his personal use and given away free, samizdat-style. ("Maybe I
should have put a message in there, 'Please send thirtyfive bucks,' " Brothers later joked.) Instead of sofovare,
you had Steve Jobs going coast to coast promising that
five hundred people were working on software.
For all th ese shortcomings, Apple took its lumps. But
what was ulcim ately the most harmful assessment of the
Macintosh came from the people in charge of buying
computers for large corporations, the Fortune 1000.
T hese Management Information Services (MIS) managers lived by a unwritten code: one would never, ever
go wrong by sticking to whatever IBM called a standard.
W hen Macintosh appeared, they were quick in invoking
the code, as if hold ing a crucifix ro ward off a vampire.
And then they hi t Macintosh with their best shot. T his
was not, they claimed, a computer.
It was a coy.

Actually, Apple had been terrified that people wo uld dismiss Macintosh as just that ... a toy. There was some
substance to the charge. It was fun to use, after all. T he
wizards designi ng Macintosh considered it an open invitation to childlike play, and judged that ability among
its chief attributes. Early Macintosh marketers had
urged development of a m inimum of two "Macintosh
quality" games, "unlike the world has ever seen." "The
playful side of the Macintosh personality is important
fo r several reasons," read an early business plan. "It further endears the office user to his Mac, titillates the col-
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lege user, and provides a reaso n for office types to carry
their Macs home to their family." Yet by ] 984 the company was ferocio usly down-pedaling Mac playfulness.
Mention games to an Apple publicist and pearls of
sweat would appear on her forehead. T he Macinrosh,
she'd stammer, is a serious machine. It was as if the
company, by eschewing rhe machine's perceived childish
aspects, was determined to establish the manhood of
Macintosh .
Bur the testosterone issue was lost already. The previous paradigm of computing-com mand-based , batchprocessed, barely coherent-was deeply associated in
the MIS community with masculinity. One's viri lity was
associated with the gunmetal boxes and dense, nonintuitive interfaces of those dense beasts. If yo u weren't familiar with ">A prompts," if yo u didn't know what
SYS.CONFIG meant, yo u had no hair on your chest.
(Even women, when it came to co mpuring, had to have
hair on their chests, at least virtually.) And what kind of
person used the mouse? A wimp, obviously. Some New
Age sofcie who babbled about using the right side of his
or her brain. Columnist John Dvorak contrasted the
Mac with the new version of IBM's co mputer, the AT,
and called the latter "a man's computer designed by men
for men. "
An Info World pundit in 1984 encapsulated the Mac's
problem: "In spite of its impressive capabi lities, the Mac
simply doesn't have the look and feel of a business computer." T he commentator identified a precedent for the
Macintosh's di lemma-nineteenth-century steam engines. "Steam-engine manufacturers could have made
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their machines quieter, but they discovered that potential buyers wanted steam engines to make noise. A quiet
steam engine just did not seem like it was wo rking very
hard .... T hose buyers-the technological sophisticates
of their day-were responding to subcle, psychological
needs. Though they lrnew, intellectually, that their steam
engines were producing power, they needed to know,
emotionally-with their senses-that they were getting
the horsepower they paid for.... "In rhis analysis, Apple
failed by mal<.ing Macintosh too subtle, too elegant, too
easy to use ... and, in spire of their protests, too much
fun. Incoherence, ugli ness, and a steep learning curve
were indicators that a machine was powerful. Pain meant
gain.
Those of us who quickly embraced Macintosh found
the attitude depressing. Those in charge of the marketplace regarded computing as a rite of passage, a sort of
hazing. Only by acquiring knowledge in this needlessly
arcane system could one gain admirtance to the society
of adepts. It was nor a joyous society, but one of stiffupper-lips.
Macintosh, on the other hand, instantly seemed to attract a joyous cult. Only weeks after Apple shipped the
computer, its customers became the machine's key evangelists. Though it is unfair t0 stick a demographic label
on these passionate converts, clearly rhe most vocal were
of yuppie persuasion, embracing the promise of the Mac
paradigm with the fervor with which they'd pursued
rock and roll in the 1960s. Though the revenues from
these proselytizers was more than welcome at Apple, rhe
phenomenon was not entirely welcome in the executive
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offices at Cupercino. The very existence of the Mac fanatics fueled the resistance of those whom Apple was
most trying to woo. Instead of revel ing in the spectacle
of BMUG, the Berkeley Macintosh Users G roup, where
four hundred insanely Macintosh people m et every
week in an auditorium on the UC campus, Apple
cringed in horror. T hey wore T-shirts! W hat really terrified Apple's directors was the alleged gulf between the
people who designed Macintosh- people like Andy
H ertzfeld and Burrell Smith and Bill Atkinson, who
probably didn't even own suits-and the Brooks Brothers data processing managers who fondly remembered
punch cards. Just because rhe latter were people who
just happened to control the purchases of computers in
Fortune 1000 corporations.
Poor Apple. It thought that the Macintosh interface-the culmination of the dreams of Bush, Engelhart, and PARC, fil tered and im proved upon by the
canny hackers of Bandley 3- would rake the world
by storm. When the revolution failed co materialize,
its minions were stunned. "I used to think that you
couldn't get large numbers of people to really accept
personal co mputers until yo u had what we deliveredconsistent user interface, direct manipulation , modelessness. WYS IWYG , and so on. That yo u couldn't sell [a
brain-dead system like] DOS to a lot of people. Yet
DOS outsold Macintosh!" complained Larry Tesler,
years later. "What I didn't understand was that most
people didn't get ro make their ow n decisions. T he mistake we made was assuming that these individuals [in
MIS positions] wo uld have in mind the ease of use of
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the people who would use them. I never believed that
they would go by other criteria. I couldn't believe they
would spend weeks training people to use a system that
they hated [as opposed to the likable, easy-to-learn Mac
interface]. Studies show that when people make their
own choices, they choose Mac."

Something had to be done. John Sculley knew this, all
of Apple knew this. Even the Macintosh team knew
this. The good news was that the worst flaws of Macintosh were eminenrly fixable. Compared to the Herculean efforts required to get the machine out the door,
it would be almost a routine task to add memory, the
capability for a hard disk drive-and maybe even cursor
keys.
Some improvements had been set in motion well before the Mac's launch. From the start, Apple had
planned on a second floppy disk drive, to be plugged
into a special port at the rear of the Mac-and using it
would prevent those twenty-minute disk-swappingsessions-from-hell. When the drive finally became available in the spring, Mac users were so desperate for it
that they muted their complaints about the cost, a steep
$400. The second rwealc was the Fat Mac, with 512K
memory. Apple final ly shipped it in September. Those
with original Macintoshes had to pay $1,000 to upgrade
their computers to rhe new standard. They hardly had a
choice-most of the upcoming software for the computer wo uld simply not run on the original standard.
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But more significant work had to be done to truly
bring the Macintosh up co speed , especially che rewriting of rhe inte rnal code so chat a hard disk drive could
be supported. At that point, however, the Mac ream was
burned o ut, in ratters. After the excitement of getting
Macintosh out the door had faded, Joanna Hoffman
said to me, "Nobody could go back to a job." Those
who tried found themselves listless and uninspired. le
was postpartum depression, compounded by shock and
horror at the compute r's failure co conquer the wo rld.
"Everyone who worked there idencified totally with
their work-we all believed we we re on a mission from
God, " said Randy Wiggin ton, who had worked furiously during 1984 o n a revision of MacWrite, the n
burned out, spendi ng much of che nex t year sleeping
and watching television. "When people didn't buy ic, we
were majorly d epressed ."
And the Macintosh, their creation, languished. No
one was giving o rde rs co do the obvio us fixes, the improvements that would allow their wonderful creation
co fulfill its potential. "We bailed our too soon," Steve
Capps later adm itted. Capps himself, after wo rking with
Bruce Horn on a bug-correcting update of the Finder,
left Apple and lived in Paris for a spell, racking up
$ l 0,000 in long-distance charges with collaborators
wh ile working on third-party Macintosh programs,
mostly involv ing music. (One program , Jam Session ,
was sort of an insrrumencal karaoke allowing the user to
sic in on a musical session simply by pressing keys o n
the Mac keyboard.)
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Bruce H orn had lefr even earlier; though he would
d escribe th e M ac period as fan tastic, in the wake of the
Mac's introducti on to rhe marker he felt unappreciated.
"I w asn't happy with rhe distributio n of credit," he said.
"And I didn't feel I was fairly compensated. Also, I was
ready [to leave.]" H e went on ro work fo r orher Silicon
Valley companies.
In autumn 1984, Burrell Sm ith and some of rhe
o rher survivo rs decid ed to end the interria. T h ey escaped ro an isolated warren of cubicles d ubbed "Turbo town," in ho nor of a new version o f rhe Macintosh
they hoped ro design. Ir would have a more powerful
microprocessor, mo re memory, a very sharp mo nito r
that would use "gray scale" ro make images as clear as
photographs, and even a hard disk. But in explicably, the
executives termi nated Turbo M ac, and that was the last
straw for Burrell Smith. H e left Apple, and fo r years was
so bitter that he refused ro drive his car anywhere near
the Cupertino campus. W irh M ike Ba ich, rhe first M acin tosh emissary to third-parry developers, Sm irh went
on ro form Rad ius, a company maki ng mo nito rs and
other Macintosh peripherals.
Even Andy H errzfeld , who was reputed to bleed the
rainbow colo rs of the Apple logo, left the co m pany. H e
had never really recovered from his feud with M ac's software d irector Bob Belleville; ir seemed to Andy symbolic
of rhe compan y's increasingly bureaucratic bent. Now,
d isgusted wirh the d irection of Apple's corporate regime
and unhappy at the fare of rhe Macintosh, he d ecided h e
could better suppo rt the compu ter fro m outsid e the
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company. From his Palo AJto cottage, he began devising
a new version of the Finder, one that allowed the user to
work on more than one application at a time. But he
missed Apple: "For a month after I left, I cried myself to
,,
seep.
1
And what was Steve Jobs doing? At first, he was busy
delivering the Macintosh to various celebrities. H e
trekked co Mick Jagger's house with H erczfeld and
Atkinson; the Rolling Stone didn't show much interest
so Andy and Bill gave a demo to his daughter Jade. Similarly, Jobs gave a Mac to Beatie oftspring Sean Lennon
for his ninth birthday. An interviewer fo r PlaJ1boy tracking Jobs watched as d1e Apple chairman and the boy
slipped away from Yoko's A-List party to play with the
comp uter. Looking over d1eir shoulders were Andy
Warhol and Keith H aring. Warhol himself sat down at
the machine and moved his hand over the mouse. "My
God!" he said. "I drew a circle!" (A year later, Warhol
was on stage at Lincoln Center, plugging the graphics of
a different computer, Commodore's Amiga.)
Apple Computer's 1984 corporate report featured the
putative fruits of eleven of these so-called great imaginations, with stunning black-and-white photographic portraits of recipients and printouts of new work. Kurr
Vonnegut used MacWrite to produce the first two pages
of his novel Galapagos (it is unknown whether d1e program required him to open another file at that point).
D ianne Feinstein and D avid Rockefeller were less innovative; they or their aides could devise nothing less
mundane than schedules and business letters.
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After che celebrity obsession passed, Jo bs became increasingly bogged down in corporate politics. N o t long
after the M ac launch, Apple merged the Macintosh and
Lisa divisions. This made sense, particularly in ligh t of a
redesign of Lisa, which allowed it to run, in a somewhac
less chan satisfactory matter, Macin tosh-based sofrware.
(This only excended che life of che doomed Lisa, which
would never receive proper credic as the immediate progeniror of the Mac.) Steve Jobs, however, won few
friends when he in formed the newly disenfranchised
Lisa group that he considered mosc of them to be in ferior players on Apple's ream .
Now chat Jobs was general manager of che company's
most important group-a gro up with disappointing
sales, no less-Apple's board of direcrors could hardly
continue ro overlook his deficiencies. Thus began a
drama thac wo uld lead to Jobs's expulsion fro m the company he cofounded.
Through much of 1984, there were few ourward signs
of trouble. Sculley and Jobs were a mutual admiration
sociery, gushing to anyone who would listen how much
they were learning from each other. A year after the
Macintosh launch, they were o n stage at the Flim Auditorium again, demonstrating what they called the Macintosh Office. It did fearure a wondrous addition ro
Apple's product li ne-an expensive "laser printer" that
would immeasurably improve the quality of computerproduced documents-but the other pieces, particularly
the File Server, which was the heart of the system itself, were simply nor rhere. Nor jusr incomplete, but
no nexistent.
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Jobs seemed to be living a fantasy wherei n Apple's
fortunes glowed. Joanna Hoffman, who in late 1984
had been transferred from international to domestic
marketing, received a shock when she attended her first
high-level meeting wich Jobs. She was instructed to prepare a company-wide forecast. But the numbers she was
given for Macintosh sales were, she realized , not the actual number of units sold, but the original, hopelessly
opcimiscic, predictio ns made in earl y 1984. "Nobody
had the guts to tell Steve char his origi nal fo recasts were
stupid," H offman cold me.
T he real numbers could not be ignored, however, and
soon Apple's board of directors began co chink chat either Steve Jobs or John Sculley-o r both- had co go.
After a few months of stunned quiescence, Sculley began co fight for his job. H e would keep it by neutering
Steve Jobs. Jobs, for his pare, argued chat his leadership
was necessary to maintain Apple's status as a visionary
institution .
The business press covered the struggle as if it were a
combination of G reek tragedy and soap opera. Joh n
Scu lley was consumed wirh overthrowi ng the man most
deeply associated with the company, the man who had
lured him from his executive position at PepsiCo-seduced him, as Sculley would later concede. Months before, they were the Siamese C\¥i ns of C upertino; their
grinning pusses graced a late 1985 cover of Business
Week, and in the background a Hawaiian su nset framed
them like Nelson Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald. THE
DYNAM IC DUO, read the headline. Now che relationship
had descended to vicious memos and clandestine co n-
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ferences, as Sculley tried ro move Jobs somewhere in the
company where he couldn't screw things up.
Unlike the clash between Jobs and Jef Raskin, which
had implications for the direction of personal computer
technology itself, chis was no more chan a boardroom
dram a-a power scruggle co win che support of a bunch
of Apple's directors. The outcome owed everything co
che boccom line. For che firsc time ever, che company
took a quarterly loss. Apple was abouc co lay off twenty
percent of ics workforce. The board decided finally char
Jobs was che problem. Sculley was ac faul t, coo, for not
asserting himself, for sticking coo close co che orbit of
che wunderkind who had plucked him from Pepsi. Bue
the board believed Sculley could right himself and bring
serious coin co Cupenino.
On May 3 1, 1985, as Sculley later cold me with steel
in his eyes, "I fired him." Jobs retained che ride of chairman of che board, and there was some blather about a
role as "the champio n of Apple's spirit," buc in truth he
was forcibly exiled from che Macintosh building co som e
ocher structure where che phones may as well have been
disconnected. After a summer of limbo, Jobs stood up ac
a board m eeting and announced chat he was off co scare
a new company. "It's obvious I've goc co do something,"
he said. 'Tm thirty years old ."
He called his new computer company Next. It made
no dent in che universe.

A

s the Macintosh muggled through 1984, rhe

man who would help save it was quietly traveling
around rhe country wirh a small stack of rhe new Sony
Ao ppy disks. His name was Paul Brainerd. H e was based
in Seattle, but he had nothing ro do with that area's
software giant, Microsoft. Few had even heard of his
company, named after an obscure Italian who lived five
hundred years before the first H appy M ac showed up
on a mo nitor.
One day that summer, I was hanging out at the West
C oast office of Byte magazine when Brainerd turned up.
H e was a gangly man with large glasses, short yet unruly
blond hair, and an enrlrnsiasm about software that made
him seem more like a techie than a businessman. His
disks held an al pha version of PageMaker, a program h is
newly formed company was develo ping for the Macintosh. (An "alpha" program is so rt of a rough draft of a
finished application ; not till software is in the subsequent beta stage is it ready fo r even preliminary evaluatio n.) T hough the program was buggy-it crashed
several times during the demo, a co mmon alpha ail-
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ment- it was clear that Paul Brainerd's excitement was
justified.
Brainerd had once been a newspaper editor, but more
recently had been an executive for Atex, the company
that made terminals for newspapers and magazines that
had "gone computer." H e prided himself on being familiar with both editorial and technological aspects of
publishing. H e saw the field itself at a crossroads. The
wave of the future seemed to be high-end machines designed to produce and lay out display ads for newspapers. "You would install eight of these, at around fifty or
sixty thousand dollars per workstation," Brainerd later
recalled . "They were designed for expert use only-there
was a minimum thirty-day training course. T hey were
not very intuitive." Brainerd knew enough abo ut technology to realize something that the bigger companies
did not- that all the benefits offered by those expensive
workstatio ns soon could be provided by low-cost personal computers. Brainerd began chinking about how a
software application could duplicate the work of those
deluxe machines-and mo re. "The concept required
getting a number of things right," he later said. "Lowering the cost, yes, but also lowering the barriers that
made them hard co use."
In January 1984, coincidentally the month that Apple introduced Macintosh, Brainerd was o ut of a job.
Kodak had bought out Atex, and the Seattle operation
was shut down. Brainerd recruited four engineers from
the ranks of his former colleagues and started a company. T hey weren't sure which microcomputer would be
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the platform fo r the applicatio n to spearhead the new
field that Bra ine rd dubbed "desktop publ ish ing."
In retrospect it seems inevitable that he would fi nd
the Macintosh. Ir was the only perso nal computer on
which the screen d isplay was the same as the final result- What You See ls W hat You Get. It was also by far
the easiest computer to use. Wh at if laying o ut a publication were as easy as usi ng MacPaint? W ith Macintosh
technology, almost anyo ne co uld actually prod uce a sophisticated document with a small computer.
Yet it was almost haphazard the way Brainerd became
linked co the M ac. D riving around the Northwest soon
after the Macintosh laun ch, he and a couple of his company's cofounders decided co make a cold call co Apple's
office in Re:iverro n, O regon- j ust co see this supposedly
amazing compute r fo r themselves. The local representative pro mised co visit them in Seattle. He not o nly kept
his promise, but showed up with a Macin cosh in the
trun k of his car. "Why do n't you guys play with it?" he
asked. "I do n't need it fo r six weeks or so."
T hat local rep might have saved Apple. Exposing
Brainerd and crew co Mac magic clinched the deal:
desktop publishing would be implemented o n the Macintosh, and no t the IBM PC. Brai nerd's progra m, PageM aker, wou ld be Mac all the way.
It was only after that experience that Paul Brainerd, at
the suggestio n of publishing technology guru Jonathan
Seybold, was introd uced co people at Apple who fi lled
him in on an Apple secret- the LaserWriter. Since 1983,
Apple had been busily designing an advanced laser
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printer, much like the sophisticated photocopier-style
computer printers that sold fo r around $30,000. Apple's
wo uld cost aro und $7,000. I admit that when Jobs fi rst
explained this to me in late 1983, I was startled- I
wasn't sure how many personal computer owners would
buy a printer that cost over twice as m uch as M acintosh
itself, no matter how great it was. But Jo bs assured me
that releasing this printer was going to be one of the
smartest things Apple had ever do ne. (The chairman did
no t mention t hat at one point he had adaman tly opposed th e project.)
Burrell Smith had designed the logic board of the
LaserWri ter. H e approached it as if he were designing a
new computer. In terms of its innards, th e n ew printer
was a compu ter: a mo nito r-less Macintosh, on ly much
more powerful than the standard Mac. Ir had a more
powerful Motorola microprocessor, the 68020, which
made it run considerably faster than the Mac itself. It
also had more memory.
But Apple's smartest design decisio n concerned the
manner in which the printer prod uced its documents.
Instead of exclusively accepting the Q uickD raw routines
utilized by the standard Apple printer, the LaserWrirer
also made use of something called a page description language, called PostScripr, created by softwa re wizards who
had recently left Xerox PARC to form a co mpany called
Adobe. When a Macintosh program was equip ped with
PostScri pt, a visual display of the docu ment would be
embedded in a series of instructions; issuing a print command wo uld send those instructions to the printer,
which wo uld interpret them to create the documenc.
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This [echnique was especially powerful in generacing
rypefaces and fonts; PoscScrip[ stored these as mathematical formu las. T his was not only faster than using
bit-maps, but much more flexible-a simple tweak
could, with very little computation required, change a
sryle from normal to bold, or switch the point size from
three points (., - ) to ban ner size-all without the
dreaded "jaggies" chat normally characterized output
generated from the computer. Instead of using its own
knockoff fonts as i[ did in Macintosh itself, Apple licensed the traditional fonts Times Roman and Helvetica
for inclusion in every LaserWricer. (In additio n, Adobe
marketed entire rypeface libraries which could be downloaded into che machine's memory.) PoscScript was versatile, and using it, you could generate an array of
stunning effects, like wo rds swirling in a spiral.
Best of all, Pos[Scripc commands could be read not
only by LaserWriters, but or.her sores of printers, including professional-quality Linorype machines. So if you
had a PoscScript fil e in a program like Paul Brainerd's
PageMaker yo u could send it directly co the big machine
that prints out newspapers and magazines. A businessperson's desk in a small office could now be a complete p rint shop.
All along the designers of Macintosh had said chat
they could not predict the nature of the revolutio ns
ic would ignite-chat task would be up co i[s developers. PageMaker was the evidence- a revolution in
publishing.
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PageMaker was amazing. It allowed you to venture into
Mac's enclosed world, manipulate columns of texts and
pictures to creace beauciful page layoucs, and emerge
from the informationscape with a finished publication
in hand.
I once was an editor of a weekly newspaper. I scill
shudder recalling the recurring nighcmare of Tuesdays,
when we went to the art ho use to lay out the paper. Our
typewritten stories wou ld have been "spec'd" (given
specificacions for rypeseccing) and sent there the day before, along with the pictures we thoughc we'd use, and,
of course, che allegedly photo-ready advertisements our
scaff had soliciced. Upon arrival, we would paste some of
che blank "boards" on an angled rable, and then begin
laying out our tabloid, page by page. People working the
Linotype machine would hand us che columns of cext,
along wich che headlines, and we'd figure out what
looked good, and begin fixing things down to the
boards, using hot wax co hold them down. We'd rake a
column of cext, size it to the page, and snip the excess,
co be jumped to anocher page. It was Like a jigsaw puzzle
with no set solution except adheren ce co principles of
design (as best we understood them). After a first pass,
adjustments began. We'd resize the pictures, sometimes
flopping them. We'd fix typos in the copy. We'd rewrite
headlines. Someone would call in a change co an ad. Every cime an adjustment was necessary, we would give the
instructions to rhe overworked craftspeople at the shop
and they would go back to their incredibly expensive
machines, returning an hour or so later with the change.
This would continue until very late in the day-by then
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it was usually well into the night-when the accumulated changes threatened to throw the whole system into
gridlock. At a certain point, we would stop trying to
make the layo ut better and jusc do what we could to get
the hell out of the place. T his liberation usually rook
place about daybreak on Wednesday.
In th e summer of 1984, when I watched Brainerd
put the alpha-version PageMaker through ics paces, I
understood that future editors of weekly newspapers
would no longer see the sunrise when they left the art
shop. There would be no more art shops. The whole
operation had been compressed in to the virtual realicy
of Macintosh.
PageMaker's meraphor was the pasteboard. You laid
out your publication by selecting a text file and pasting
it on the page. The text flowed into neat columns, with
any excess clearly marked, ready to be moved to a jump
page. Nuisan ce casks became automated. (At our weekly
paper, we almost always flubbed one of the page numbers or datelines-but PageMaker remembered these
things.) The greatest benefit was the elimination of the
penalty previously exacted for corrections or changes.
Everything on the virtual pasteboard had the malleability of thought itself, so changes that previously took
hours could be performed in milliseconds. Wane a headline bigger? A mouse click on a menu irem would do it.
Resize a picture? Grab the edge of it with your cursor
and pull. See a typo? Fix it.
As in VisiCalc, PageMaker's improved efficiency only
hinted at its real value. Its true strength was in modeling. T he cost of crying new things bordered on zero.
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You could virmally publish a thousand editions in cyberspace before you printed a single one. le was even feasible, at the lase minute, to rip up che entire layout and
cry something different. If you suddenly wondered what
the page would look like if you blew up the graphic 150
percent and wrapped text around it, you could actually
see how it looked without squandering an investment of
time and money.
No wax on your fingers, either.
Only a few years before, cold type-the switch from
hot lead to electronic typesetting and layout on pasteboards-had been posed as both the technological villain and savior in the publishing industry, rendering
generations of craftspeople obsolete while cutting costs
drastically. Now the entire structure of the cold type
process was doomed. le was only a matter of time before
professional publishers would switch co desktop publishing. As new refinements to desktop publishing came
on-line, it became possible to perform very sophisticated
tasks with Macintosh, even color separations and digital
editing of high-quality photographs. G lossy magazines
and high-circulation newspapers would be "desktoppublished." As would chis book.
Breakthroughs like PageMaker have two sorts of effects. The first is to increase the ease and reduce the cost
of performing previously expensive, time-consuming
casks. The second, and possibly more sign ificant, is to
empower people who otherwise could never afford to do
the task in the first place. With liccle more trouble and
not much more money than it cook to mimeograph a
newsletter where the text sat on the page like a dead
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perch, anyone could now produce something with the
panache and visuaJ chaJlenge of a professionally produced publicatio n.
Lives were changed. I once interviewed Eliot Cohen,
a young man working for the county government in
Queens who secretly lusted to become a sporcswrirer.
W ith a Macintosh and desktop publishing tools, he appointed himself editor, publisher, and arr director of a
newsletter analyzing trends in New York M ets baseball.
H e sent it unsolicited to ream executives and baseball
writers, and even managed to sell a few subscriptions.
Showing the newsletter to PR representatives of major
league baseball teams, he was able to convince them to
grant him press credentials. He soon found himself in
rhe locker room at Shea, interviewing Howard Johnson
and Doc Gooden. W riters began co call him for comments, and , eventually, editors of other publications
gave him work. He cheerfully shared the credit for his
career change co Macintosh.
Hunter Thompso n once said, "When the going gets
weird, rhe weird rum pro. " Macintosh empowered anyone and everyone with the tools to turn pro.
When seeking a name for thei r new company, Paul
Brainerd and h is colleagues wa nted to choose something
chat wo uld n or only reflect the con rent of rhe product,
but its open-ended crearive power as well. One day rhey
rook some rime our from calling on newspaper customers and visited the ma.in library at O regon Scare
U ni versity. The reference librarian pointed Brainerd and
his colleagues to some texts on the hiscory of printing.
O ne of them dealt with a fifreemh-cenrury Italian
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scholar and printer named Aldus Manucius. Noc exactly
a household word. Bue as Brainerd learned mo re about
this relatively obscure Renaissance figure, he realized
that he was the perfect icon for his company. M anutius
was born in the small village of Bassiano in 1449 or so;
historians don't agree on exactly which year. Very little
abo ut Manutius is known for certain until, at aro und
age forty, he abando ned scholarly pursuits in Rome, Ferrara, and Carpi, and went to Venice to practice the
nascent publishing trade. He instantly made his mark
with a series of books based on the classics. Compared
to previous printing efforts, these "Aldine" editions were
relatively inexpensive, efficiently designed, and compact,
probably the first pocket-sized printed books. His volumes were groundbreaking in the sort of same way
Macintosh was-in both cases, rhe entry point for an
exciting new technology was signifi canrly lowered.
Manutius is now recognized by the cognoscenti as che
father of the modern book. In addition, he is credited
with the invention of italic type. T his was a significant
association, considering rhac Macintosh would allow
millions of people to ditch the underlines they were using in their documents co emphasize words and ph rases,
replacing chem with real italics, just like rhe magazines
and books they read.
le was perfect. Brainerd called his company Aldus.
Brainerd, of course, was not che first Macintosh developer to call upon a classical personage for inspiration.
Something about Macintosh cried ouc for lofty comparisons. T he technological architects who designed Macintosh consciously intended their creation co initiate, in
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John Sculley's words, "a second Renaissance" wherein
their marvelous tool would enable creativity to explode,
spilling over business documents and electronic doodles
like a G rucci fireworks display. So it was no surprise that
the original Renaissance would be tapped for ideas. A
typical product name for a Mac application: da Vinci.
This same sort of fervor, in fact, characterized the
people who p urchased Macintosh in the fi rst years.
Though Apple was disappointed th at only 250,000 or
so people had bought Macintosh in 1984, those who
did buy were determined to convince the world that
they had made a clever, perhaps brilliant decision. Even
if others could not see much of a future for M acintosh,
they did.
A similar blind enthusiasm persisted in the community of software developers who had been thoroughly
"evangelized" by Apple's autho rized cheerleaders. M acintosh evangelist Guy Kawasaki came to realize that,
with the exception of M icrosoft, the key contributions
to the still-languishing Mac software base would come
not from already established compan ies but hungry
stare-ups excited by the possibilities of the friendly Mac
interface. Apple was desperate fo r the Macintosh equivalent to VisiCalc, something so valuable that people
would buy the computer solely to run it. It had high expecrations fo r Locus's produce-after all, Lotus 1-2-3
had been the IBM PC's VisiCalc-but Lo cus's Jazz
curned out to be a dud. M itch Kapor's charges had
clumsily missed the point of Macintosh. In the Locus
view, M ac was a computer for beginners, fo r electron ic
dilettantes who still clung to a terro r of technology. So
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Jazz was the equivalent of a grade school primer, an ensemble of crippled little applications that worked well
together, but were only minimally usefu l. No one
bought ir. (A little lacer, Microsoft got it right-it used
Macintosh to creace Excel-what ic considered che mosc
powerful spreadsheet on any computer of any kind. And
Excel became an immediate besc-seller.) The great new
produces for Macintosh came from lirrle companies like
Living Videocext, which sold a program called Think
Tank rhac ler you create dynam ic outl ines; o r a company
named Telos Software, which made FileVision, a
database chac used pictures to organize records.
In 1985, the darkest days of Macintosh, the evangelizing began to pay dividends. Mac developers had spent
over a year learning che difficult process of mastering the
Mac toolbox and creating a new sort of application, and
were excited abour what chey had wrought. In August of
that year, chey gathered in Boston for rhe first iteratio n
of what would become a semiannual pow-wow on insane greatness, rhe MacWorld Expo. Despite all indications chat Mac was doomed-sales were still dismalrhe atmosphere was that of a high-tech Mardi Gras, a
celebration so steeped in excitement that even rhe most
pessimistic pundits began hedging cheir bets.
It was a harbinger for a turnaround. Only a month
before, on July 15, 1985, Aldus sent out the finished
version of PageMaker. The Macintosh finally had its
VisiCalc, an ap plicatio n worth buying a com purer for.
By chat time, Apple was somewhat belatedly throwing
aJI its support to the new application . Originally, Aldus's
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most helpful contacts at Ap ple were those involved in
marketing the LaserWriter who wanted an example, any
example, of an application that would make use of Apple's expensive new coy. But several mo nths before PageMaker sh ipped, Apple began viewing the concept of
deskcop publishing in a d ifferent light-as something
chat could bolster the Ragging sales of Macintosh itself.
Brainerd's liaison at Apple asked him to prepare a marketing repo rt o n the concept of deskcop publishing.
T his twenty-page wh ite paper went d irectly co John
Sculley. In the months chat fo llowed, Apple paid close
attention co Aldus, and when PageMaker shipped, Apple paid some of its marketing costs-everything from
cross-country press to urs co advertisements in the Wall
Street j ournal. "Apple was desperate co differentiate
Macintosh fro m the IBM PC," Brainerd recalls. "Deskcop publishing was their o nly viable opti on. "
le worked . Brainerd recalls visiting potential corporate buyers w ho at first would sneer when he pulled the
Macintosh out of che case. "Thar's a coy," chey would
say. Then he would run PageMaker and it would become clear char che coy was a cool, ar lease as far as produci ng visual ly attractive documents was concerned. To
appease the in-house publication people- who by then
were sal ivating with anticipation- the company would
reluctan tly agree co buy a couple of Macintoshes and
LaserW riters. And a strange thing happened. The antiMacintosh arguments of the Man agement Informatio n
Services dweebs slowly began co lose currency. T he superio ri ty of che Macin tosh system would win converts.
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T he wo rkers in che publishing division would discover
char spreadsheecs and wo rd processo rs on Macincosh operaced with the same intuitive charm as PageMaker, and
benefited from the consistency built into M acintosh
fro m the stare. Colleagues from markecing, from publicity, from che execucive sui tes---often people who normally loathed computers-would wander over and gee a
feel for chis computer, try our ch e mo use, and become
seduced chemselves. They wo uld recommend chat che
compan y augment ics deskcop publishing Macintoshes
wich M acs devoced co more conventional applicacio ns.
"You would see the paccern," recalled Brainerd. ''A
large corpo ra tion would buy PageMaker and a couple of
M acs co do che company newsleccer. T he nexc year you'd
come back and there would be thirty M acintoshes. The
year afcer char, three hundred. "
Tho ugh chis p rocess was initially more a deus ex
machina than a conscious scracegy o n Apple's pare, che
company belatedly arrived on a name for che process:
che Trojan niche. le was as good a description as any for
che way deskto p publishing saved Macincosh's skin.

Not lo ng after PageMaker shipped , Apple began overcoming ics engineering inertia. By January 1986, che
Macintosh Plus was ready. Ac first glance it was much
like the o riginal, bur che most severe cricicisms of che
original were successfully add ressed . Ac lase, chere was
sufficient memory-a megabyce. T here was a new d rive
for the flo ppy disks char allowed each disk co score cwice
the informacion. And the innards of th e machine had
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changed too. The tired remnants of rhe Mac Team, including Brian Howard and Larry Kenyon, had beefed
up Andy Herczfeld's ROM so thar rhe Macintosh Plus
could smoorhly accommodate the hard disk drives that
would be plugged inro a special high-speed port on the
back of the box. Ap ple offered its own model for sale,
but dozens of third parries very quickly had versions of
their drives.
The Mac P lus even had a new keyboard. With cursor
keys.
Though bigger and better improvements were in the
works, the Plus was a major milestone. While the original Macintosh was a visionary computer, yo u had to be
a visionary to appreciate it. In an effort to create what
he called a "crankless computer," Steve Jobs had eliminated the crank of a steep learning curve, but replaced it
with a new crank- insufficient memory and storage.
Now that crank was gone. Only when the configuration
of a Mac Plus and hard disk drive became standard
could the Macintosh switch o n the ignition and fly.

John Sculley was now in charge of Apple, which essentially meant that he was in charge of Macintosh.
T hough the Apple II fam ily still brought in more revenues than the newer machine, Sculley and everyone
else knew that Apple's original computer, introduced
eleven yea rs before, was an old dog, well into its fade toward oblivion. T his was clear d espite the fanfare given
the larest slick incarnation of the machine, the Ile, introduced by a blowout event with banners proclaiming
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"Apple II Forever." ff Apple was to have any future at
all, it had ro keep improving Macin tosh, so that impressive new applications li ke PageMaker and Excel would
be able co fulfill their potential. All along, the goal
for Macintosh had been ro establish the computer as an
industry standard alo ngside D OS, the inferior bur
widely accepted IBM and Microsoft system. Ir still
wasn't clear chat this was possible-perhaps the DOS
lead was insurmountable.
There were two drastic alternatives available to Sculley; he resisted both. One was to license M acintosh's operating system co any takers. T he experience of IBM
showed that when competitors, especially Japanese and
Korean hardware companies, could produce "clones" of
your computers, most of your customers would abandon you fo r the cheaper goods. No, the system software-the soul of the Mac-was Apple's crown jewel,
and would remain closely held.
A less onerous approach would have been to drop the
price of Macintosh, making less money per unit bur selling many more computers and increasing the Mac's
market share. One need only visit a computer dealership
and watch a first-time buye r to understand the virtues of
this strategy. (Ir is nor clear rhar Sculley ever did this.)
On one side of the store were several different models of
the toady machines char ran MS-DOS, including very
low-price "clones" of the IBM PC. On the ocher side
was M acintosh . .. gorgeous, a bit exotic, and clearly superior to the competition. The enrry-level Macincosh,
however, cost almost twice as much. Ir was not obvious
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to novice buyers-or even experienced ones- that the
higher initial cost would be amortized by hu ndreds of
ho urs of mo re pleasurable and effective computing. So
Apple lost mill io ns of cusromers, and forever lost its
chan ce t0 gain a significant market share. Sculley didn't
price Macint0sh competitively until 1990, and by then
Apple was destined co be forever the "ocher" computer,
with no more than a significant but smal l plurality of
users. Ir was a hesitatio n that would ultimately cost
Sculley his job.
Still, in the formative years of Macinrosh, Sculley was
actively remaki ng Apple into a large and successful company. At every turn, he attempted tO distinguish his
leadership from the swashbuckling legacy of Steve Jobs.
W hile he celebrated the achievement of the Mac team,
he disdained the pirate ethic that drove chem. "The
heroic style-the lo ne cowboy on horseback- is no t the
figure we wo rship anym ore at Apple ... " he w rote in
his autobiography. "O riginally, heroes at Apple were the
hackers and engineers who created the products. Now,
more teams are heroes. "
T h is was not exactly true. A dose look at the manner
in which the key products evolved at Apple in the Sculley era shows an interesting pattern: t ime and again, the
crucial advances were made by individuals or pairs of
wizards who passio nately followed their instincts, often
pursuing their goals even after their managers had canceled the projects.
T his was partially a result of the m anagement style of
the man charged with producing the next generatio n of
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M acintosh technology: Jean-Louis Gassee. H e was the
first and by far the most prominent of many of the proteges John Sculley would pluck from the ranks of Apple
executives (most often from Apple outposts abroad),
and occasionally from other, duller companies. Sculley
would latch on to these golden boys with the fickle intensity that studio executives bestowed upon a Hollywood flavor of the month. For a year, perhaps even two,
this or that executive would be touted as a dynamic
presence on the Apple team, and then one of Sculley's
fabled and frequent corporate reorganizations-"reorgs"-would displace the stunned executive.
Gassee was for a long time the exception, the only
one wich a personality char even began to address the
charisma gap opened by Jobs's departure. He was a
Frenchman, darkly handsome and dripping with Gaelic
self-assurance, a noir visionary in leather, a businessman who seemed to fancy himself a combination of Belmondo, Sartre, and Tom Warson. As head of Apple's
French operations, he had oursold IBM, in the process
shaping his own persona as a generic symbol for the future. His face turned up in Vogue, and he made commercials for mineral water. He had even written a book
called The Third Apple, which was not merely a book, he
wrote, but "an invitation to voyage into a region of the
mind where technology and poetry exist side by side,
feeding each ocher. " One of the phrases that technology
fed co poetry (or was it the other way aro und?) was chat
the Apple II "smelled like infinity."
But Gassee was no mere blowhard . He understood
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what it meant to be an emissary of Macintosh: you had
to channel magic. H e knew that in the wake of Steve
Jobs's traumatic departure, a sense of play was missing in
C upertino. H e believed thac o ne reason Apple was suffering in L985 was that it had somehow abandoned its
roots. T hough he loved the Macintosh, he felt it lacked
som e of the features that had made the Apple II the
leader of its day.
These included color and slots. Certainly, color display monito rs had always been planned for M acintosh,
but this capability had been shelved because it would
make the o riginal Mac too expensive. Slots were more
controversial. A "slot" is actually a socket on the main
logic board inside the compucer. If a computer has slots,
wireheads describe ic as "open," chac is, rhe compucational core of the machine (the "bus") can be accessed
through chose slots. You do this by plugging in special
circuit boards. These boards have various functions:
some enable you to neC\ivork with other machines, some
enhance video quality, some add memory, some add
processing speed, ochers may include the equivalent of a
whole new computer, allowing, for instance, a Macintosh to behave like an IBM PC so you could run software fo r either machine. The Apple 11 was famous for
its sloes- people cracked the case open all the time and
stuck a variety of weird cards inco che six sloes; chey
loved the intimate contact the process afforded with the
exotic-lookjng chips and resistors in rhe Apple's viscera.
But the o riginal Macintosh, by Steve Jobs's fiat, was
slocless. Jobs thought slots were inelegant, a remnant
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from the Homebrew hobbyist days where the first instinct of the mad-scientist-hacker types there would be
to jack up the hood and critique the bus. There was also
a practical reason for disdaining slots-system crashes.
It's much easi~r to write robust, or stable, app lications
programs if you know chat everyone's computer is configured the same way. O nce that consistency is lost,
every time a program runs it has to be instructed thoroughly about the configuration on chis particular computer, at this particular moment. It's a mess, and this is
partially a reason why both the Apple II and the IBM
PC were temperamental machines. Jobs was convinced
that the ports in the back of the Macintosh were sufficient to handle any peripheral that Macintosh users
would need. After all, LIH: Mac was for knowledge workers, not wonks. For that reason, Apple broke trad ition
and did not include a programming language alo ng with
the machine. Macintosh was fo r d rivers, not repairmen.
In fact, Mac owners were sternly informed that only authorized dealers should attempt co open the case. Those
fl.outing this ban were threatened with a potentially
lethal electric shock. (Talk about a fo rcing device!)
Gassee reversed all chis. H e wanted a Macintosh with
color, big monitors, and slots. He wanted a powerful machine that would impress even the macho MIS workers
who were sti ll snubbing the Mac. Gassee himself had
more than a streak of this same sort of machismo. He
made no bones about his desire fo r power, for openness,
for slo ts- he considered it one of his fea tu res, not a bug.
H e presented the prospect to Apple's customers as a
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solemn vow. The license plate on his D atsun 280Z read
OPEN MAC. The o nly problem was delivering the
goods.
Here is where Sculley's team concept broke down.
Sculley envisioned rhe new Apple as a clusrer of team
players, each squadron consisting not only of engineers
but marketers, human resources people, and bean counters. Bur the road to rhe new Macintosh, or rhe Macintosh II as it wo uld be called , was less a cooperative effort
and more like a road rally on Baja, a long, rutted unmarked t railway dorred wirh broken-down four-by-

fours. Ever since the original Mac had shipped, various
Apple hardware artists had been trying to harch a supercharged sequel, but som ehow, with the boardroom politics, Sculley's frequent re-orgs, and the steady exodus of
disenchan ted w izards, their projects languished. T here
was Burrell Smirh's Turbo Mac, and then Burrell was
gone. T here was the Big Mac of Rich Page (the designer
of Lisa), and then Steve Jobs cajoled Page into being one
of the Nexr rea m. T here was anorher mysterio us Macintosh called Jonarhan, bur thar also somehow found itself
by the wayside.
And then there was the dark horse in rhe field. Ir was
called Little Big Mac.
Its auteur was a wispy, bearded engineer in his C\venties named M ike Dhuey. H e had most recently been
associated w ith Apple's File Server, an essential component of the so-called Macintosh Office an no unced in
January 1985. The product was never completed. Its
failure was a shorthand for the fortunes of Apple in
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early 1985. Dhuey believed that out of the File Server's
ashes should come Macintosh II, or as he called it, Little
Big Mac: an expandable Macintosh. The proposal came
solely from his own initiative; he simply wanted to be
the person who designed Apple's next computer, and he
began doing it. H e hooked up with a hardware designer
named Brian Berkeley whose tl1inking was parallel to
his, and the two of them embarked on what they called
"an underground thing. " Though Dhuey drove a
Porsche and Berkeley was a Mercedes man, the pair got
along well, swapping design notes and stuffing boards.
Fearful of Steve Jobs's loathing of slots, however, they
kept things quiet. In their memos they never used "the
s-word."
Apple's products czar Jean-Louis Gassee came across
the project and benignly permitted it to continue, albeit
as sore of a "background skunkworks," as Dhuey later
put it. Looking at a photo in Dhuey's cubicle of the engineer's hometown skyline, the Frenchman renamed the
project "Milwaukee." Subsequent code names of the
Macintosh II included "Reno" (in honor of the slots),
the overly militaristic "Uzi," and, ultimately, "Paris," an
homage to Gassee. For the next few months the designers tried to figure out which features to put on their
computer, hoping that it would win out over the other
potential Open Macs going at Apple. There were false
starts. After some vacillation, D huey decided that the
Mac's original microprocessor was underpowered for a
color machine-the next generation, Motorola's 68020,
would be required. Until very late in the process, Berkeley dictated that the power supply would be placed in
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the monitor-a surprisingly wrongheaded solution that
would have limited the range of screen options available
co Mac II users.
Gassee finally made his decision on which of the digital contestants would become Mac's big brother. "Ir was
a question of people," Gassee said. "I felt that Mike
Dhuey was capable of doing it. " Instantly, the other
projects were back-burnered or axed, and a phalanx of
analog designers, software wizards, hardware nerds,
ROM ninjas, and marketers were on the case. A "champion" was anointed to manage the project. T-shirts were
printed. Parties thrown. D eadlines set, and missed.
Nothing approaching the original Macintosh's Constant
T ime to Completion , but still worrisome. November
1986 became January 1987, and finally, March. By then
it was clear that the Macintosh II wo uld be the biggest
thing in Macintosh since the Macintosh.
Nor that the rwo could be compared. The origi nal
Macintosh was the anomaly, created by those eager co
roil the surface of history. T hat was its strength. Its failing came in the inevitable shortfall between reach and
grasp. Under Sculley and Gassee, Apple concentrated on
the grasp part of the equation: having produced what its
artists wanted, the job from then on was co satisfy customers. The original artists of Bandley 3 would sniff derisively at each iteration of the technology they had
wrought, but ultimately came co admit that the impact
from their labors wo uld only be realized when more
people used ir.
"Steve Jobs [when working on the original Mac]
thought that he was right and didn't care what the mar-
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ket wanted-it's like he thought everyone wanted to
buy a size nine shoe," said Dhuey in 1987, when his creation was officially released. "The Mac II is specifically a
market-driven machine, rather than what we wanted fo r
ourselves. My job as an engineer is tal{e all the market
needs and make the best computer. It's sort of like musicians- if they make music only to satisfy their own
needs, they might lose their audience."
At the same rime Apple introduced the Mac II, its
first "modular Mac" with separate monitor, it also unveiled the SE, a variation on the distinctive originalshape "compact Mac" family. T he SE was similar to a
Mac Plus, but with cosmetic variations such as a color
change (from beige to a lighter shade called "platinum"),
a slightly faster processor, and, the main w rinkle, a single slot. (Despite the latter, users of compact Macs were
still warned to allow only authorized dealers to open the
case.) Over the next few years, Apple would introduce a
steady stream of new Macintosh models. With each one,
Apple strengthened its contention that the mission
of Macintosh was finally on course. Yet the press conferences introducing these models were often tesry affairs. A continuing bone of contention was Apple's
insistence of charging top dollar fo r its computers. Few
would let Apple forget that it had introduced Macintosh
as "the computer for the rest of us," and wound up selling computers th at often cost fifty percent more than its
compemors.
In 1989, for instance, when Jean-Louis Gassee unveiled the SE/30, a compact Mac with a more powerful
processing chip at its heart, the Frenchman parried the
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journalistic thrusts with an edge of hostility. "We don't
want to castrate our computers to make them inexpensive," he responded icily ro one question about price.
"We make Hondas, we don't make Yugos."
Fortunately for Gassee-and Apple-yet another isolated team of heroes with hopes of designing the next
Macintosh had been forging on despite the wishes
of management. This was a duo consisting of H. L.
C heung, an engineer who had originally been hired in
Singapo re; and Paul Baker, who had once worked on
the Lisa, left Apple co work for Jef Raskin's ill-fared Information Appliance company, and returned. Sculley
and Gassee had just canceled C heung and Baker's project, which was built around the vision of making h ighqualiry Macintoshes fo r a much lower cost-but the
engineers were loath to abandon the idea. "The key to
getting something accepted [at Apple] is to make it a
fait accornpli," Baker said. Only when the pressure from
outsiders for lower-cost computers became overwhelming did Apple executives finally discover that such a machine was already well into development. As happened
with both rhe original Macintosh and the Mac II, the
executives m oved the once-obscure project onco the fast
track, and before 1990 was out Apple finally had a series
of low-cost Macintosh computers, including nor only
the C heung-Baker color LC bur a compact Mac-the
C lassic-built on similar principles. The C lassic had all
the power of the SE, but retailed for under $ l ,000-the
price point envisioned by Jef Raskin for his Swiss army
knife computer.
The appearance of these economy models was one
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more boost to the momentum already generated for
Macintosh. After taking almost five years to sell a million Macs, Apple would sell around ten rimes that in the
next half-decade.
Ir had taken until the 1990s, but Apple's lofty goal
was finally reached-Macintosh was indisputably the
third great standard in personal compurerdom, after the
Apple II and DOS. And the only one that anyone bur a
wirehead could love.

''I

f I we ren'c in business," Jo h n Sculley o nce
wroce, "I'd probably be an arcisc."
Actually, Sculley believed he was an arcisc. An artist, a
scicncisc, and a visionary. Apple's chairman in the postJobs era, born in 1940, had studied archicecture at
Brown Un iversicy. Bu e instead of designing b uild ings,
he pursued an M.B.A. at Wharcon. After a brief to ur at
the M cCann-Erickson advertising agency, he went to
work fo r PepsiCo-he had married the chairm an's
daughter- and determinedly made h is mark on che
company, wo rking o n the Pepsi Generatio n campaign,
reo rganizing the snack foods divisio n, maste rminding
the Pepsi C hallenge. Lacer, he wo uld speak abo uc chese
tasks as if they were Grear Wo rks, but he must have
known berter. W hen Sceve Jobs taunred him " D o you
want to sell sugared water for the rest of yo ur life?" it
marked che turning point fo r Sculley. Sculley's move to
Silicon Valley in 1983- a journey the particulars o f
which he lace r acco unred with H ome ric gravity-was
rhe opportuni ty to make his own dent in the unive rse.
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In the Silicon Valley and at Apple in particular,
bottom-liners in suits were regarded by the true hackers
as necessary evils, bur irrelevant in the big scheme.
Bozos. Scu lley, who hared neckties anyway, resisted rhis
characterization. T hough he certainly demanded his corporate due-at a base salary of $2 million, and mi llions
more in stock o ptions, his compensatio n boosted him
high on the Business week chart of most-highly-paidexecutives-he also sought recognition as a deep thinker,
a scientist, rhe sore of guy who would vacation in Paris to
hang out at the Louvre, then, sketchbooks in hand, wander to the Left Bank. Sculley rook pains to cite his own
thwarted career as an inventor; by his own account, he
bad, at age fou rteen, invented a color television carhoderay cube. But o nly two weeks before ht filed his parent
application, another invencor registered something similar, and this preemptive entry eventually wound up as
the heart of Sony Trinitron technology.
Sculley understood char be was particularly well
placed ro assume the mantle of visionary, since his company was making the most visionary product of its time:
Macintosh. Though be d id not really rake easily to computer technology-close observers would note that
when he used a new Macintosh application his hand
would literally shake with tension as he grasped the
mouse-he did understand char its interface and friendliness were a quantum jump in p ersonal computing. "To
John, the Mac interface was sort of the computer equivalent to the pull-tab on a Pepsi can," said Joe Hursko,
who for a rime was Sculley's personal technology tutor.
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Sculley knew that users hadn't begun to tap the M ac's
potential. D esktop publishing was only the open ing
salvo of a fusillade of developments that would change
the way people worked. But through 1985 and 1986 his
thoughts about technocultural revolutions had to wait
until Apple itself was srabilized. As he told an audience
of industry luminaries in 1986, "The very best companies in the wo rld are best not only because of their creativity, but because of their ability to implement. Apple,
in growing up, has had to realize that this is an important priority for successful innovation, as important as
the creative d evelopment of ideas." Compared to Apple's previous ethic-where nothing was prized more
chan wizardry-th is was heresy. But ic had to be said.
The oft- repeated joke in Cupertino was, "What's che
difference between Apple and Boy Scouts? The Boy
Scouts have adult supervisio n. " Sculley assumed the role
of scoutmaster. After che adults cook charge, there
would be plenty of rime for creativity, for innovation ,
for vision. And Sculley was determined co be known as
the architect of chat vision.
So, in lace 1985, when Bill Atkinson went co John
Sculley with an idea chat dramatically enhanced che
Macintosh's abili ty co handle informatio n, the chairman
and chief executive officer was a willing audience.
The past few mo nths had been dreary for Bill Atkinson. Ar first, the inventor of QuickDraw and hero of
MacPaint thought he had avoided the post-Macintosh
depression paralyzing many of his peers. Capitalizing on
the freedom according him as an Apple Fellow, he em-
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barked on a project as potemiaJly transforming as those
previous achievements. He caJled it Magic Slate.
As Atkinson later explained ro me, this was the latest
iteration of Alan Kay's dream, the Dynabook. It was
to be a flat panel of liquid crystal display, about the
size and heft of a few legal pads: perhaps an inch thick,
and weighing no more than a pound. Bur ic would store
enough information to equaJ an eighty-foot-towe r of
notebooks. The device would be manufactured cheaply,
and sold at a very low cost. How low? "Low enough that
we figure you could lose six of them in a year and not be
hurting," Atkinson said.
Magic Slate's paradigm was the page. Each screenful
represented a page of information. You'd rum these
virtual pages by swiping at the bottom of the screen,
the same motion you use to flip a page in a notebook. There would be no mouse or keyboard-a touchsensitive screen itself wo uld be you r control device. You
would write with a stylus, and yo ur scrawl would instantly be recognized and translated into a clean screen
font, ready for editing or digital storage: one more chunk
of the datasphere.
When Atkinson told me this, I stopped writing in my
own no-tech notebook- a steno pad purchased earlier
in the day-a nd showed him my own scrawl, a script so
illegible that only hours after caking notes I am often
stymied in deciphering the words. "Could ic read this?"
[ asked. Wid1out an instant's pause Atkinson nodded
vigorously.
"I wanted Magic Slate so bad I could taste it," Atkin-
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son said. Bm as che case wich the Oynabook, the idea
was too far ahead of reality. H e believed that M agic
Slate would be possible if Apple had been inclined to
pursue long-range research that could develop the requisite new technologies. Apple, though, was mo re co ncerned then abo ut fixi ng Macintosh and boost ing its
shorr-rerm revenues chan in pioneering a new concept
of product, especiall y one rhar even by optimistic estimates would take years to bring to fruition. Magic Slate
d ied.
A tkinson was devastated. While he considered ir satisfying to concoct new technology, the exercise seemed
pointless if his ideas were nor realized and offered for
sale in th e digital bazaar. "I bought Steve's dream," he
said, "making a dent in the universe." For mo nths,
Atkinson immersed himself in a numbing void. He
spent his days at home, too disheartened to even turn
on his computer.
O ne night, he stumbled out of his ho use in the Los
Gatos h ills, wandering aim lessly. T he night was cloudless, go rgeo us. H e spent ho urs gazi ng into the sky. Suddenly his own troubles fel l in to perspective. Who was
he? A stray p ixel in che eternal bit map. T here was no
way that human beings were alone in this universe, he
thought, and no way that we're the pinnacle of all possible life-forms. T he tho ught was oddly enco uraging.
G iven this fact, ir seemed ro him, the important thing
was what o ne could do. Could you aid your fellow humans, enhance their abili ties? Make a contribution ?
Bill Atkinson realized char, more than most, he
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could. H e was in a position of leadership. He was a
world-class thinker, a right-brained adept. And, thanks
to his feats at Apple, he had the ear ofJohn Sculley.
Following this epiphany, his creative floodgates flew
open, and soon he had resurrected some of the concepts
of Magic Slate into software that could be quickly realized-on a Macintosh. This new program exchanged the
page paradigm for one based on cards, an endless stack
of 3 x 5's. The information on these cards would not be
limited to text; they could store anything that could be
held in digital format, which meant nearly anything:
text, graphics, sound, even video. Bur the most important pare of the program would be the man ner in which
the various cards of information were grafted to each
other. Ar the merest suggestion of a sensible juxtaposition, a user of Atkinson's program could "link" any card
to any other. A series oflinks would result in an information pathway that hearkened back to the dreams of Vannevar Bush, whose influential gedanken experiment,
memex, was characterized by the data "trails" that would
be cleared by the scientists and researchers using it.
As it turns our, Atkinson was not the only one at
work o n realizing Bush's vision. The memex vision, of
course, had originally ignited Douglas Engelbart, who
in turn triggered the series of innovations that would
lead to Macintosh. But the most vocal proponent of
Bush's ideas was Ted Nelson. For years Nelson had been
a peripatic if somewhat cranky figure in the clubby personal computer underground; he was known mainly for
the iconoclastic populism in his self-published 1974
book Computer Lib/Dream Machines, in which he made
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a srridenr and ar times hilarious case for truly personal
computers.
Nelson had long been an advocate of an elecrronic
publishing indusrry. "We oughr to be able to read and
write on co mputer screens, with vast libraries easily, insranrly and clearly available co us," he declared in an underappreciared book called Literary Machines, long
before it was fashionable to express such things. The key
co accessing chis information, said Nelson, was the use
of what he called hypertext, or "non-sequential w riting."
Nelson's dream for implementing chis was (and remains)
Xanadu, a complicated system in perpenial development. Vannevar Bush would have approved of Xanadu's
key idea-creating the accumulated knowledge of the
world as a single body, and providing access to it via a
series of dynamic links, under the control of the individual. "A literature is a system of interconnected writings," Nelson wrote, held together by a "Aux of invisible
thread and rubber bands." While certain experimental
novelises Qulio Cortizar with Hopscotch, La urence
Sterne with Tristram Shandy) had coyed with this notion, Nelson insisted that leaping from document co
document was the essential way to partake of the
world's ideas. H e even o utlined a scheme by which
copyright fees could be collected by creators of the brief
info-gems whose words found rhemselves on the linked
path to enlightenment.
Such ideas were furiously percolating in Silicon Valley
in the mid-1980s bur it took Atkinson, writing a program for M acintosh, co give chem form and substance.
He thought his program, which he called Wildcard,
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could be the ul timate organizer. As often happens in the
computer industry, the proposed product n ame had
been claimed by a previous company, and the program
came to be known as HyperCard . (After observing the
trademark batcles in the com puter ind ustry for some
years, I now envisio n the English language as a lexical
O l<laho ma Terri tory, each word waiting for a homesteader to stake a claim on it.)
HyperCard was meant to occupy a central place in
the world of Macintosh, a node from which would rumble all the weird facts, semiremembered appointments,
and quicl<ly jotted phone numbers cl1at all too often had
previo usly gotten lost in the shuffie of information cl utter. It would be a virtual cockpit; by pushing its bu ttons
and tweaking its instruments one could retrieve the aggregate wisdom of cyberspace- the equivalent of the libra ries of Alexandria, all accessible from a familiar
"home" card that automatically appeared when you
opened the program.
As was the M acintosh itself, HyperCard was a tool
that could affect the way you viewed information . By its
quick and pain less li nking process, one could easily see
how all sorts of disparate forms of information could be
linked to each other. Atkinson had a rest program with a
number of scanned and hand-d rawn images; several featured people wearing hats. If you pressed the cursor on a
hat, you would fi nd o ther images o n other cards appearing, linked by t he visual concept of hats. Lurking behind that acrivi ry was an idea-that information could
easily migrate across the bounda ries of text, graphics,
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video, and sound. HyperCard was a primer for the digital age.
So if 1 wanted to make a HyperCard "scack" of personal information, I might have a "home card" reading,
ME. On it wo uld be an array of butto ns, ranging from
ones labeled TIMELINE, PEOPLE, WRJTINGS, SCHEDULE,
and o ther paths to branch from. Hitting the TIMELINE
button would bring a scroll bar from birth ro rhe present; stopping at a given po int would yield a year, say
1988. A list of events from that year wo uld pop upPublicarion of Second Book, for instan ce. Selecting that
choice would show a cover of the book, and a row of
buttons, giving the cho ice of displaying a list of reviews,
the complete text of the book, sales figures for rhe book,
or a video and audio clips from my promo tion of the
book. C lick on che REVlEWS burron and you are linked
to a copy of rhe review laid our graphically as it first appeared; click on the name of the reviewer and yo u see
his o r her biographical info rmation. T here might even
be a RESPONSE bucron chat would yield any letter I
wrote commenting upon the review.
As Vannevar Bush had hoped fo r his memex machine, HyperCard was even capable of ch arting the sorts
of co nnections an individual mentally mapped out all
the time. Your own personal web of links co uld be seen
as a fingerprint of your interests. HyperCard, in effect,
caught yo u about you r own brain, the leaps of logic and
inference it rook. No wo nder chat when the product
was fin ally released one of its several mottoes was "Freedom ro Associate. "
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Within a few months after his celestial revelation,
Atkinson had a mock-up of the program. But he was
reluctant to show it to anyone at Apple. H e doubted
whether the company would pledge sufficient commitment to fulfill the promise of H yperCard. In addition to
the psychic pain of the M agic Slate rejection, Atkinson
was smarting from Apple's haphazard support of MacPaint. Though Apple had serially assigned several programmers to update the heralded product, the revisions
were late and not parricularly innovative. Worse, Apple
had sto pped bundling MacPaint with every Macintosh,
depriving Atkinson of the widest possible audience.
Atkinson believed chat in order to avoid a similar disappointment with his new creation, he would have to
leave the company.
No less a luminary than Alan Kay heard about Atkinson's imminent departure. Kay, who had become a sort
of high-tech Raspmin to Apple's chairman, alerted Sculley, who immediately requested an audience w ith the
disgruntled software artist. Atkinson showed Sculley the
prototype, and the former sugar-water salesman was
blown away. It was exactly the kind of world-changing
innovation that he wanted to be associated with.
"What do you want?" he asked Atkinson.
"I want it to ship," said the Apple Fellow.
They cut a deal-Apple would either bundle HyperCard with every computer it sold, o r grant full ownership of the product to A tkinson, so he could sell it
elsewhere. Using his home as a development center,
Atkinson led a team of several programmers in creating
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the product. Ir rook almosr two years, but by the rime it
was complete, HyperCard was a brilliant exploitation of
the Macinrosh's abi lities . The program made it abundantly clear that the M ac was the firsr engine char could
vivify rhe hyperrexr dream-one could hack out Vannevar Bush-like informarion rrails by a few simple m anipulations and clicks of rhe mo use.
John Sculley himself rook grear pleasure in introducing rhe product at the Augusr 1987 Macworld Expo,
calling it the most imporranr product he had been associated with since coming to Apple. Lacer, he claimed design cred ir for many of its capabil ities, including its
ability to connect ro optical media such as C O-ROM
disks. H yperCard made quire a stir at the show. The development team, recognizable by their cusrom-made
royal-blue bow ling shirrs, were accorded celebrity sratus.
If you were lucky enough to run into Atkinson himself.-finally accorded rhe Apple superstar status that he
richly deserved- he would sl ip you a floppy d isk with a
special set of H yperCard stacks.
It seemed in some respects like the dawning of a new
era, the age of hypermedia, where the com mon man
would not only have tremendous access ro previously
elusive shards of information, but would actually become a master manipulato r of that information. Danny
Goodman, the computer journalist and technical writer
whom Apple had chosen to write an official handbook
to the program, was so inspired by chis capability char
he immediately wrote a complicated HyperCard stack
to organize his life-address book, scheduler, etc.-with
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everything cross-linked. It was to be an example of this
new era, when people with little experience or inclination to be computer programmers would actually be
able to design sophisticated applications.
As it turns out, some of these dreams were overly optimistic. Even though rhe scripting language for HyperCard, called HyperTalk, was one of the least onerous
high-level computer languages yet devised, it was still a
programming language. For most people, programming
a computer is fine if you can do ir as painlessly as rearranging a desktop, inserting a formula in a spreadsheet,
or redesigning a layout of a pinball machine by moving
around the bumpers and slots-but not by learning a
new language and syntax and actually writing programs.
(The idea that programming a computer can be done
metaphorically instead of in the traditional, painstal<.ing
manner is a major lesson taught by Macintosh.) So
while thousands used the program to organize information, most of the millions of people owning HyperCard
never bothered with HyperTalk.
On the other hand, HyperCard's mere presence on
millions of Macintoshes was a subtle yet profound cultural milestone. Before HyperCard, those interested in
realizing the dreams of Vannevar Bush and Ted Nelson
had formed a community char, despite ardent efforts to
educate people to rheir vision, remained on rhe fringe.
These hypertext adherents had been regarded in rhe
same way that linguists treat the fervent proponents of
Esperanto- cultists who may have a point ro make, bur
whose cause is doomed. The appearance of HyperCard,
the product with hypertext as irs heart, changed all that.
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Ir was as if the Esperanto people had suddenly been presented with an entirely new culture who spo ke Esperanto as their first language! "If yo u look back just two
years ago ... there were literally only two books available
with any great mentio n of hypertext," said a speaker at
the H ypertext '89 conference in Pittsburgh. (The books
were Ted Nelson's.) "By 1989 there were a dozen books
fundamentally about hypertext that I could gather from
my office in under three seconds. And there are literally
scores of others that purport ro be about hypertext that
are sprouting up like dandelio ns."
T hat was the intangible benefit of HyperCard-a
hasten ing of what now seems an inevitable reordering of
the way we consume in formation. On a more basic
level, H yperCard fo und several niches, the most prevalent being an easy-co-use control panel, o r "front end,"
for databases, providing easy access fo r fi les, piccu res,
notes, and video clips that oth erwise would be elusive to
those unschooled in the black arts of information retrieval. Thus it became associated with another use of
Macintosh that would become central co the computer's
role in nudging digital technology a little closer to the
famil iar: multimedia.
In recent years multimedia has taken on a negative
conno tation in the computer industry. T he term is often used with a suspicious fuzziness, and is often dismissed as a mean ingless buzzword, tainted by hucksters
invo king the word co move new hardware. Stripped of
its gloss, however, multimed ia is simply chis: the integratio n of the technologies of entertainment-stereo
sound, animatio n, video- with heavy-duty information
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processing. Multimedia is the attempt to make computers behave like television sets, only interactively.
Macintosh, in its bit-mapped refusal to discriminate
between text and graphic, was the natural platform for
this nascent technology. le had the potential to bring the
Macintosh magic to a much wider audience.
In a sense, mapping other media into computers was
inevitable. Despite the advances of the Mac interface, a
substantial percentage of the public, probably the majority, still mistrusted computers and had little desire to
master them. Yet these same people spent a numbing
proportion of their days transfixed by technology-the
telephone, the stereo, the radio, the high-speed printing
press, and above all, the television. Imperceptibly to the
consumer, all of those "old" technologies were well on
their way to transforming themselves. Their appearances
seemed no different, bur the signals that produced those
appearances were changing to digital format, a lingua
franca for experience in the next century. The d ay
would come when, like snakes shedding skin, they
would suddenly show their true colo rs and be tra nsformed into a single multimedia exclamation point.
That day isn't here yer-but you can glimpse it by
playing with Macintosh, circa the early 1990s. While
you struggle to evoke prose from yo ur word processor,
punctuated perhaps by verbal notations injected by use
of the built-in micropho ne that comes with almost every
Macintosh , yo u can also devote part of your screen to
viewing a complete movie-A Hard Day's Night, or a
porno Aick entitled Further Adventures of Buttman. And
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then you can capture a frame from the picture and place
it in your document- or even append an entire scene to
the document, storing it in a format develo ped by Apple
called QuickT ime. W ith the right sofrware, you can
even get a visual scan of th e vocal message you just
added and by fiddling with a few horizontal scroll bars
you could change the pitch or even the content- maybe
even changing the sound fro m a human voice to a H ammo nd organ. (The sofrware could help you to digitally
edit music produced on your desktop recording srndio
by use of a standard cal led MIDI, which was sort o f a
PostScript for synthesizers.) If you wish, it is even possible to tinker with the film's montage, rearranging the
scenes, perhaps even intermingling them with video
cl ips taken with your cam corder, reading them into
Macintosh with an attachment called V ideo Spigot. You
can place a photographic po rtrait on an Apple Barbed
scanner, read the inform ation into it, and using software
with exotic names like Digital Darkroom , airer the reality of that photograph, either touching it up to remove a
blemish o r performing more drastic cosmetic surgery
with a paint program. You can even dabble in what formerly was the sole domain of motion picture special effects-"morphing" one image to another. A sofovare
package called Morph selli ng for under $ 100 does chis.
To be ho nest, very lirde of this is as easy to perfo rm
as the classic functions of Macintosh- it talces a little
time and probably more than a modicum of brains to
master the new skills. Yet by virtue of the Macintos h
consistency, all these tasks are m any times easier to pu ll
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off than they had been in their previous guises-experr
systems costing thousands of dollars more. The weird
turn pro.
W hat all these functions have in common is the manipulation of digital information to create a reality that
seemed more a function of the natu ral wo rld than of the
alien computer realm. Macintosh's first srep was to create rhe subtle virtual reality of irs interface. Srep two
pulled the trappi ngs of the outside real ity into rhis virtual world.
Was there a logical destination that could be plotted
by this trajectory? John Sculley seemed to thi nk so. His
beliefs and desires were reflected in a creation of his own.
Like Kay's D ynabook (an obvious insp iratio n, especially
considering that the Apple chairman regularly met with
Kay), Sculley's creation was a fantasy construct that
would never be reseed by engineering or marketplace realities. Ir served two purposes-a glimpse into the future
of Apple's produces as sketched by rhe company's leader,
and a bid for Sculley himself to be admitted to the pantheon of techno logical visionaries. The man who as a
fr ustrated adolescent drafted doo med plans for a television cube would now have his visage alongside rhe ocher
gian ts in rhe virtual Mount Rushmore of th e information age.
H e called his invention the Knowledge N avigator, "a
future-generation Macintosh , which we should have
early in the twent:y-first centu ry." As he w rote in his
book, Odyssey, subtitled "a journey of adventure, ideas,
and the future":
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Imagine the Knowled ge Navigato r havi ng two navigational joysticks on each side, like pilot's co ntro ls, allowing you to steer through various windows and menus
opening galleries, stacks, and mo re. You migh t even
be set free from the keyboard, entering co mmands
by speaking to the Navigator. \XThat you see on the
large, flat display screen will likely be in full color,
high-defin itio n, television-quality images, fu ll pages o f
text, graphics, computer-generated animations. W hac
yo u hear will inco rporate high-fidel ity so und, speech
synthesis, and speech recognition. You w ill be able to
work in several of these windows at any time, giving
yo u the possibility to sim ulcaneously compare, fo r exam ple, the animated structural system of livi ng cells
with t he animated network of a global eco nomy. Or
you might wa nt to explo re the depths of Zen philosophy in which beauty is in the details, co mparing it with
exa mples of che archicectural derai ls o f che Parchenon
fro m ancient Greece and t hen contrasting these ideas
with the design detai ls of a Japanese camera. Vario us
wi ndows o n che display will give you a choice of cexc
audio, animated graph ics, o r television-q uality images,
leering you simul taneously grasp ideas through a mi x
of media alcernati ves.
Sculley's Knowl ed ge Navigator was a pastiche of
Bush, E ngelhart, Kay, Atki nson , and D ick Tracy. Every
as pect of it had aJready been well trad ed in the m arketplace of ideas; much of the enabling techno logy that
wo uld be required co realize the d evice was alread y be-
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ing developed in laboratories, waiting o nly fo r Moore's
Law to drive down che price. Yet Sculley won acclaim
for his futuristic paste-up job.
This success was due in parr to a series of long-form
virtual commercials for the Knowledge Navigator. TaJking co Geo rge Lucas o ne d ay, Sculley wondered aJoud if
it wo uld be possible to exploit the kinds of cinem atic
special effects used in the Star Wars series co dramatize
the Navigator. Thus was born a series of five-minute
documenta ries that simulated a product current technology could not realize. Apple's industrial design g roup
mocked up a lapto p-sized Navigator- it folded out like
a bound notepad and had deco trimmings-as rhe repeating element in this anthology.
The first episode was typical. A Berkeley professor engaged his device in a colloquy intended ro prepare his
lecture notes for a class he would reach later thac day.
True ro rhe politicaJly correct Apple erhos, rhe class was
to consider che phenomenon of glo bal desertification
triggered by descrucrion of rhe rain forest. T he professor,
a somewhat self-absorbed cwir, really, addressed his
comments to part of the display screen rhac depicted the
image of a wry young man in a bow tie. H e appeared to
know everything abo ut che life of the N avigator's owner
and devoted his own virmal life to performing any digital chores the professor could conceivably require. If you
wanted to be nice about it, you wo uld call him a factotum. Less charitably, he was a slave made our of softwa re. If for some reason he got our of line, his owner
could drag him ro che trash can and replace him wich a
more obsequio us icon.
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When the professor requested animated visuals that
vividly illustrated the extent to which humanity was
raping the rain forest, the Navigator quickly gathered
the information from the hypertext libraries stored
in humankind's vast digital archives, crunched the
calculations, and extrapolated the results on a highdefinition map that would shame USA Today's graphics
department.
But the strangest part of the video occurred when the
bow-tied slave located a recent paper by Jill, an associate
of the professor's. When he heard this, he asked his digital assistant ro get her o n the phone so he could ask if
she'd speak to his class (remotely, of course). Anticipating his request, the Navigatoid had already contacted
her. And poof! there she is on the screen, a real human
being, appearing in a window underneath the square
displaying the virtual twit.
At least we viewers think she's real. Tho ugh the video
offers no direct evidence that forces us ro consider this
possibility, upon a second viewi ng I had the frightening
realization chac aside from some roochless bantering,
Jill's appearance and behavior was noc really more human chan that of the bow-cied homuncu lus. What if she
were no t the professor's colleague, but Jill's own software
agent? Macintosh teaches us to regard all sores of media,
from sound ro cexc to video, as malleable building
blocks, strands of thread we can weave into our virtual
reality and change-will Knowledge Navigator teach us
chat people are but another medium?
I suspect that these musings are more the product
of my own imagination than Sculley's vision. Such
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dark speculatio ns were nonexistent in the chairman's
speeches, where info rmation technology appeared as a
benign force solely devoted to making us consider
things like the Zen-like principles of G reek facades and
Nikon cameras. The future he presented was relentlessly
bright.
"This is an adve nture of passion and romance, not
just progress and profit," said John Sculley at the 1988
Macworld Expo. "Together we set a cou rse for rhe wo rld
which promises co elevate the self-esteem of cl1e individual rather than a future of subservience co impersonal
institutions.... cl1e 21st Century Knowledge Navigator
shows us [chat] the journey co evolve the amazing Macintosh has only just begun."

Yee at the sam e time Sculley first began pro pounding
his views on the Knowledge Navigator, Apple itself was
failing miserably in bringing a portable Macintosh to
market.
The first effort at this was caJled the Macintosh
Portable. For over a year the company had whetted the
appetites of Mac cultists, promising that Apple would
deliver a "no compro mise" package that contained all of
me Macintosh magic in one easy-to-carry package. But
by 1989, when Apple delivered the Portable, it had
compromised the essence of the project-portability. In
its attempt co deliver, undiluted, che experience of working w ith Macintos h on a desktop, Apple gave birch co a
beige elephant. It weighed almost as much as the origi-
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nal Macintosh, and cost twice as much. It was the worst
excess of the testosterone-charged Gassee era at Apple.
For a few weeks in the autumn of 1989 I lugged
around a review copy w ith me when I visited the Bay
Area. The Porrable's main advantage was exercise; its
density roughly approximated that of barbells. Ir was far
too big to fir on an airline tray. I wound up trying to
take notes on it while balancing it on my knees. In ten
minutes, my circulatio n had stopped and in the interest
of maintaining a good relationship to my lower body, I
Aicked off the Portable. Even when it was perched on a
desktop, however, rhe Portable was an annoying computer. The designers had implemented all sorts of features to preserve rhe li fe of the lead-acid batteries that
helped add co the machine'~ ponderous avoirdupois. Apparently no one had realized char at its present size, the
Porcable was so un-porcable that it wo uld rarely be
transporced to locations-the beach, Mount McKinley-where electrical ouders were no t plentiful. (I did
hear that an astronaut took it into o rbit, a development
char does lircle to affirm o ne's confidence in N ASA.) Finally, the liquid crystal screen display, though fairly
sharp for its time, did not have "backlighting" ; it required outside illumination. T he enormi ty of this lapse
was apparent to me when, during the review period, I
happened to be in the newsroom of the San Francisco
Examiner on the evening of the big 1989 earthquake.
The building's power was off, and the staff was hastily
cobbling together the next day's edition by using
portable computers. N one were Macintosh Portables-
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in the gloom, only machines w ith backlit screens could
be put into service. (Ironically, the files were later translated to Macintosh fo rmat so that the earthquake edition of the paper could be desktop-published and
primed elsewhere.)
It was not until 199 1 that Apple was able to muster
the wherewithal to compress the Macintosh experience
into a notebook-sized computer. Ir was called the
PowerBook, a conscious nod to AJan Kay's Dynabook.
At one of the early Macintosh retreats, Steve Jobs had
wri tten on a blackboard, "Mac in a book in five years."
He was only off by a few years.
In contrast to the Porrable's our-of-couch design process, Apple directed the PowerBook's creators to observe
the way people acrually used technology. As a result, the
designers felt flexible enough to toy with changing the
shape and feel of Macintosh while remai ning true to
its spirit. The PowerBook has an entirely new look, different not only from both branches of its parent family-the compacts like the original Mac and the new
Mac Classic, and the modulars like the Mac II and
the M ac LC-but distinct from the laptops of its
competitors. Most visually startling was the keyboard
component. It occupied o nly the top portio n of the
base; below it was a roomy wrist-pad for ergonomic
comfort and an easily handled track ball that performed
the wo rk of the mo use.
It was the best Macintosh since the original. Like its
fo rerunner, it spun a compelling mystique. Coming to
life with a distinctive chime, the clear, well-lit monochrome screen (backlit, of course) swept you into the fa-
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miliar world of Macintosh. Yet something about the
package-a stately gray exterior that cracked open like a
clam, with keyboard on one side and screen on the
other-made the experience even more intimate. Since
it was sufficiently compact to carry on a crosstown jaunt,
PowerBook people loaded it with very personal filesinfo rmation relating not only to business matters but the
detritus of their private lives. People wo und up relating
co it as if it were a diary. Inexpensive m odems went
inside PowerBooks to make them communications
centers-digital telephones and fax machines. The
cum ulative effect was as though Apple had reached out
into the void and bottled the future, as neat a trick as
catching moonbeams.
Apple sold a billio n dollars' worth of PowerBooks in
its first year and could have sold more if its suppliers
had been able to produce chem. PowerBooks became
status symbols. USA Today reported thac Hollywood
screenwriters literally slept with thei r Model l 70's.
Newsweek, in an article about the young Tu rks in the
Clinton administration, repo rted that the battle cry in
the White H o use was More PowerBooks!
One of the most interesting applications designed
specifically fo r the PowerBook involved . . . reading.
A company called Voyager published on floppy disks
an ambitious list of books skewed to the Mac crowd
(like William Gibson's cyberpunk thrillers) , current
best-sellers (the latest from Gloria Steinem to John le
Carre) and classic works of literature (the works of Random House's Modern Library-Dostoyevsky to Eudora
Welty) . The "Expanded Books Project" Aew in the face
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of continual scoffin g from a literary establishment rhat
had always regarded computers as the antithesis of artbut the original designers of the Macintosh would have
found ir a good m atch for rheir own work of arr.
"This is ... an effort to find a place fo r literature in
the dynamic medium that's rep resented by the computer, rather than cede the fu ture to MTV," Voyager's
president Bob Stein said at a conference in 1993. "The
goal at this srage [in the info rmation age] was twofold.
We wanted it to look enough like a book rhat readers
would say, 'I recognize that. Ir's a book', and nor th row
up at rhe idea of reading on a screen. We also wanted to
keep intact a book's functionality. We couldn't provide
the fetishistic relationship to the object, and didn't want
readers to lose too much, or th ey would n't like it."
As Stein admitted, the experience of reading D ickens
or Ken Kesey on a PowerBook could not provide the
tactile intimacy of ink on bound paper. But as w ith
other successful sofcware metaphors, these virtual books
could outperform their tradi tional counrerparcs in other
ways. Since th e text of rhe book was stored as an electro nic document, the reader could interact with it as if it
were a wo rd-processing document. Searching for words
and phrases was insrant, and any passage could be easily
copied and dropped into an original document. Voyager
also added new materials to each work, accessible,
hypertext-style, by clicking ar the proper link in the
original document. Du ring cbe reading of Moby-Dick,
you could gee a Q uickTime video o f a roiling ocean .
Pictu res of dinosaurs popped up in Jurassic Park
It was yet another case in which Macintosh pointed
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ro-and hastened-a future where we might interactively consume and reshape all our information from a
vast library of ones and zeros representing the accumulated wisdom, expression, and knowledge of humankind. Clearly, if Vannevar Bush had lived to be a
hundred and two, he would have bought a PowerBook.

A

nd now a confess;on. Foe much of ' he p<epara·

cion of this book, ostensibly an homage to an insanely
great instance of technology, I have been locked in battle with my protago nist. For weeks, something had been
awry with my M acintosh Ilcx (a 1989 successor to the
Mac II). Every time I walked away from the computer
fo r ten minutes or so, I would retu rn to find the screen
frozen . When I moved the mouse, the cursor icon-the
little arrow that survived the journey from Xerox PARC
to the Lisa to Macintosh-moved with ic. But that was
the sole response I co uJd evoke. I could not type; I
could no t pull down a menu; I could not open an applicatio n by selecting an icon and double-clicki ng. T he
machine had "hung." T he only thing I could do was
switch off the computer and be thankful that I compulsively save my working files every time I wan der away
from my desk.
A properly working Macintosh is a marvel, but a
M acintosh with an undiagnosed sofrware p roblem is
slow torture. Is the trouble caused by a faulcy program?
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T here are more pocenrial culprirs o n my desktop chan
suspects in a game of C lue. A virus? I use an "anri-viral"
program ro inrercepr rhese virtual parasites but even che
best of rhese claim protection from only "all known
viruses." Techno-anarchists in Bulgarian virus factories
churn our new strains with d isrressing regularity, so rhe
effort co stay current is as hopeless as a vow co avoid che
Au. Then there are the sorts of system problems triggered by the sheer complexity caused by an ensemble of
programs running simultaneously. A typical Macintosh
has come co accommodate several applications running
at once, in addition co as many as a couple dozen "system extensions." The latter are software programs chat,
upon scare-up, lodge a tiny piece o f themselves in the
computer's memory in case they are needed-sort of
camel with a nose under the cent. As with any family of
independent- minded sores au empcing co occupy a limited space, conflicts ca n arise wirhin a given ensemble of
software fi les. Programmers cry co avoid chem, buc they
are a consequence of the sheer complexity chat arises
when more and more rowdy occupants are shoehorned
into a single vehicle.
All of chis comes as a conseq uence of Macintosh's success. The original Mac, while certainly not immune to
system fai lures, was incapable of this sore of elusive malady. You barely had room fo r the operating system and a
single application. The fa il-safe method of dealing with
a software problem was co make another copy of the
disk chat cam e with the application. If che problem persisted, you'd know it was faul ty software and you would
either call che develo per to complain, and probably hear
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thac others had already reported the bug, and a fix was
on the way. If not, you would avoid chat application. In
any case, you would have identified the problem.
Bue then M acintosh grew. Hard disk drives increased
the amount of storage from the equivalent of a large
manuscript to something approximating the combined
verbiage in a Borders bookstore. The Mac's memory
chips were called upon to handle not just a single application and the system, but several applications, as well as
the new class of "memory resident" system extensions.
Meanwhile, che system itself had grown to Brobdingnagian proportions. In much the same way that a successful new business, as its income rises from thousands
to millions to billions, finds itself mired in bureaucracy,
the Macintosh software system, elegant interface and all,
is somewhat overwhelmed by its new demands.
lc's been said that the life span of a new personal
computer is alcin to thac of a dog: each year of a computer's life is equivalent to seven human years. Using
that analogy, a computer really doesn't mature until it is
close to three years old, reaches its prime between the
fourch and fifth years, and gets visibly long in the tooth
after year eigh c. By the end of a decade, it requires artificial means of life support. Since the ecology of personal
computers is rather harsh, however, very few computers
are privileged to die natural deachs; the vast majority
succumb co inborn disease or predators. In the entire
(admittedly brief) history of the industry, the only machines surviving to old age have been the Apple II, the
IBM PC and its clones, and Macintosh.
In order co keep Macintosh fresh and compecicive,
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Apple had to extend its abili ties while not pricing itself
out of rhe marketplace. Through rhe magic of Moore's
Law, chis was easi ly accomplished: the 1984 original
Macintosh cosr $2,500 and was all but unusable without a $400 external floppy drive. In exchange for chat
$2,900, Apple provided rhe buyer wirh 128K of internal
memory and a total of eight-tenths of a megabyte of
floppy disk storage. N ine years lacer, the lowest-powered
Macintosh was called a Mac Classic II. It had an advanced processor chat ran program s many times the
speed of rhe original, came w ith 4 megabytes incernal
memory (thirty-two rimes as much as rhe original); a
single floppy drive that not only held almost three times
as much information per disk as the original but also
had the ability to read disks formatted with information
from DOS systems; and a built-in hard disk drive with
40 megabytes of permanent storage. It cost less than
$ 1,000.
To accommodate thar power, Apple had rewritten the
system several times while attempting to maintain rhe
same original intuitiveness of the original Mac interface.
At a certain point, chis became impossible. The paradigm of files within folders, for instance, was qu ite elegant and comprehensible when one had a few dozen
documenrs-it was jusr like a file cabinet! But when
users commonly had thousands of documents in their
hard disk drives, things became immeasurably complicated , as if the imaginary fil e cabinet fiUed a gymnasium. After years of calking about it, Apple finally
released a new version of the system and Finder, called
System 7.0, which, among other things, dealt with this
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problem in pare by introducing the concept of an
"al ias." T his featu re allowed yo u to create multiple icons
for each document or folder. So if you created a letter
to yo ur boss about a tennis date, you could put an alias
for che document in a Business Correspondence folder,
a Tennis fo lder, and a Recent Work fold er. The document's icon would appear in all of th ese, and doubleclicking on ic would open the file, regardless of whether
or noc the original actually "lived" in that particular
folder. Once you learned how to use aliases, M acintosh
life was a bit easier-but the point is that one had
to learn how to use them . Ir was one of dozens of
new twists chat, in che aggregate, made Macintosh less
intuitive.
Not to be bested by the system , the applications
themselves h ad grown bigger and more Byzantine, in
manners not anticipated when M acintosh was first conceptualized . A good example is M icrosoft Word, which
becam e the most popular Macintosh word processo r after Apple stopped including free versions of M acWrite
with every computer. Originally Word fit quite neatly
on a single 4·00K floppy disk. It did its job with a minimum of distracti ng bells and whistles. But Word 5. 0,
released in 1992, was another m atter. M icrosoft had
stuffed it w ith featu res, including a spell checker, a
grammar checker, a thesaurus, a drawing program, footnotes, bullet charrs, automatic indexi ng, page layo ut
capabilities, a ta ble-of-contents generator, d rop caps,
envelope add resser, a separ ate facili ty to generate mathematical notation, and a screen saver that filled the display mon itor with spacey color graphics when the
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machine was not in use. Word 5 filled up five floppy
disks, and installing it took up the better pare of a
morning. And Word was by no means the biggest program; I have seen some filling up nine floppy disks.
Macintosh had become so complicated that in 1991,
not long after Apple shipped System 7, it released a new
program called At Ease. Ir was essentially what is called a
"shell"-an interface to the interface, used to protect
novice users from getting frustrated by having to negotiate a complicated system best left to so-called power
users. An Apple apparachik once explained it to me.
"Ir's a friendly deskrop that replaces the Finder," he
said. "Ir's directed ro the home and education marker
and for people new ro the Mac. It helps ensure success
for novice users."
I was deeply disturbed at this. After all, the Finder,
the program that greets all Mac users, was the essence of
rhe experience. Ir was what was supposed ro proclaim
through its intuitiveness and simplicity rhar Macintosh
was different- this was a computer that was easy rouse.
''Are you saying," I asked the Apple guy, "that the Finder

isn't friendly?"
He blanched. "I try to use the word 'friendlier.' "
There was no doubt rhar in ten years Macintosh had
become much more powerful and utilitarian. But a price
had been paid. How long would it be before it was time
ro put the dog to sleep?

In any case, this was rhe background ro my Macintosh
troubles: rhe computer had become more complicated
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than anyone had imagined . Obviously, one of rhose
complicatio ns was making my life miserable.
The fai l-safe solutio n wou ld be to srarr from scrarch
- back up all my documenrs, then wipe the hard disk
clean. Then, in an orgy of d isk swapping no t experienced since my o riginal Macintosh, I co uld reinstall the
sysrem, reinstall all the applications, rei nstall all rhe system extensio ns and utility program and gam es ... and
hope the same thing did not happen again.
Bur I could not face rhc prospect of this task. No r in
the middle of, um, a book. Such an enrerprise would
take hours, m aybe days. So I enacred a sho rt-term fix. I
began stripping the system of possible offenders, beginning with fri lls I hardly used, conrin uing with featu res I
fo und somewhat useful bur could live without, and ultimately, removing certai n programs and utilities I fo und
extremely helpful in my everyday work patterns, bur
!mew that their presence could porenrially cause the
horrible situation I found myself in. I was stepping back
in rime, maki ng the Mac emulare the simpler, though
less useful, computer [ had. As I wiped our · Super
Boomerang, Background Printing, O n Locario n, and
SpaceSaver, I pictured myself as Astro naut Dave in
2001, determinedly yanking our the chips in the supercomputer H .A.L., with rhe uncom fo rrable feeling thar I
was deconstrucring a personali ty. When J was finished ,
my M acin tosh Hex was not so aravisric as to sing
"Daisy," but it was, in a Mac sense, no longer icself. On
the other hand, it no longer hung.
I knew, however, I would have to eventually solve the
problem for good, and some weeks lare r, I final ly vowed
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to do so. The first step was some sleuthing. I reactivated
the potentially offending pieces of software, one by one,
waiting until the problem reappeared. FinaJly, I thought
the culprit was identified: a program called O n Locatio n
that lived under the puJl-down Apple m enu o n the left
side of the screen. Published by ON Technology, a company fo unded by Mitch Kapor after he left Lotus, this
was a searching program that could speedily riffle
through all rhe files on a hard disk ro find any given
phrase o r wo rd. I caJled ON's customer support line and
reached a technician who informed me rhat On Location was normaJly very sound. But a recent version of a
popular program had caused some problems.
"Do you have Microsofr Word version five-pointone?" he asked me. I sure did.
Put briefly, there was a kind of allergic reaction between On Location and the brand-new edition of M icrosoft Word. Oddly, the source of the dispute could be
mitigated if I accessed the folder that came with Word
entitled "Sample Documents" located in a file called
"Employment Report," and consigned ic to the crash
can . After this deletion , and removal of another possibly
offending fi le he noted, things would quiet down, my
supporr person predicted. I followed his d irections
and-poof, no more hanging.
In retrospect I marvel ac how the problem arose and
was resolved. Ic was as though having that particular file
in my system, alo ng with the preexisti ng program
caused the same chaos as a burrerfly flapping its wings in
Indonesia. The machine's eventuaJ breal(down was che
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hurricane in Kansas. Who knows what similar entanglements were emerging in the chaos of mill ions of lines of
computer code silently executing o n the motherboard of
my Ucx?
Yes, the riddle was solved. But the experience jarred
m e into contemplation about my own relationship with
Macintosh, and with technology itself. The first concerned the degree to w hich I had become dependent on
it. What had become of the susp icious anti-warrior of
the sixties, casting reproachful glances at the Temple
University computer center? He had been turned. He
was now a rechnophile. His compatriots from the rebel
days now thought him a nerd. The first thing he did in
the morning was switch o n a Maci ntosh Hex and the
black ness of the screen wo uld suddenly crystallize in to
the Finder, icons, windows, and menu bar on a sea-blue
background. He swan-dived, cold, into th is informational sea and spent the rest of the day bobbing in and
out of it.
There was a time, I know, when I conducted much of
the sam e sorts of business that I currently engage in,
without requiring a machine that makes mo re calculations in a morning's work than all the combined arithmetical operations of humanity performed by hand,
over the span of recorded history. Bur I can't remember what that ti me was like, o r how I coped. It is only
through the densest fog that I can even remember
what it was like usi ng my p revio us, pre-Macin tosh,
command- line-interface computer.
Still, I a m h ard pressed fo r proof that, fo r all its
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magic, Macintosh has enabled me to be more producrive. I feel r.har ir has, wirh every inch of my being. But
after my recent fiasco with On Locarion and Word , I
sometimes questio n whether this is an illusion.
fu it tu rns out, this q uesrion has been bedeviling
economists as well. A few years ago Ga ry Loveman, a
professor at MIT (who has since moved to H arva rd), attempted co measure rhe productivity gai ns rhar came
with rhe billions of dollars' worth of informatio n technology purchased by American indusrry. Similar studies
measuring rhe benefits of research and d evelopmenr had
conclusively demonstrated that R&D was a solid investment, and that there was no reason to suspect char computer technology would be a different story. But whe n
Loveman ran all the numbers, totaled the investments
in informatio n technology and then compared them to
the productivity totals of the industries, he was startled ,
if nor asto nished by r.he results. "There was no positive
effect," he said. "T here may even have been a negative
effect."
T his gap between accepted reality (computers make
us m ore productive) and the quanti fiab le result (they
do n't), has come to be known as the Productivity Paradox. A true puzzler: If co mpu ters enable us to get so
much work do ne, in a much sh orter period of
rime ... why can't we measure it? Where did the productivi ty go?
Some people deny that rhc paradox even exists, and
indeed , more recent studies indicate r.hat the information techn ology inves tment is beginning co pay off.-in
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part because of the ease-of-use of graphical interfaces
like the Macintosh. Still, I chink the paradox is a useful
tool ro assess the hours we spend focusing on our tools
instead of using them-as in the better part of two days
I spent trying to locate the source of my Macintosh
troubles. This was a process in which I had never engaged back in the bad old days when I roiled on a typewriter. In a certain sense, those days were nor bad at all.
I never spent a whole morning installing a new ribbon.
Nor did I subscribe to Remington World and IBM Selectric User. I did not attend the Smith-Corona Expo twice
a year. I did nor scan the stores for the proper cables to
affix to my typewriter, or purchase books that instructed
me how to get more use from my Liquid Paper.
But maybe productivity is not the main benefit from
computers. As its designers understood, the point of
Macintosh was not to prod you into piling up x more
reams of paper, bur to change the way you interact with
information, to empower yo u to manipulate information with confidence, to augment your creative powers,
and to change the very way you chink. Macintosh has
certainly expanded my view of information, enabling
me to break the barrier between text and graphics. It has
placed me into the slipstream of the digital age, probably even reorganizing my thought process co align itself
to the point-and-click, cue-and-paste rhythms of Macintosh computing.
Some people have actually criticized Macintosh on
che grounds that it does change one's thinking. Marcia
Peoples Halio, an assistant professor of English at the
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University of Delaware, raised considerable hackles
among Macincosh adherencs in the academic community by writing an article in Academic Computing entitled "Student writing: Can the machine maim the
message?" In it, she described how the Freshman Comp
papers she received differed according to the computers
the students used to compose them. After several
semesters of having her studencs use DOS-based IBM
computers, she was shocked at the papers generated by
Macintosh users: "Never before in twelve years of teaching had I seen such a sloppy bunch of papers," she
wrote. The problem went deeper than punctuation: the
Macintosh students wrote in a more casual style (Halio
was reminded of the loose colloquialisms of the mass
media) and even chose more frivolous subjects to write
about. While the IBM students addressed issues like
capital punishment and nuclear war, she complained,
"Mac students chose to write about such topics as fast
food, dating, bars, television, rock music, sports, relationships, and phenomena such as the foam 'popcorn'
chips that come in many packages."
"Can a technology be too easy, too playful for young
immature writers?" she asked. "It seems to me that
schools with only Macintosh computers may need to
alert teachers to the possible effects that using this
icon-driven, super-friendly system can have on students'
writing."
Twenty English professors at various institutions
signed an indignant riposte directed to Academic Computing. The most pungent response, however, came
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from Stuart Moulthrop and Nancy Kaplan, associated
with the writing programs at, respectively, Yale and Cornell. "To restrict argument to a narrow range of topics
or to words alone may be defining 'composition' fa r too
narrowly, especially in a wo rld where information cakes
complex and sophisticated forms." They contended that
Macintosh's featu res, especially the ability to integrate
ocher media into documents, can "situate languagespoken , written, and ico nographic-in a much richer
context than the ryped o r word-processed essay can provide." In face, they implied, che writing program that
did not use Macintosh wo uld doom its students co che
backwater of an ancique version of literacy. "Literacy in
che next century may well mean che ability co compose
in multiple discursive d imensio ns and across media ... "
they wrote. "If we English teachers are unwilling to expand our notions of w riting, we relegate o urselves co che
study of the pasc and the instruments of che past."
This was getting incerescing-a showdown between
che forces of tradition and che rebels w ich a graphical interface. Bue before che debate had a chance to develop, it
became clear chac ic mighc become mooc. Why? Because
all computers were going co adopt the graphical interface. All of them were going co look like Macintosh.
During the 1980s, wh ile some people were falli ng in
love wich M acintosh and ochers, including Marcia Peoples Halio and councless MIS managers in corporate
America, were resisting its charms, the most powerful
human being in the computer industry was working
doggedly co ensure chat all personal computers, regard-
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less of whether they were Apple or its competitors,
would work like Macintosh. This was, of course, Bill
Gates, the chairman of Microsoft. Gares had been impressed from the start with Steve Jobs's original Mac presentarion, and immed iarely launched a division of his
company which wou ld produce the mosr popular applications for Macintosh. Bur his larger goal was to replace
h is own lucrative product, DOS.
There were two reasons for th is desire. The first was a
genuine belief that the graphical interface was superior.
The second was less altruistic. Microsoft had made its
name, and much of its revenues, from operating systems
and computer languages. But it wanted ro dominate the
applications market as well. It nettled Gates char Microsoft's competitors in the applications marketplacethe Lotus spreadsheet, the WordPerfect word processor,
the dBase database- dominated those categories in the
DOS domain. By ending the DOS era and wiping rhe
slate clean, Microsoft could drive its own products ro
the rop of the software best-seller charts.
Gate's first stab ar a graphical interface came in 1983.
The produce was named Windows. Ir had more in common wirh the earlier PARC interface than with Macintosh-for insrance, its windows were nor overlapping, as
were Lisa's and Mac's, but "tiled" on the screen, each one
demanding a certain share of the d isplay's real estate.
W indows 1.0 was also incredibly slow, and hopelessly
late. It did not catch on. Neither did Windows 2.3, the
next major release. But in 1990, Microsoft released,
with unprecedented fanfare, Windows 3.0, and found
instant success. In the next three years, Microsoft sold
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twenry-five millio n copies of W indows 3.0, and by
1993 the Software Publisher's Association was reporting
chat sales of W indows software exceeded chat of DOS
and Macintosh combined.
In countless tiny ways and a number of significant
ones, Windows 3.0 was inferior co Macintosh. le was
hampered considerably by the face chat ic was not designed from the ground up, bm grafted on to the overburdened DOS system. (This was a necessity; oth erwise
it could nor run o n the millions of previously existing
computers of chat ilk.) All coo often, che user could peer
through the cracks and see the fault lines underneath .
For inscance, as with D OS, the names of Windows documents were limited co eight characters. And one could
not bestow names upon individual disk drives and
floppy disks. So while in Maci ntosh, one could name a
file LETTER TO DEBORAH BRANSCUM 3/ 14/93
and save it co a disk named MARCH 1993 CORRESPONDENCE, with Windows the fi le would have to
be named something like BRNS_LET.DOC and saved
co /B:.
Yet for all practical purposes, Wi ndows was Macintosh . Despite the lack of key components like the trash
can, the essential operatio ns-double-clicking icons co
launch fil es, for instance-were identical . Applications
written o riginally fo r Macintosh, like Excel and PageMaker, wo rked much the same on W indows.
For Apple, countering the perception chat there was
little difference between Macintosh and W indows was a
difficult task. T hroughout rhe 1980s ir had commissioned a number of studies char proved Macintosh's su-
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periority over MS-DOS, so now it attempted to do the
same with Windows. It circulated a study by "a leading
independent PC-testing company" called Ingram Laboratories that compared various models of Macintosh and
corresponding IBM PCs or Compaq computers running
the same software in Windows versions. The study
claimed that the same applications performed better in
the Macintosh models and that Macintosh offered better price performance. Leaving aside a shifty omissionthe deck was stacked in Apple's favo r by not considering
the powerful PC "clones" among the competition-the
very comparison showed that Apple had lost its chief arguing point. For years, it had been futile to equate Macintosh with its counterparts in the personal computer
world-the comparison was truly, no pun intended, an
apples-versus-oranges situation. Bur with Windows 3.0,
the oranges had become apples.
In fact, by 1990- oh, irony of iron ies-it was Microsoft, not Apple, which circulated resulrs of a Temple,
Barker & Sloane study (yet another "independent consulting and research firm") concluding that a graphical
interface-in other words, Macintosh and its imitators-"generates a greater return on information technology investment than a traditional interface [like
Microsoft's own D OS]."
In a very large sense, it was a great victory fo r Macintosh and the vision behind it. All co mputers were destined to be an cestors to Mac. The lessons of Macintosh
would percolate throughout the entire personal computing community.
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Apple, however, would nor be doing the teaching.
The moment to capitalize on the Macintosh's superiority
had been lost. In retrospect, it is clear that John Sculley
should have opted for lower-cost Macintoshes several
years earlier, and perhaps even widely licensed the Macintosh operating system to outsiders. T hen M acintosh's
market share would have been significantly more than its
ten to fifteen percent of the personal computer industry.
Instead of licensing the Macintosh, Sculley made alliances with other companies, agreeing to jointly develop
future products.
The most startling of these was an agreement forged
in 1991 to join with another large compan y to produce
the next generation of computers. Apple's new partner
was its former blood nemesis-IBM. IBM! To those of
us who recalled the rhetoric surrounding Macintosh's
introd uction-Steve Jobs claiming outright that "IBM
is out to crush Apple"- this sh ift was straight out of
Orwell's 1984, when the three global superpowers
would shift alliances on a dime. Apple join ing with
IBM was like Luke Skywalker moiling off into the sunset with Darth Vader.
When Apple's profits dipped in 1993 , Sculley wound
up leaving his post as Apple's leader. The company's
board o f directors now considered him too much a visionary, an excessively starry-eyed technophile, to make
the hard decisions necessary to shepherd Ap ple through
the 1990s. Sculley was permitted to retain the title of
chairman, but no longer had a direct role in the company's operations-exactly the fate of Steve Jobs in
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1985. The irony was inescapable: originally hired to anchor )abs's dreamy fantasies, John Sculley apparently departed because his technological seduction had become
too complete-he was running Apple too much like
Steve Jobs had and, like Jobs, he was gone within
months- still attempting to make a dent in the universe
but no longer at Apple. (In Sculley's case this new
launching pad was a relatively obscure company involved in wireless communications.) Sculley's replacement was fifty-year-old Michael Spindler, whom Sculley
himself had imported to C upertino from his native Germany. A no-nonsense businessman who eschewed publicity and was nor known to gush about 2 1st Century
Renaissances, Spindler's nickname was "the Diesel. "
There was little danger char the Diesel would become
Steve Jobs.
Apple had suffered down periods in the past, only to
rebound. le was a company that sold $7 billion of worth
of technology each year, and its product line still featured the best personal computer in the world, Macintosh. Ir would undoubtedly recover once again, perhaps
wirh the fruits of its collaboration with IBM, a faster
computer chat Macintosh called the PowerPC. Bur another milestone had been passed. It seems that at Apple,
eras, like computers, are measured in dog-years.
The changes at Apple bring me back to my dinner
conversation with Steve Jobs in November 1983, just
before Macintosh was introduced. He was talking about
the future of Apple. "Something happens to companies when they gee to be a few billion dollars," he said.
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"They sort of turn into vanilla companies. They add
a lot of layers of management. They get really into
process rather than result, rather than products. They
lose touch with their customers. Their soul goes away.
And that's the biggest thing that John Sculley and myself will get measured on five years from now, six
years ... Were we able to grow co a ten-billion-dollar
company that didn't lose ics soul?"

"I think Macintosh accomplished everything we sec out
co do and more, even though it reaches most people
these days in Windows," says Andy Hertzfeld today.
"We loved the Apple II. And we loved arc. So we made
the Mac a descendant of the Apple 11, and a computer
for artists-for writers and musicians. We never
doubted that the way we did things would catch on.
The key thing is that we kept the Apple II spirit, the
crazy irreverence, the anti-authority flavor. Macintosh
tells people as chey use it, 'You don't have to take things
coo seriously.' It was great to make a product that has a
rebel heart."
He pauses. ''And what I'm doing now is in that
straight line, in chat spirit."
What is Andy Hertzfeld doing now? Helping to create
the spiritual successor co Macintosh. He is a cofounder
of a start-up company called General Magic. Nestled in
the cubicles of the General Magic engineering department is virtually a Mac Hall of Fame. In the corner sits
Bill Atkinson, the corporation's chairman. Next to his
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cubicle is Herrzfeld, the inspiration to the young hackers
on staff. Also in the room are Susan Kare, the original
Macintosh artist; Dan Winkler, author of HyperTalk;
and Bruce Leak, the key wizard behind Macintosh
QuickTime. Joanna Hoffman, hired by Jef Raskin as a
marketing person when only four people worked on
Macintosh, is General Magic's vice president of sales and
marketing. Even the communications director has a
pedigree-she's John Sculley's former publicist.
General Magic began when Marc Porat, a former
Stanford MBA working at Apple, came up with a product idea called Pocket Crystal-a personal communications device that wou ld not only combine the functions
of telephone, fax, electronic mail, but perform the tasks
of a digital Filofax, and, finally, be a conduit to various
databases and even, eventually, financial accounting systems. Ir would not only be an umbilical to the world's
lmowledge and a handy reminder of your personal business-it would be your waller. The idea was so compelling that he was able to recruit Atkinson and
Herrzfeld to join him. And the idea was so ambitious
that the three cofounders convinced John Sculley to allow them to spin it off into a new company. Later, Porat
gathered an alliance of partners that included Apple,
AT&T, Sony, Motorola, Matsushita, and Philips.
The "products" of General Magic are not so much devices as technologies: Telescript, which is sort of a
PosrScript for communications-a computer language
for so-called smart messaging; and Magic Cap, which is
the pocket-sized, comm unications-based equivalent to
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the Macintosh interface. 'The Macintosh," says Porat, is
"the artist's sketch for Magic Cap. " As with the Mac interface, the personalities of its key creators-Hertzfeld,
Atkinson, and the arc of Susan Kare-are readily apparent. The plan is to offer an interactive cyberspace of
icons on a screen that fronts a hand-held device. For instance, the display might turn into a m etaphoric music
store. By touching the picrures of various shelves, one
could browse through a stack of compact disks. Touching one CD icon might fill the screen with th e label image. Touching again might trigger a wireless call to the
record company-and the response would be a brief
snippet of one of the songs on the CD. A butto n with a
picrure of a package might Rash at that point, and if you
touched it, the disk would arrive at your house the next
day, billed to your bank account.
Oddly, among General Magic's companions in the
pocket communications trade is a product produced
solely by Apple itself. It's called Newton. Its head engineer is another Mac alumnus, Steve Capps. Working
with him on the project are Macintosh classmates
Jerome Coonen and Larry Kenyon.
Newton is a pen-based digital slab slightly larger than
a human hand. Its icon-based imerface is less whimsical
than that of General Magic, but still an obvious successor to Macintosh. Example: when you scratch the pen
over text on the display in an erasing motion, the text
disappears- in a simulated puff of smoke. A metaphoric touch of Macintosh-style irreverence.
"With Macintosh, Apple was betting the company-
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it was, 'If yo u don't pull it off, we die,' " Capps says.
"With Newton, I always said 'Just make sure it's not a
bee-your-company proposition.' Apple has its desktop
business, so it's not like we won't be here [if Newton
fails]. We h ave that freedom.'' Yet considering Apple's
disarray at Newton's introduction in August 1993Sculley no longer at the helm, stock price down, layoffs
in the air-it seemed that Apple's future indeed rested
with Newton and other instances of what it called "personal digital assistants.''
T hese pocket communicators, or personal digital assistants, are not the only successors to Macintosh aimed
at audiences that would ordinarily never venture near
a computer. The next generation of television cable
boxes as envisioned by Microsoft has a Windows-like
point-and-dick interface. Our remote controls will be
pointing devices, allowing us to move the cursors over
menus with entries like "Nighdine" or Casablanca.
Further into the future, if we wear eye-phone goggles
and other virtual reality apparel, the menus may appear
before us in space, and the pointing device will
be ... our fingers. Sounds strange, but once I actually
stood in a NASA laboratory and used my Data-gloved
h and to invoke pull-down menus that shimmered before
me like ghosts, and then chose the commands from
these. It was as though I had stepped into the Macintosh
metaphor.
Ul timately, we can expect to lose count of Macintosh's successors. Long after its departure, Macintosh
will be remembered as the product that brought just
plain people, uninterested in the particulars of technol-
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ogy, into the trenches of the informacion age. In che
process it standardized the crucial bridge from metaphor
to reality. The informacionscape will never be the same.
Neither will we. Armed with Macintosh understanding,
with Macintosh knowledge, with Macintosh skills, we
will cross the line between substance and cyberspace
with increasing regularity, and think nothing of it.
Many of us-millions in fact-already make the excursion daily.
All thanks to Macintosh , the computer with a rebel
heart. Behold, a dent in the universe.
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